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May 10, 198 3

Dr. Steve Langdon
Chairman, Steering Committee
Marine Archeology Workshop
Department of Anthropology
University Of AlaSka
3221 Providence Drive
Anchorage, AK 99504

Dear Dr. Langdon:

I am delighted to hear that Alaska's first-ever Marine
Archeology Workshop, co-sponsored by the University of
Alaska Sea Grant Program, the Office of Uistory and Arche-
ology of the State Division of Parks, and the University
Museum, will be held in Sitka from May 17-19, 1983.

Our state's long coastline holds much promise for underwater
archeology, and there is a good probability that marine
excavations will uncover information of much importance to
our rich prehistoric and historic past, Because of this,
and because such underwater projects have not yet occurred
in Alaska, this conference is most important as a means to
address and discuss issues basic to the discipline.

I hope that the workshop is a most rewarding one, and
commend all the participants for their interest in, and
dedication to, Alaska's heritage.

Sincerel

j3ill Sheffield
Governor
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Executive Summary
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Since the late 197Ds, hints of interest In Alaskan marine
archeology appeared on a number of fronts, and a significant
effort was mounted to locate an Important historic
Shipwreck. The prospect Of SubStantial oil exploration and
development on Alaska's o~ter continental shelf has been,
and will be, a major impetus for investigating Alaskan
marine archeolog ical resources. Three research efforts,
pr lmar I ly documentary, have been funded by the Alaska Outer
Continental Shel f  OCS! Off ice of the Bureau of Land
Management  now housed in the Mineral s Management Serv ice of
the Department of Interior! to identify cultural resources
On Ai aSka's shel f. These stud leS fOcused on the BeaufOrt
Sea, Lower Cook Inlet, and the western Gul f of Al aska, and
were undertaken as part of the Environmental Impact
Statement  E IS! process I eading to oi I lease sales in these
areas  Dixon et al . 1977, 1976, 1979!. An ear I ier research
project funded by the OCS program produced a det a I led
analysis of how evidence of early human occupation of the
New World might be obtained from presently submerged lands



which, during the last glacial age, formed the Ber lngian
land bridge between the 0 Id and New War I ds < Dixon et a I .
1976!. Two other reports of the OCS program have also
examined marine archeolog Ical resources and have provided a
prelImlnary inventory of sunken ships that Ile on the
Alaskan outer continental shelf that could possibly be
affected by oil exploration act lvit les  Tornfelt 1981,
1982 ! .

In add it ion to thi s largely ant ic lpatory, documentary, and
deduct ive research, there el so appeared in the I ate 1970s
substantial interest in the Russian vessel Neva, sunk off
Mt. Edgecumbe near S itka in 18'I 3. Thi s ef fort was
energetlcal ly undertaken by professional divers who
themselves had no archeologlcal training although they did
make a concerted effort to involve professional
archeoiog ists in the lr endeavor. Even though they were
unable to obtain d irect archeo log leal involvement, the group
worked cooperatively with the state Office of History and
Archeology and agreed not to disturb or take any arti facts
from the shipwreck If they located It. It is hoped that the
c lose cooperation between pub I ic of f I c I a I s and pr i vate
parties which occurred on the Neve pro!ect wii I set a
positive example for future rei ationshlps. The unsuccessful
search does raise the important question of what ~ould have
been done if the wreck had been located. Concern over the
answer ta this question has also spurred interest in Alaskan
mar ine archeology.

By ear i y 1982, the comb lnat ion of an environment possibly
rich In underwater sites and a history that suggested that
mar ine archeoiog Ical resources were potential ly of great
s igni f Icance along with recent interest ln these resources,
both analytical and practical, Indicated that the time was
appropriate for Alaskan archeologlsts and historians to
assess the posslb i I ities for marine archeology in the state.
From the beginning a broad, multidisclpl inary approach to
the topic was proposed by the Steer Ing Committee.
Archeologists, cultural anthropologists, historians,
conservators, and legal scho lars were el I perceived as being
important contributors to such an assessment. Four topical
areas were selected for examination and discussion at the
workshop: Marine Archeological Resources, Logistics and
Training, Preservation and Housing, and Legal Issues. The
committee undertoak to identify and Invite experts in these
fields to summarize recent and Impartant findings in their
areas for the workshop as weII as to make recommendattons on
the conduct of mar Ine archeology in Alaska, Presentors were
Invited from the maJor North American centers of marine
archeology. Canadian and United States federal government
professionals, Caned lan and United States university
faculty, and Alaska State government professionals
part ic 1 pated.
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In examining the potential importance to New World cultural
history of submerged precontact siltes off the Alaskan coast,
Mauger and Wessen divide Bering ian sites into Continental
and Maritime regimes� . They contend that submerged sites of
the former type offer little additional information to
terrestrial sites. Submerged maritime sites are potentially
of great significance for understanding both the early
occupation of the New World and the development of maritime
cultures along the entire north Pacific coast of North
America. While they note the special additional problems of
site integrity posed for submerged sites, they point out
that if submerged sites survilve Inundation, wave action, and
in certain areas, ice pack gouging, that wet sites often
provide a broader sample of cultural materials due to the
anaerobic conditions of submersion� .

Mauger and Wessen and> to a lesser extent Ruppe', are
generally skeptical about the contribution of submerged

In the session on prehistoriC Submerged sites, Ruppe's paper
presents a deductive approach to preliminary identification
of submerged sites. The model builds on assumptions
concerning human settlement patterns In coastal areas and
examines near shore geomorphology to locate submerged river
channels, es tuar ies and beaches where human habitation might
have occurred. In discussing the applicability of the model
developed for predicting and testing the location of
submerged sites off the west coast of Florida, Ruppe'
suggests that within the Bering Sea, the area south of the
KuskOkw im River Is I lke I y to be most productive since there
is less likelihood of ice gouging. He further notes that
siltation from the Yukon and its constantly changing course
make Site determinat Ion at the mouth of this river extremely
difficult. Finally, he suggests that the north side of the
Alaska Peninsula, which would have been the southern margin
of Berlngia, should prove productive because bathymetric
data indicates that the Kuskokwim River flowed south to join
with the Nushagak and Kvichak rivers tO form a massive river
system. His paper points out the crucial importance at this
puncture in the evolution of marine archeology, of ground
truthing with remote sensing instruments so that the
information they provide can be correctly interpreted for
use in future investigations.
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The overwhelming major ity of mar ine archeo log i ca I
excavations have taken place in the temperate waters of the
Mediterranean Sea or the trop ical water s of the Caribbean
Sea, Alaskan waters are subarctic and arctic and thus
constitute a significantly different set of environmental
variables than those normally experienced by marine
arCheO log ists. In Canada, however, marine archeo IOg iStS
must also contend with waters similar to those of Alaska.
Gren fer is one Of the few archeOIOgists in the world with
exper fence on several archeol og ical invest igat ions in
subarctic waters. The account of the Red Bay Project, Parks
Canada's cooperative investigation of ~ 16th century Basque
whaler sunk off the coast of Labrador, provides a first hand
account of the conduct of an actual project. Included in
this discussion is an account of the organization of the
project, a description of the equ 1 pment and techn I que of
excavation, and an assesSment of the CoStS and benef ItS
assoc lated wit h the use of certain systems such as hot water
d Iv ing un fts. Noteworthy for nearshore research are the
problems posed by fluctuating tide levels for controlling
vertical and horizontal locations of above bottom features.
The paper is enhanced by background informat lon on Basque
wha I lng and the add it lanai stud les on cooper ing hu I 1 des ign
that have been undertaken wfth project mater lais.
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Preservat ion and Hous inrf of Mater I a I s

Once marine archeologicai materials have been located and
excavated, attent fon turns to how they ars to be preserved
and housed. The character I st ic mi I leu of mar ins
archeolog ical materials Is fmmersion in saltwater. This
environment poses markedly different problems from that of
the terrestr ial environment. Hami lton and Jenssen discuss
the special techniques and problems associated with the
conservation and storage of mar fne archeolog Ical mater fels
of different composition� .

Many sunken vessels of historic interest were of wood
construction. Consequently, the problems of conservation
and preservation of waterlogged wood once removed from the
marine environment has received substantial Investigation In
the past decade. Jenssen's paper explores this rap fdly
developing technical topic Including the emergence of freeze
drying techniques which apparently hold great promise for
the preservation of organic materlais. Also included in her
discuss fon are conservation techniques for a w Ids variety of
organic artifacts, including leather, skins, textiles, cork,
berk and keratlnous mater fels.

p also Included a panel discussion on the
s of Alaskan museums for storing, preserv ing,

and analyzing mar fns archeoiog ical materials.
the panel were Peter Corey of the Sheldon

eum, Alan Munro ot the Alaska State Museum,
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mar ine archeo log ical preservat fon project~. The Anchorage
Hl stor ical and F lne Arts Museum ls present I y undergoing an
expansion from 25,000 square feet to 93,000 square feet,
which wi I I include a conservation I ab and some equipment,
but it w i I I st I I I I ack the spec I a I I zed equi pment requ 'Ired
for mar lne art i facts. Shal kopp Indicates that the Anchorage
museum w i I I be ab I e to store mater i a I s; but that Its pr Imary
purpose is as a pub l ic-oriented facl I ity of the Municipal ity
of Anchorage. It thus cannot be expected to undertake major
commitments to mar ine archeo log ical projects or to other
sc ient i f ic work without an a I tered mandate and supp l ementary
funding. Despite the relative incapacity of Alaskan museums
to suppOrt mar ine archeo l og lca I reSearch, el I museum
representatives indicated both a desire and wl I I ingness to
wor K COOperat ivel y wilth non-A I aSkan inst itut ions wh ICh might
require their assistance on an AI askan mar ine archeoiog ical
proJ ect .

LecCal Issues

guest fons concerning the ownership of mar
resources and who has the authority to de
site shall be excavated are obviously cr u
of marine archeology. Unfortunately, the
present clouded and uncertain. The major
shipwrecked vessels and the relative auth
state agencies over this particular class
brief, Admiralty law is the body of legal
back to 1 6th century Eng i and which prov id
svcceed In raising sunken and abandoned s
obtaining cargo from sunken and abandoned
right to that which they have saved. Alt
intended for recently abandoned or sunken
limit presently exists for determining wh
applies to a sunken vessel and when the h
preservation law applies.

Several states have attempted to exert jurisdiction over the
cu I tura I resources of the ir submerged rear Ine waters, but
I ltlgatlon Is presentiy in process on the question.
Leg is I ation has ai so been introduced in the United States
Congress to declare sunken vessel s federal property and to
make provlslon for transference of title to states when such
action woul d be warranted, No clear so 1 ut ion to this
amb iguous and cruc I ai question to mar ine archeolog ical
investigations of sunken vessels Is I fkely to emerge in the
near future.
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pr lvats amateurs. Albr ight's paper describes the framework
establ ished by the State of South Carol ina for aptlmlzlng
cooperat ion between the professional archeoi og I sts and
amateurs. The system includes several I tcsnse types,
requirements for amateur d Iver s to report the ir f inds, and
shar ilng of the proceeds of a sc ient1 f i ca I I y contro I I sd
salvage operation between the state and the person I icensed
to carry out the operation, The fundamental underpinning of
the law, which has been upheld in court, is the state' s
assertion of ownership of "al I objects of archsological and
pal eontol og ical assoc i at ion wh ich have rema ined uncl a lmed
for more than 50 yearsiw Albr ight is convinced that the
cooperative route has provided, and wil I continue to
prov ide, effective Iong-term protection of the resources.
Such coaperat ion wl I I advance the sc lent if ic pursuit of
underwater archeology by combining the resources and
energies of the amateurs with the guidance and expertise of
professionals.

In Alaska, the situation is similar to the 30 or so other
states which do not have laws specifically oriented to the
management of marine archeological resources. Robertson and
Mertz, state attorneys in the Office of the Attorney
General, explore the appliCabliity of the AlaSka Historic
Preservation Act to marine archeologicai remains. Their
review and analysis finds that the act does assert state
ownership and management of submerged historic and
archeoiogical resources. However, there ars several
I imitations on the state's management authority over those
resources, The most important iim ltatlons are caused by
ambiguity tn the wording of the act with regard to <I!
rights of access and use by Alaskan Natives, �! what
resources are covered under the act, and �! the lack of any
active efforts to implement the act through identification
and pursuit of marine archsologlcal concerns. In addition,
Robertson and Mertz also point out the uncertainty
surrounding wrecked vessels and their cargo dus to the
unresolved federal questions concer n ing the applicability of
Admiralty law to these mater iais.

Alaska Iaw Is appi Icabie to marine archeological resources
in a broad reading; but since the state has made no active
efforts in the field, Its utility may be limited If
challenged. furthermore, unlike South Carolina, there is no
program ln Alaska to monitor or cooperate with private,
nonprofessional salvage and sport d Ivers. It is probable
that the efforts of such divers directed at marine
archeoiogical resources will increase in the future. In
order ta increase the scientific utility while minimizing
the potential destructiveness of these efforts, it Is
important for the state to devsiop a framework for
monitoring and perhaps cooperating with pr Ivate,
nonprofessional divers interested in pursuing marine
archsological resources.
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The Future

Al askan mar 'Ine archeo I ogy I s In Its embryon lc state. The
qestation per fod for the emerqence of ful I-blown marine
archeoloqlcaf investlqatlons along the Alaskan coast may be
quite 'long. A number of factors woui d appear to contr lbute
to this state of af fairs. First, the amount of territory to
cover ls vast, the env lronment Is ruqqed, the ef forts to
'I ocate resources -- both arch iva I and on the ground -- have
been min lma I to d ate, and per sonne'I with the spec If ic
technical ski 1 ls for such efforts have not been present.
Second, the resources needed for such Investlqatlons
monetary, technical equipment, fac I I f ties -- are present I y
unaval I able and I lkel y to be so for some time without a
ma for ef fort to obta fn them. Third, there are at present
o ~ l y I itl ted th eet ~ to the r ~ese ~ tl ~ ~ ~ hheee e d d oe I ~
archeo'I oq ica I resource base.

A'I thouqh susta ined mar ine archeo I oq ical Investigations are
some time fn the future for Alaska, this should not be taken
to mean that nothing shou'Id be done. For example,
prov Is Ions should be made fn the des Iqn ing of future
archeofoqlcai or museum fee il itles for the conservation and
storage of marine archeol og lca I mater I a I s. The monitor lnq
and control of private diving efforts on marine
archeologlcal resources should be commenced, and a
cooperative relationship between the state and the public
should be fostered through sharing of information and
resources. Finally, legal efforts should be taken to
protect the mar Ine archeo'loq les I heritage of Alaska so that
In the future when technology, professlOnaf Inferesfs, and
finances permit sustained Invest lgatlon, th'Is pr Iceless
her ftaqe wil I st fl I be Intact .

Steve Lanqdon, Cha irman
Alaska Mar fne Archeology Workshop Committee
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Predictive models for locating underwater
cultural resources on outer continental shelves

ReynolcI j. Ruppe'
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona

Introduction

The post-Pleistocene melt'Ing of 'Ice sheets has resulted ln a
genera'I rise In sealevel of about 85 meters 1n the past
17, 000 years, The encroachment of ocean waters onto the
once-exposed coastal plains has resulted In the inundation
of Pleistocene and Holocene coastal geomorpholog ical
features and associated evidence of human occupation. Until
such time that this material evIdence 'Is retrieved, a
significant port1on of the subs1stence patterns of early
hunters and gatherers wlii not be available for study.

Research Desi n

Stlllstands, per1ods when sealevel remains static, are
required for the formulation of characteristic coastal
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The research design is based on our knowledge of sealevei
rIse over the past 17,000 years. It Is proposed that rising
sealevel displaced human populat'lons and their habitation
sites all over the world at various times In the past. The
west coast of Florida was selected as the research area
because of its remarkable geologIcal stab II'Ity that allowed
us to Ignore the tectonic variable. Ethnographic analogy
der'Ived from the historic Calusa Ind lans and preh'Istorlc
settlement patterns evidenced by the local archaeology
provides the basis for testing and val'Idatlon of the
following hypotheses which form the base of our methodology
for predictive modeling of site locations.

Hypothesis I

PrehIstor 1c coastal settlement patterns on the west coast of
Florida were assoc Iated with bodies of water landward of
open ocean beaches, generally estuaries, lagoons, and some
r Iver mouths.

Test Imp I I cail ons

Distr ibut lon maps of ind'Igenous popui atlons and survey maps
of preh istor Ic archaeo I og I c a I s I tes 'In the same area shou I d
co inc I de. Both archaeo! og Ical and ethnol og ical sites shoui d
be assoc i ated with estuar ies, r Iver mouths and I agoons.
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Almost no sites will be located on open ocean beaches,
except perhaps In the hIgher latitudes.
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Drowned terrestrial sites can be located on and
ocean by use of remote sensing  acoustic i Instru
developed for oil and gas exploration. Scuba d I
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anomalous signals caused by archaeological sites
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I edges of a r Iver and d 'Ivers cou I d Ident I f y and conf I rm
those ledges. But the fathometer al lows recognltIon on! y of
gross features while the minutia of bottom morphology
escapes detection. It Is evident that sophist'Icated remote
sensing instruments are needed because conventional
archaeologIcal methods are fncapabfs of collecting the
relevant evidence.

The remote sensing Instruments used In mar Ine surveys are
the magnetometer, the sfde-scan sonar and the sub-bottom
proffler. The magnetometer Is of little use to our
research. Iriagnetometers are useful to locate shipwrecks and
hfstorlc sites, or other localities where metals occur. The
poss fb I'I Ity ex'Ists that we I Is, p Its, and f Irepl aces may be
detectable by the uss of a magnetometer but that ability ls
negated by the extremely low level of remnant magnetism In
those features. The lnabiifty of sea-borne magnetometers,
given thefr mode of appllcatfon, to detect low 'Ievsls of
magnstisrn ~ould appear to render them useless ln locating
drowned terrestr'Ial sites that are pre-metal In age.

Geophysicists have demonstrated that side-scan sonar and
sub-bottom profllers can detect the gsomorphologlcal
deposits characteristic of estuaries, lagoons, barrier
islands and rIver mouths  Nelson and Bray 1970; Rfgby and
Hamblfn 1972; Stuart and Caughey 1977; Van Overveem 1978;
among others>, Ths sfke-scan sonar monitors a wide area of
the bottom and produces an Image of bottom surface relief� .
If the bottom 'Is a featureless plain the s'Ide-scan cannot
produce a significant Image. However, ft does allow rapid
and accurate mapping of the contours of drowned river
systems and other geomorphofogfcal phenomena faster than a
fathometer. A shortcoming of the side-scan sonar fs its
inablffty to penetrate sediments that often mask ths
geomorphologlcal features we seek. Ther efore. a sub-bottom
prof f1 sr Is necessary to penetrate the sed Iments .

The sub-bottom proflier Is an instrument that generates an
acoustlcai pulse downward that Is reflected back from bottom
and sub-bottom 'I ayers and sad Iments   ref I ective surfaces! .
The echoes from the various strata are received and pr fnted
on a strip-chart and form a profile of the sub-bottom
strat'Igraphy. One diff'Iculty with currently available
models of sub-bottom proflfsrs is their Inability to produce
readable signals ln less than about six meters of water.
Kleln Associates, Inc, has recently developed an Instrument
that can be operated ln water depths as shallow as 30
cent'Imeters. Thfs latter fact Is Important because part of
our methodology requfres that known sites ln shallow water
be tested with the Instruments fn order to determine the
nature of the signals derived from archaeological sites. In
add'Itlon, large numbers of sites are in fess than 10 meters
of water. The signal anomalies produced by these known
sftes can be used as keys to the detection and
Identfffcat'Ion of unknown sites, ss discussed under
Hypothesis III in the research desfgn. The Klefn prof lier
has the added advantage of being able to be mated to a



s lde-scan sonar and both sensors can be mounted 'In the same
towf I sh. The system el so can be used as a separate prof 'I I er
or sonar, which makes ft extremely versatile. Thus the
proflfer can be used to identify bur fed geomorphological
features that are associated with archaeologfcal sites. The
ability of a sub-bottom profffer to detect submerged
archaeological sites has been demonstrated by Goodyear>
Upchurch and Brooks �980!, who found an Archaic lithic sIte
ln Boca C'legs Bay near St. Petersburg, Florfda.

The r emote sensing Instruments produced a pattern of sfgnal
images drawn on strip charts. The s Ignals will Illustrate
two kinds of phenomena. normal bottom or sub-bottom
features and features that differ from the norm and are
anomalous. Identification of the sources of the anomalous
s'lgnals depfcted on the strip charts must be accomplished by
In situ exam Inatfon of the bottom deposit  ground truth
testing!. Ground truthlng fs the systematic investigation
of specific entitles sensed by the Instruments. It ls
crucial that we examine the sources of the anomal les In
order to create a catalog of characteristic "signatures"
that will allow an analyst to identify the signal sources.
Anomalous signals from any site will be difficult to
Interpret unless known sites of var Ious types have been
tested systematically. Known sites must be traversed with a
proffier to produce rspresentat,fve signal irsages which can
be used. to Identify potential sitar in deeper water. When
promising geomorphol og ical feat bres are encountered and
anomalous signals I Ike those from the known sites are
rece Ived, divers can Investigate the locus and, If
necessar y, take a series of cores to test the sub-bottom
deposits.

Tests of sub-bottom deposits by examination of cores taken
from those deposits have been conducted rout Inely for years
by sedfmentolog lsts, palynolog lsts, and marine sc'lent Ists.
Archaeologists have made much less use of core analysis but
the methodology has produced significant Information when
used on underwater sites . Gag llano found that, "systemat Ic
analysis of core-type sediment samples provides a basis for
dlstfngulshing cultural deposits wfth a hIgh degree of
carta intyw  Gagllano 1982:168!. In a core taken In Ko'Iladha
Bay, Greece, Glfford found mollusc shelf fragments, thirty
pottery sherds, bu'Ild'Ing plaster, oxidized copper fragments,
carbonized wheat gra'In, charred fish vertebras, and a small
bur'In 5.5 m below the present bay bottom. The potsherds
were markedly angular as compared to sherds from the land
site which suggests that they probably were In s'Itu  Glfford
1982:169!. At the Yen ice Beach site and several other
dro~ned sites along the coast of Sarasota County, Florfda,
It was possible to distinguish between cultural and
non-cultural deposfts through the analysis of cores that
showed heterogenfty of shellfish specIes as well as charcoal
 Ruppe' 1978; 1980 !.

Not all cont'Inental shelves and adjacent coasts are equally
promising as locations for well-preserved archaeologfcal



Another 1mportant variable Influencing whether or not an
archaeol og Ical s i te w i I I surv ive a sea I eve l r I se I s the
Intens I ty of wave act ion a I ong the coast. Coasts can be
classified as high, moderate or ow energy coasts  Tanner
1960: 259! . A coast that possesses I arge waves, Iong fetch
and strong winds Is a hIgh energy coast and most I ikely wi I I
have drowned archaeological sites that either are severely
damaged or destroyed. In contrast, the west coast of
Florida, midway along the pen Insul a, Is classified as a zero
to low energy coastl ine  Tanner 1960r259!. Conversely, a
coast with a narrow, steeply slopIng coastal pi ain or a
f iord configuration wi I I not Of fer much protectIon from the
wave action of rising seas. Thus, any coast with a broad,
gently sloping shel f/coastal plain and a low energy
coast I Ine shoul d conta ln s I tes that are rel atlvel y intact.
However, ice movements such as those along the Alaskan
coasts present spec ial problems of bottom disturbances.

The hypothesis that former human populations occup
drowned littoral zones requires that sealevel was
periods of time during the long, cumulative r Ise o
after 17,000 B.P. Osc liiations in the size of the
continental lce sheets created periods of seaievel
lowerings, stillstands, and subsequent r Ises. Sti
are sealevels that remained static at various eiev
dateS In the paSt long enOugh to allow fOrmatIon O
character 1st'Ic coastal format tons such as estuar Ie
islands, and lagoons� . The st I 11 stands made poss lb
occupation of littoral zones by plants and animals
hab Itats were estuar les, lagoons, mar shes, and the
reaches of rivers. That biota was In turn exploit
human populations Inhabiting the coastllnes. The
biota was destroyed or displaced each time sealeve
Conversely, when sealevel was lowered a portion of
disappeared while the rema Inder was forced to m igr
the beach slope towards the retreating sea . Today
evidence of sever al human occupations of the fiuct
I Ittorai zone Is associated with, and a component
the sedimentary deposits on the continental shelf .
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Sealevel change In the past 17,000 years is fully accepted
by marine geologists. Evidence from every part of the giobe

sites. The choice of F I or I de as the resear ch
on several considerations. Geol og 1sts consid
pen',nsul a to be one of the more stab I e reg 'Ion
 Brooks 1975:IIE-17; Mlsslmer 1976:14!. That
Insures t hat the Independent variables of ear
can be Ignored safely for the time span consi
proJect. Conversely, the rise of sealevel on
coasts in many ar eas of the world must have r
destruct'ion or alteration by wave action of c
features. Coastal marshes, barrier islands a
can provide protection for shall middens and
bearing archaeological remains. The west coa
possesses all of those protective features an
well su'Ited to the research.
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Fleming also believes that the past 5, 000 years has seen a
sealevel r'Ise of no more than half a meter.

A minority opinion Is held by Rhodes Falrbrldge, among
others, that sealevel changed In an osclllatlng manner a
fs best illustrated by an Irregular curve   1961; 1974 !.
believes that sealevel rose irregularly and stood higher
than the present level several tImes In the r ecent past .
The Issue is of importance to archaeologists because man
drowned terrestrial sites so far investigated would have
to be con str ucted underwater accord I ng to the smooth cur
hypothesis . The inundated sites were dated by red locarb
means and archaeo log Ical typo logy based on r ad focarbon
dates.
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A graphic summary of the opinions held by ten mar fne
geologists 1 I lustr ates the extent of the problem  Everer
1980, Figure 2; this paper, Figure 1!. Clearly, the
archaeologist who attempts to correl ate sites assoc lated
with spec If fc contours and dates must attack a major
research problem. Conversely, the archaeologist who loc
archaeological sites underwater can provide more precise
dates for associated geomorpholog Ical features t han are
available by geological means. Several archaeological
studies have concluded that the Falrbr Idge curve provide
better fit than the majority opinion to radiocarbon date
and the age of diagnostic artifacts extracted from coast
sites  Lazar us 1965; Holmes and Tr lckey 1974; Hurt 1974;
Ruppe' 1980; Talra 1980!.
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Another source of d1sagreement concerns the magnitude of
sea I eve I change. Recent est fmates of the magn ftude of
change differ qreatly from those proposed a few years ag
One conservat I ve suggest ion 1 s for a total r I se of on I y
meters In the past 17,000 years  Bl ackwelder, Pf Ikey and
Howard 1979!. In the decades of the 60's and 70's a
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seat eve I r I se of 130-135 meters was cons'I dered a reasonab I e
estimate by many mar ine geologists  Gu I i cher 1969; Shepard
and Curray 1967!. In Apr I! 1981 the International
Geo I og 'Ica I Corre I ation Programme, Project 61, The Sea-Leva I
Project, met at the University of South Carol ina where the
members 'Informall y adopted a f I gure of 85 meters as a
,reasonable estimate of seal evel rise In the past 17,000
years. However, they were for ced to conc I ude that no
spec I f 'Ic wor I d-w lde fIgure was poss I bie. The prob I em I s one
of grave concern, as I I I ustrated by a conc l us fon that,
"...the great d f vers 1ty of op ln lons about th'I s hI story of
rel atl ve seal eve  In the Holocene Epoch makes the attainment
of the pr fmary project object I ve high'I y unl 'Ikel y"  Bloom
1979 >.

The d I f fer fng op in fons d lscussed above create ser ious
prob I ems when archaeol og ical for mui at fons are attempted. A
glance at Figure I shows that the past six thousand years Is
the per fod about wh  eh geol og I ca I th ink 'Ing I s most
contr ad fetor y and 'I t I s the same per lad that I s c rue I a I to
North Amer fcan prehl story, There f s general agreement that
the Archaic period man lfestatlons are first evident about
8,000 B.P. and exhibit considerable development and
expansfon by 5,000 B.P. In addition, It Is generally agreed
that the modern biota also was established by 5,000 B.P.
Thus, the spec I f Ic t lme per fod about which the geo I og I sts
cannot agree is one that has seen enormous changes, growth
and development of the prehistoric peoples of eastern North
Amer fca and I s prec I se I y the per fod for which we have the
best evidence of drowned terrestr fal archaeological sites.
The same sftuat Ion most probably exists ln the Ofd World In
Europe and the Mediterranean reg fon, at I east.

St I I I another geol og leal variable, and one that must never
be ignored by the archaeologist, Is the problem of crustal
movement. Eustat fc seal evel change has occurred everywhere
and the amount of apparent r fse rel atlve to I and level
dl tfers enormous I y from pl ace to p I ace because the land also
has r Isen or lowered Independently of the sea.
Consequently, we must know someth I ng about the tecton 'Ic and
isostatic history of the speclf'Ic land area fn which we are
interested . A case fn point concerns a geol og ical
phenomenon on Ant fgua where a tectonic t fit of the Island
raised the "Jolly Beach Site" about ten feet while sites on
the other sfde of the island were being eroded by the sea
 Nlcholson 1976 1. The same phenomenon has been documented
extensively for the Mediterranean  Fleming 1969; Flemm'Ing,
Czartoryska and Hunter 1973!. Those tectonfc movements
could eas'Ily be mistaken for a change In sealevel by an
archaeol og I st and I i emphas I zes the need for caution and a
knowledge of local geology . In terms of crustal movements
In general, the most Important factors are tectonic
emergence and subsidence, isostatic deflection of
continental margins due to lce loading and unloading on the
cont'Inents, d Istance of land masses from the location of
former Ice sheets, coastal deflection due to the weight of



sed 'Iments fn de I tas, and the I oad lng of the cont 1nenta I
marg 'Ins by the water co I umn.

More than 30 archaeological sites have been located
underwater along the west coast of Florida from Sarasota
County north to Levy County for a d I stance of 210 km. The
sites range ln time from circa 4,000 B.C. to A.D. 400 for
the underwater components. Some of the sites also possess
dry I and components on the beach or up the beach sl ope,
wh I I e others are comp I ate l y underwater and somet tmes a
cons lderab I e distance from the seashore. With the except'lon
of four Archaic sites, al I the sites that were located or
excavated are shell mlddens, a class of sites which are
notor ious for the pauc 'Ity of art I facts In the deposits.

The Venice Be
an archaeolog
and storms on
site is a dro
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d1 f ferent env
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undisturbed s
level was two
that some por
were removed

ach site  8-SO-26! provides sol fd evidence that
Ical site can survive ocean waves, currents,
a low energy coast l ine  Ruppe' 1980!. The

wned shelf midden on the west coast of F for fda.
city of shellfish species, some of which have
Ironmental requirements, demonstrates that the
an-made. The site possesses large areas of
tratlgraphy and the uppermost Intact cultural

meters below mean sea level. It Is probable
tlon of the upper cultural levels of the site
by wave action but that c annot be tested .

Judging by the available ethnographfc ev ldence, settlement
patterns similar to those of Florida are apparent elsewhere
In the world In many geographical focatfons and c! Imates.
The comp I ex food chains of estuaries and river mouths, both
in the water and on adjacent dry ground, prov'Ide a wide
variety of resources which were exploited almost everywhere,
Coasts In the vie in fty of estuaries and river mouths have
been used by human groups for a very Iong time, but most of
the evidence Is now underwater. Reports from such widely
separated locations as Austral la  Bailey 1975; Coutts and
Hlgham 1971!, Southeast As'!a  Gorman 1971!, Africa as far
back In time as the Middle Pateol Ith'Ic  Voiman 1978!, South
Afr fee  Parklngton 1 981!, Italy   Whltehouse 1 971 !,
MesoamerIca  Coe and Flannery 1968; Voorhles 1978; Hubbs and
Roden 19641 and northeastern North America  Braun 1974,
Salwen 1965!, among other locations all over the world,
attest to the association of archaeological sites and
coastal contexts, almost always on or near estuaries and
river mouths. The above Ifst fs only a portion of the
bibliography that could be c I ted, but it Is suf f lc fent to
fnd lcate that estuar les, river mouths and lagoons fn many
parts of the world will possess evidence of h uman
occupation.
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The research upon which development of a methodology for
predlctfve model lng Is based Is ongoing and has been
conducted In six f le Id seasons on the west coast of F lor ida.
The research Indicates that the methodology Is sound and the
results to date confirm the Initial hypothesis.



The techn !ques that are necessar y to locate the drowned
terrestrial sItes are the major problem faced by underwater
archaeologists. Untl I we are able and wi I I ing to survey
large areas of the ocean floors rapidly and precisely, the
study of past human occupations of former coast i ines wi I I
rema in somewhat spec ul at 1 ve. Therefore, 'I t I s abso I ute I y
essential that remote sensing Instruments be adopted by the
underwater archaeologists, which In turn, ental ls
acqu I s I t ion of very expens1ve 1nstruments, I ear n lng to
operate them ski l I ful ly, and development of survey methods
to systematical! y search eel ected areas of the continental
she'Ives.

The research design and methodology for predictive modeling
to locate drowned terrestrial sites was formulated for
latitudes much lower than Alaska, but most spects are
tr ansfer able to Alaska as well as other regions. The f Irst
step In the formulation of a predict1ve model for the
location of offshore are haeoi og leal sites Is the
reconstruction of a prehistoric settlement pattern sites on
the adjacent land areas. The reconstruted prehistoric
settlement pattern can be used as a model to determine what
speclf'!c geomorpholog lcaI features underwater would conform
to those of the model . Those features wlii be indicated by
the bottom contours that remain as evidence of the former
r1vers and other geomorphological landforms and will
Indicate the local!t'Ies where sites ought to exist.
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strat I f I ed s amp I es f rom wh ich pr ed i c t Ion
are made and which must then be tested f
predictive model ing ought to prove succe
must be tested by a number of means and
before It can be considered accurate, I
results of our Florida research cannot b
to the Alaskan situation. The probab Ili
drowned sites In Alaska wlii depend upon
phys lca I var I abl es such as sea Ice, g I ac
deflection, coastal topography, width of
shelves, amount of sed Imentat ion, wave e
protection prov'Ided by sand bars, b err le
shelf slope and coastal marshes.
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Cruc lal coastal geomorpholog ical features have been
obliterated along some of the Alaska coastllnes by several
forms of sea Ice and glaciers, From descriptions of the
pack ice along the Beaufort Sea coast It would appear that
the serious 'Ice-goug'Ing ln long furrows parallel to the
coast to a depth of 10 m.  Dixon, Sharma and Stoker '197S!
would have destroyed sea-floor contours in most areas. A
s im II ar s'Ituat Ion perhaps preva I Is along the coast of the
Gulf of Alaska where glaciers have gouged the bottoms of the
inlets In which they are located. The coast of the Bering
Sea has I fkewlse been acted upon by ice-goug Ing,
particular!y from Nunlvak Island north to the Bering Strait
 Thor and hie I son I 9Bl ! . The s I tuat I on from the mouth of the
Kuskokw 1m River to Br I stol Bay may be brighter because the



'ice dim ln I shes great I y to the south fn that area  McNutt
1981! and some bottom contours may stf I I be fntact. Qn the
other hand, Bl ack  I 966> states that, "the Br I stol
Bay-Al asks Pen insul a reg fon was under continuous Ice
probab'I y several t fmes and as recent I y as perhaps 10,000
years ago." The prsvaf I fng view about the southeast Bsr fng
Saa reg lon, as expressed by geol og I sts is that, "Coastal
occupation was possible only along the 'I ow lying south shore
of the I and br 'Idge, In areas that are now part of the
submerged cont I nenta I she I f of the Bering Sea"  Hopk lns
1979>. It Is Interesting to note that the choice of the
southeast Bsr 'Ing Sea rsg Ion as a 'I oca I e that presents a high
potent fal for sf te I ocat lon on the bas I s of our methodol ogy
conforms to independent geo I og Ical stud les.

Crustal def lection due to Ice-loading of the land mass is an
Independent var fable that must be considered, espscfal I y fn
Alaska. It Is not poss'Ibis to use dated stlllstands for
cross datfng because the vertical movements due to
deflection vary greatly In magn'Itude. The problem ls
compounded by the fact that the crustal movement, depending
upon Its location, may be up or down. Thus, present
ssalsvsl Is a relative measure! ft is entirely possfble that
s'Ites of the same t'Ime period and cultural content may, In
different geological areas, occur at different elevatfons
relative to sealevel. A related problem ls the tectonic
fnstabfifty of Alaska which creates the same kinds of
problems as coastal deflect Ion.

Coastal topography In Alaska runs the gamut from broad,
shallow contfnental shelves to flords. As discussed
earlier, our methodology cannot be applied to a f ford
topography. There Is a passlblllty that some local
embayments and coves may have riverine expressions offshore
that were like some of the village locations utilized today
by Northwest Coast Ind lans . If such ! ocat lons were not
scoured by glaciers there fs a chance that sites might bs
found, but acoustic Instrument surveys are necessary to
reach such conclusions. A wide continental shelf ls the
opposIte of a fford conflguratfon and lt offers the best
chance of contalnfng archaeolog'Ical sites. Shallow bottom
slopes prov Ide maxfmum sfte protection because waves break
far from the beach and the development of coastal marshss Is
made possible. Barrier Islands and sand bars are assoc fated
with shallow slopes which offer considerable protection from
wave action� . Heavy sed lmentat Ion w f1 I mask bottom contours
and If archasolog feel sites are present deep sediments will
make lt Impossible to reach the sites even If they are
detected by acoust Ic surveying� .

The amount of wave energy expended on a beach Is determ Ined
by such factors as length of fetch, angle of slope and
breaker height among others. Each segment of coast must be
examined and cons fderabl e var fat Ion can occur In short
distances  Tanner 1960!. Protection from wave energy 'Is
offered by barr'ler 'Islands, sand bars and coastal marshes.
Thus there are a number of variables that act to protect
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coastal and underwater archaeological sites from destruction
by wave action.

The Kuskokwlm River d'Iffsrs from the Yukon In many respects.
The Yukon has relatively few sites along fts lower reaches
wh !I e the Kuskokw 1m has many   Petrof f 1 882 ! The h I stor Ic
and prehistoric settlement patterns of the Kuskokw'Im were
less affected by the processes of the Yukon R'Iver mentioned
above. When the lesser amount of sea Ice at Its mouth ls
considered, the Kuskokw lm River ls a likely candidate for
offshore acoust Ic surveying . Even In that location,
however, the Coast Pilot reports heavy amounts of sift
suspended ln the water that probably masks bottom contours
under thick deposits of silt. Extensive testfng with a
sub-bottom prof'Ilsr must be conducted before further
dlscussfon Is possible. We should expect to find bottom
contours that represent the former channel of the Kuskokwim
Rfver when It flowed south and Joined the combined l4ushagak
and Kvlchak Rivers in present day Br fstol Bay. The combined
stream then followed a course parallel and close to the
Alaska Peninsula as it flowed across the present continental
shelf  Pratt and Walton 1974; Figure 2!.

That Intsrpretat Ion of the bathymetr'Ic data suggests,
perhaps, that Aleutian prehlstory might be susceptible to
other lnterpretat fons, g Iven the fact that a huge r fvar
flowed less than 40 km. north of the present Alaska
Peninsula. It is well to recall that ca. 8,000 years ago
when that large r Iver was extant, the souther~ margin of
Bering la was the mountainous spine we refer to as the Alaska
Peninsula which was not a peninsula at that time.

fch predictive models can be
to investigate two problems ln
that deal with location of drowned
sites on the continental shelves

The problems are: 1! the
cter Istic signals  signatures!
remote sensing Instruments from known

The methodology from wh
generated was des fgned
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Ident I f Ication of chars
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A second major consideration In the formulation of a
predictive model for the location of offshore, drowned
archaeo I og ical sites Is the reconstruct'Ion of a settlement
pattern utfflzlng ethnographic analogy fn combination with
the distr fbutlon of prehistoric sites on the adJacent land
areas. Settlemsnt patterns In part are determined by the
local geomorphology. Consequently, a r Iver of the sfze and
nature of the Yukon probably 'Is not a I'Ikely cand fdate for
our approach because of the great deposits of silt at Its
mouth and In the lower valley, the volume of outflow and the
high degree of meandering that the stream exhibits. Another
problem of the Yukon Is that given the huge volume of water
and the broad floodplain, many sites have probably been
washed away as Ds Laguna �947! suggests. Thus any
settlement pattern reconstruction could nof represent more
than a few hundred years and would not be a realistic model
of patterns that existed several thousand years ago.



Ss

F 'I g ur e 2. Bathymetry of the southeastern Ber 1 ng Sea. The
preh f stor 'Ic channel s of the Kuskokw1m, Nushagak, Wood, and
Kvlchak Rfvers clearly are vfsfble. The channels coalesce
1 n the v fc fn fty of Lat. 56 N, Long. 164' W.
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At the present time there is no bas!s for accurate
pred'Ict ion of the types of signals rece Ived from drowned
terrestr fal sites. A hypothesis that must be tested
cont'Inuously Is that most sites, because of their relatively
early dates, will be simple villages with shelf mlddens as
the most fmportant components . M Idden mater I al consists of
shells, ash, organic material and sand, which should differ
fn density from the natural sediments above and below the
cultural deposit. However, the degree of difference between
the densltles that may be detected on the prlntouts 'Is not
known . Archeo log ical s Ites In Alaska may have one poss fb I y
useful characteristic. Sites In coastal Alaska may have
s Igniflcant numbers of large animal bones that may be easier
to detect due to a density different than the surrounding
materia'I. That spec ul a%Ion obv'lousl y must be tested w'Ith
instruments fn the water,
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wfth a corfng tool or some other means to examine the
compos 1 t ion of the suspect strata.

Beyond the I ocat ion of drowned archaeo I og lca! sl tes the
research design has the potential to assist us in the
elucfdatlon of several problems currently faced In the study
of Early Man. Seal evel r I se In the Holocene and the
subsequent Inundation of tarrestr la! s I tes has Important
'Imp I feat fons for our understand I ng of the sett I ament
patterns and population distr fbut lons of ear I y peoples al I
over the wor fd, and of the study of prehistoric coastal
adaptations. The direct resul ts of seal evel r ise on
pr ahfstor lc populations were profound alterations ot the
environments and settlement areas on coastal plains and sea
coasts everywhere. Former Inhabitants of coastal plains
would have been displaced as sealevel rose and the former
coastal plains would have been transformed into continental
shelves' The above hypotheses suggest that present
estimates of the size of early human populatfons in the past
probably are In error on the low side. The large number of
prehistoric archaeological sites along the coasts of most
contfnents, both nt sealevel and below, provides evidence
that many sites were Inundated as sealevel rose and thus
have not been figured Into the populat'lon estfmntes.

The present state of knowledge Is so scanty that It is not
possible to document large population movements In the
perIod cd 1 7, 000 � I 0, 000 B. P. By Influence, however, we
can postulate such movements because modern humans are found
at the r Ight t fme 'In pi aces as d Iver se as Australl n, South
Af r Ice, the upper cave at Choukout '! en, and of course,
Berlngla and the New Wor fd. For example, when sealevel was
ca. 85 meters lower than at present fn southeast Asia, the
resultnt land mass was enormous. Ber ingle was a
continental-sized fend mass more than 1,100 km. across Its
north-south d lmens fon. Pl el stocene land masses as huge as
Ber I ng I a and Southeast As 'I a must have exerc f sad a
considerable effect on movement nnd dl str fbut ion of the
blots, meteorology and ocean currents. That In turn
suggests that nrchaeol og I sts must exerc I se great care fn
the fr formul atlons about preh f stor lc movements of humans,
settlement patterns, and resource exploitation. Faw
physical barr lers existed to Impede the movement of earl y
populations. Seal evel stands were never low enough to
prov'Ide dry-I and passages across Ocean fa or the Car 'Ibbean
Sen. However, the continental shelves were exposed enought
to al I ow ear I y human groups to travel rel atl vel y short
distances over ~ster. Passage by sfmple watercraft was not
d I f f '! cul t, and we do not have to fnvoke I ong sea journeys to
explain the popul ation of the var ious Island chains of the
wor I d.

Submerged archaeological sites also offer a greet potentfal
for dat I ng the geomorpho log lca I features w lth wh fch they are
associated. That wl I I help clear up many controversies
concerning the dates of pnst changes fn sealevel.
Archaeological sites are complex entitles that cannot be
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transported Intact, unl lke the natural shel I deposits and
I umps of peat which are the pr imary mater la I s used by
geologists to date stl I I stands  Bl ackwelder, P1 ikey and
Howard 1979!. The Venice Beach site, for exampl e, provides
sol ld evidence of an Inundated shell midden of f the west
coast of F'I or I de. Anal ysi s of the she I I s from the
excavation fnd fcated that of the 35 spec les represented,
oysters and cl ams compr ised between 654 and 87$ fn each
stratum of the m Id den, but the frequenc 'les of the spec fes
var led by level s. Each spec les has d I f ferent environmental
requ'Irements and they are not found together In natura I
shel I deposits. Pecten occurred consistently throughout the
m Idden and, since lt I s a free-swimming, bay bottom form,
had to be brought to the s I te by human fntervent Ion. The
frequencies and varieties of shel Is led to the conclusion
that a shell m fdden cannot be conf used with a natural she I I
deposIt. Such mlddens, along with other types of
archaaol og'Ical sftes, are datab I e features whose fntegr lty
and assoclatfon wfth stf I I stands can be firmly establ I shed.

Untl I archaeologists can develop a methodology to locate
drowned coastal sites, we wl I I not have an adequate
understandng of the subsistence patterns, migrations and
pop ul at lon s'I zes of preh I stor Ic peop I es. Th I s I s a prob i em
that I s not on I y g lobe I In scope, but perte fns to a
sfgnl f leant portfon of human cultural evol ut Ion as wel I,
extending back as far as the Middle Pal eol lthlc.
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Submerged archaeological resources on
the continental shelf of northwestern

North America
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introduction

That submerged prehistoric cultural
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With an increased awareness of submerged archaeological
resources, there also has been a concern with their
preservation and managament. This is tha result of both the
extension of dry land conservation ethics and the
probab II lty of increased impacts through exploitative
technologies and technological deva'lopments. In addition to
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the destructive effects of natural agencies such as storms
and shoreline erosion, the potential impacts of bottom
dragging and shell ffsh dredging have also been noted
 Roberts 1980:57-58!. Impacts have always existed in
coastal development and construction, and may be Increasing
on the continental shelf with the exploitation of offshore
areas as energy sources. The concern with fmpacts upon, and
the management of, offshore archaeological resources has
been witnessed by studies that are not only defining the
problems, but proposing management strategies  e.g.,
Schwartz and Moran 1980; Roberts 1979!.
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1. Mo isture must be present in suf f ic fent quent ity and
dur ation to positively affect the preservation of
organic materials.

2. The site must be under water, regardless of content.
While the preservation of the organic fract Ion is often
associated with wet sites, it need not be present.

We do not find It particular'Iy useful to Include frozen
sites In our defin Ition, despite the facts that both
moisture and organic mater lais may be present.

Wet sites may be ail, part of, or independent of a cultural
activity area, either horizontally or vertically. Some
sites are wholly wet; others may be wet only In their lower
components; some, I lke river or marine "dump" s Ites may be
locationally distinct from habitation or activity areas'

Wet sites occur In a variety of geomorph lc contexts and may
be classified according to their present, rather than
original depositional, circumstances:

I. Subtldal sites occur below Iow tIde range, either on
the continental shelf or within the ocean basins  ln
the latter case, they are truly "marine"!.

3. Lacustrine/riverine sites are basicaiiy continental but
may grade into intertidal zones. Special situations
such as sinkholes would also be fncluded here.

4. Watertable sftes are archaeolog ical deposits affected
by high or r ising watertables, efther during or
subsequent to deposft ion,

To summarize, wet archaeoioglcai sites are relevant to
discussion for several reasons. First, submerged site
be vie~ed as a particular kind of wet site. Secondly,
opposed to dry sites, wet site recovery often requires
technologfcaliy sophisticated and complex recovery sys
with e I aborate support In terms of laboratory process I
conservation, and preservation when perishable materia
Involved. Third, Intertidal, lacustrfne/r fverine, and
watertable sites on the coast may provide an Interface
between subtidal and coast dry sites. Finally, all we
sites have at feast a potential for the preservation o
organic materials through the presence of anaerobic
conditions. The actuai occurrence of organic material
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however, dependent upon a var iety of factors, Including the
cultural nature of the site and its geomorphlc history,
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The position of a beach on a continental margin is basicaliy
the function of two sets of effects:  I> the volume of
water present In the ocean basins or eustacy; and �! the
vertical movements of at least portions of the continental
margin t hrough the processes of isostacy and/or tectonics.
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S Ines the last g I ac i a I max imum, around 15,000 BP, the basic
eustatlc relationship has been essentially as follows:

1. At the glacfai maximum, sea levels stood between 80 and
100 m. lower than pr esent.

2. Between about 14,000 and 6,000 BP, sea levels rose
relatively rapfdly, as continental glaciers retreated.

3. By about 6,000 BP, sea levels stood within five to
sight meters of their modern positions. While changes
continued to the present, they are of a smaller
magn ftude and rate than prev fousl y .

While the raising and lowering of sea level
advance and retreat of continental glaciers i
simple Interaction, the actual reiationshilp b
level and land surface is greatly complicated
and tectonic movements. Isostatic movements
deformatlons resulting from the weight of con
tectonic movements result fr om the pressure o
continental plates. Tectonic changes may be
cases but over the last 15,000 to 20,000 year
increment of geologic time, there probably ha
change In their frequency . In contrast, I sos
reflect major climatic patterns; during glee i
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g laciated coastl ines were depressed and have general ly been
rebound ing in post-g I ac i al t imes.

Dur ing the ear I y and mid post-glacial per iod, rates of sea
r i se and I sostat I c rebound were both r el at i vel y great and
var fable; many portions of the coast exper lenced same degree
of both submergence and emergence. By the fate post-glacia[
per lod, however, sea r i se became minimal and rebound and/or
tectonics became the domilnant ef fects.
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In the case of submergent coasts, the beach has been moving
landward over time; that ls, the continental margin is
undergoing Inundation� . In the simplest situation, dry land
Is encroached by the intertidal zone until ft finally
becomes subtldal; I.e., continuously covered by the sea.
The matter may be complfcated, however, by the fact that the
sequence may loop at any point; for example, a coastline
that fs being tran sgressed by the sea may be uplifted by a
I ocai tectonic d I sturbance to become dry I and ega In . Most
submerged archaeolog Ical sites, excepting situations wher e
materials were dumped or disposed of in water, are probably
the product of submergent coastl ines. Unfortunately for our
purposes, such sites have been subject to a major impact;
that of intertidal transgression.

While the impact of intertidal transgression on
archaeological resources has previously been d fscussed ln a
1 976 memorandum by David Hopk Ins, its importance to our
concerns Is such that It bears repetition and elaboration.
An Intertidal transgression presents a number of conditions
that are basicaliy unfavorable to the preservation of both
the materials and integrity of a site deposit. First, there
is the wet/dry cycle inherent in an intertidal zone.
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Archaeological mater lal s in such a zone are sub Ject to
alternate wetting and drying, a condition most unfavorable
to the structural integrity of organic materials. The maJor
Impact, however, i s on mater la I s rather than site Integrity.

A second and perhaps more minor Impact than the others
discussed hers Is the biological and/or chemical
deter foration of site mater iai s. Intertidal zones possess
their own ecology, much of which is deleterious to organic
components of archaeological deposits. A third condition
impact lng intertidal archaeol og ical resources i s wave
energy, This resul ts ln erosion and di spersion, as wei I as
mechanical abrasion and destruction of both perishable and
less perishable materials. Because of these effects, it is
a maJor impact on both mater ial s and site integrity,

A final Impact that m Ight be mentioned is a combination of
the preceding three factors expressed ln the duration of
Intertidal transgression . The impact of these conditions
might be less in cases of rap id transgression than in a
slower process where an archaeological resource remains In
the intert Idal zone for a longer period of t Ime. The rate
of subsidence, and therefore the duration of intertidal
transgression, ls the product of a complex variety of
geologic and geomorphic factors.

Finally, it should be acknowledged that the impact of
lntert Idal transgress Ion on submergsnt coastl ines might be
lessened in protected inner coasts. Again, the precise
circumstances will be the result of a complex interplay of
various factors and wil'I be highly variable on both a local
and regional scale.

Archaeolo ical Cons Ideratlons

Most archaeological sites presently located on the
continental shelf are presently submerged or lie in
Intertidal zones. In terms of Initial deposition, these
sites fall Into one of three categor les:

I, Sites formed on the dry land and whoiiy or partially
submerged since their deposition through eustacy and/or
subsldencs.

Sites Initially formed In an Intertidal zone and
subsequently submerged. Such sites may have been
resource expl oltat Ion sites expressed ln art Ifact
content and archaeological features such as f Ish traps
and even petrog lyphs.

3. 5 Ites formed through d Irect subtldal deposition such as
loss, discard, or dumping.

Qf these categories, only the first--sites formed on dry
I and--have the potential for representing hab Itat ion sites
and yielding large amounts of culturally significant data.
This potential, however, ls a function of several factors,
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fncludlng dry land conditfons prior to Inundation, the
conditions of Intertidal transgression during submergence,
and the questions beIng asked of ths data.

Given the Impacts of intertidal transgression on
archaeological resources discussed earlier added to the
processes of dr y site degradatlon, it Is likely that  I! the
organic fraction ot such sites ls unlikely to persist; 12!
the Inorganic fraction will probably psr sist, and 3! the
context of the inorganic fraction ls like'Iy to be disturbed.
As a consequence, it ls probable that with submerged
archaeological resources that were Initla'Ily deposited on
land, "collect Ions" are more Ifkeiy to be recovered from
such sites than "assemblages." As used here, a "coilectlonw
ls not relatable to a cultural surface while and an
"assemblage" is. Materials in assemblages are more amenable
to spatial anay'Isis within ths context of a sits deposit,
while those In collections never are; collections may be
useful, however, in intsr-site comparIsons. In our
est fmat Ion, practfcal recovery techn Iquss ln the present and
forseabls future are likely to yfeid collections rather than
assemblages of archaeological materfals.

While the above comments might be taken as pessimist.lc, they
are gener al lzatfons and it is equally safe to pred Ict that
submerged archaeological resources will bs found that
survived the degradatlon of dry land processes and
intertidal transgression, and may be recovered as
assemblages, dependIng upon the local situation. To
maximize the Information recoverable from submerged
continental shelf sites, we must be prepared to ask the
questions and apply the analytical techniques most
appropriate to material culture analysis r ether than the
spatial relations between artifacts or components In a sits.
Upon refection, the situation described here Is not so
dfffersnt from many dry archaeological sites fn interior
Alaska and elsewhere on the continent, where archaeologicai
resources have suffered the ravages of time, disturbance,
and attrition yet yielded significant and important cultural
information.
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Two regions of concern have been selected for this
d i SCuSS ilOn I the Ber 1ng Sea area and the Northwest Coast of
North Amer ilca, In the fol I ow lng, each i s d I scussed
separate I y and will be cons i dered from two perspectives:
<I ! the case for ex 1st fng s ubmerged cult ural resources, and
�! the potentfal significance of those resources.

Ber ing fa

Geographical I y, Ber Ingia was a flat plain with occasional
high points represented by today's islands such as St.
Lawrence and the Prlb 1 lofs. The terrsstr ial cl fmate of
Bar Ingle is thought to have been severe, with wfnters longer
and colder than present and with less precipftation  Stoker
1976: 56! . Unt I I about 'I 0, 000 BP, w I th the open 1ng of the
Ber lng Strait, Ber ing i a had a northern shore border I ng the
Arctic basin and a southern shore bordering ths Pacific
basin. Ths southern coast was more moderate, being subject
to Pac If ic lnf I uences, and the rear fne resources were
probably little different than those of today  Stoker
1976:67!. The Arctic Ber Ingian coast was probably
considerably less attractive and has been described as
probably only wmarglnally fnhab Itabie"  Stoker 1976:81!.

Ca tI a tat~ha In Ia. Int rI r g h ~ tI g a
probabl y spread across Beringia with the eastwar
human populations and may have existed contempor
northeast Asfa, Ber lngi a, and interior Ai asks in
belt. Therefore, we might for the moment cons id
that at least cultural ly, unsubmerged portions o
exist: i.e., northeast Asia and intermontains in
Al asks. I f so, the archasol og ical resources and
thus far related to the Bering lan time period In
As le end Inter ior Al asks are suil tab ie modeI s for
continental cultural adaptatlons that may have e
Ber lng is proper. Mor cover, these model s are pro
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accurate in terms of technology, site type, site density,
and the preservation of organic and inorgan Ic fractions.
Site Integrity might also be added to the list, except that
submerged Ber ing lan sites wi I I have undergone the additional
impact of Intertidal tr ansgressions.
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ln summary, continental Beringian sites are I ikely to have
been similar to northeast Asian and Interior Alaskan site
deposits of a comparab I e time period both ln nature and
content. The fact that submerged cont inenta'I sites have
undergone intertidal transgressions is I ikely to reduce the
data potential of such sites, although the Information
potential wlii be dependent upon the technological
complexity of recovered materials, the kinds of analyses
applied, and the questions asked of the data. As
representatives ot Beringian collections, the apparently
undlagnostic flakes dredged up off of St. Eawr ence Island
and reported by Hopkins are more likely to reflect chance
and the relative ratios of debltage to diagnostic Implements
than the informatilon potential of continental Beringian
sites.

Maritime BerIn ia. Maritime cultural adaptat lone Involve
specific economic orientations toward intertidal and marine
resources and are often reflected In material culture and
the refuse assoc lated with maritime archaeological sites.
While there has been a history of discussion and debate
regarding early maritime adaptations on the North Pacific
rim in general and the Ber lnglan coast specifically, we take
no position in regard to lts absolute antiquity here; we do,
however, offer some thoughts on its nature, assuming that
such an adaptation took place in a Ber lng I an context .

First, the development of any Beringian maritime culture
would have occurred on the souther n coast, simply h*cause of
the relative lnhospftabiiity of the northern coast. Given
our conviction that productivity and therefore carrying
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capacity in hunting and gathering economies Is general I y
greater In coastal environments, s ltes representing any
Ber lng lan mar it fme adaptatlons are probably I arger In terms
of communities and more sxtsns fvs vertical I y and
hor Izontally than Bsr Ing Ian Interior sites. Whether this
increased the surv fvab II Ity of such s Ites d ur fng fntsrt fdal
transgressions, however, is another questfon.

While ws take no position as to whether mar ftime adaptatlons
did occur In Ber lng1 a, we do feel that I f such adaptations
took p I acs, they are probably genetical I y rel ated to I ster
North Paci f Ic mar f time adaptat fons. Unl lks the sftuat ion of
Inter for Bering Ian cultures relative to contemporaneous
Interior Alaskan and northeast Asian cultures, we cannot
suggest speclflc analogs to any mar ftfme Berlngian cu'Itures
that may have ex Istsd . Because we lack such anal ogs, any
evidence of a Beringlan maritime culture ls I lkely to be
highly sfgnff leant to perceptions of North Pacific cult ure
history.

Potential for future research. Regarding the future
prospects for Bering lan archaeological research, two
Iim Itatlons stand out:  I! where to look, and �> the
practical constraints of working In the current Bering lan
env lronmsnt. Locatfng underwater archaeo 1 og ical resources
has been compared to conducting a tsrrestr lal survey from a
baloon when the fog masks the land  Hudson 1977:2!. A
knowledge of where to look or sample, however, Increases the
chances of finding anything of significance. With huntfng
and gather fng economies, whether interior or maritime, where
to look can be greatly aided by a knowl edge of the I andscaps
dur ing the t lms of interest. Un fortunate l y, our know l edge
of the Ber Ing Ian I andscape Is extreme I y I 1m I ted; at best, we
have a general knowledge of submerged ancestral shorelines
and major r Iver courses, and a spec Ific knowledge of high
points on the Berfnglan plain. Therefore, prsdlctlvs
model Ing for the occurrence of Bar Ing lan sites fs extremely
Ifm Itsd and any research effort toward locating such sites
should be based upon gathering and utilizing as much
ancestraf landscape data as possible.

With regard to investigating spec Iffc cultural adaptatlons,
maritime and continental archaeological manifestations may
be recovered from virtually anywhere on the former land
mass. WIth first the shr Inking, then the dlvl sion of the
land mass, fol lowed by the expansion of the Bering Ssa and
Strait, Beringlan beaches migrated over Interior Berlngla
untl I present coast l ines wse estab I I shed, Therefore, we
have the poss fbi I it les of not oni y maritime and conf lnsntal
cultural manifestations anywhere In the area, but of
mar ftime materials overlying continental materials, and the
potsntal of mixing the two during recovery. Probabl y the
highest potent I el for archaeo l og ical resources I lss In those
areas that represented stable coastl ines  corresponding to
contlnentaI gfaciai sti I I stands>f continental mater isis may
be there In any event, and It Is only there that any
maritime cultures w I I I have been concentrated.
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The practical constraints to the r ecovsry of submerged
archaeological resources are extreme In the Ber ing Sea. One
researcher has noted the Bering and Chukchi Seas present
wind, weather, visibl 1 ity, current, and storm problems and
the entire continental shel f areas of the two seas ls
subject to seasonal pack ice  Dixon and Stoker 1976;246!.
A I so, any archaeo I og ical sampl ing i s I 1ke I y to be In
conjunction with, or an offshoot of, other research efforts
and therefore less intense and spatial ly dfctatsd by other
considerations.
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Late glacial and post glacial ssa isvsls on the Northwest
Coast present a compl Icated sftuation involving eustatlc sea
level r f se, Isostatic rebound as a result of the wasting of
coastai glaciers, and tectonic rise and subsidence. During
the last glacial per fods, when sea level was lower than
present, the coastal zone Itself was lower due to Isostatic
pressures. With the wan Ing of continental and coastal
glaciers, sea level began r Ising, but relative to an
Isostatically rebounding land mass. Fladmark  I975:167!
suggests that between I 3, 000 and 8, 000 to i 0, 000 BP, i nner
or mainland portions of the Northwest Coast were emergent;
between 9,000 and 5,000 BP, however, the northern portion of
the coast continued to be emergent while the southern
por tion was submergent. In the former case, tectonic forces
seem to have been e dominant factor while on the south
coast, the Inltlal Isostatic rebound effect was overtaken by
eustat Ic ssa level r Isa.
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Again, there is a history of discussion regarding the
existence of early maritime cultures on the coast. The
nature of the landscape and resources on the Northwest
are such that any prehi stor fc adaptation there must hav
been at least partially marltilme in ilts economic
orientation; the degree of which, however, Is the subje
debate and the presence of ear! y man on t he coast f Igur
prominently ln these concerns. Potential representativ
for ear I y Northwest Coast mar i t ime adaptat iona inc I ude
materials from Groundhog Bay and Hidden Fa I ls in Alaska
Moresby Tradi t Ion sites on the Queen Charlotte I sf ands,
the basal component of the Namu Site in British Col umbl
all of which are dry land sites. While the lithic
assembl ages assoc iated with some of these sites have
Inter for analogs and do not suggest c! ear mar it ime or
shorel lne orientations, lt should also be noted that I i
more ls known about their economic functions in Inter lo
sites either.
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If an early mar it lme adaptat1 on d ld exist on the Northwest
Coast, It is efther an Independent development or
genetlcal 1 y rel ated to events on the south coast of
Bering ia; no other possible anal ogs exi st. It seems to us
that i f an ear I y mar it lme Cul tur e I s demonstrated,
independent development ls less I ikel y than a relationship
to a Bering ian maritime culture; therefore, if such a
cult ure I s found, then the poss lb iI I iI ty of a south coast
Berlnglan maritime adaptation is strengthened.
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Submer ed sites. If Fladmark's suggestion regarding an
emergent coast  lne for the northern Northwest Coast and an
emergent early Holocene and submergent mid-Holocene southern
coast are correct, then submerged archaeological resources
are I Ikel y on I y on the southern Northwest Coast   barr i ng
local tectonfc subsidence In the north!. On the south
coast, early Holocene sites would have moved seaward as the
coastline emerged throug h Isostatic rebound, and then have
been inundated as sea level rise increased relative to the
slowing of isostatic rebound. While as yet we have no
unequivocal evidence of subtfdal sites on the Northwest
Coast, indications of such sites have been observed In Puget
Sound and San Juan Island where shell m Iddens are vlslble at
extreme low tides and fire cracked roces have been retrieved
from deeper contexts <reported fn Larsen 1972:10!. Thus,
while the absence of shell mlddens predating 4,000 to 5,000
BP on at !east the southern Northwest Coast might be taken
to indicate the absence of a mar It Ime adaptation, the
complexity of eustacy and isostacy on the coast may make
such judgements premature If not erroneous. Resolution of
the problem will come only through surveys for submerged
underwater resources and/or fnvestlgatlons of continental
shelf areas and fossil beaches dating to the early Holocene
that have been raised above present sea level though
lsostacy or focal tecton lcs.



intertidal sites. A number of sites on the Northwest Coast
have been Investigated that are whol! y or partial iy within
the iln tert I d a! zone, Such s i tes have been I oc ated on the
central British Columbia coast at Cathedral Point in the
Burke Channel, Kwatna Inlet, Quatsino Sound, and the Bel I a
Bel ia region.  Lapland <1982:23! lists ten sites
representing the Cathedral Phase �,000-4,000 B.C.! that are
Intertidal and not associated with other archaeolog ical
man I festat lons on adjacent dry  and� . Car I son and Hob I er
<1974:11! suggest that such sites may be chipping quarries
and/or washed out habitation sites. Apl and  !982:25! feels
that beach quarries are less likely explanations for such
sites, and suggests that other activities may be represented
 ibid: 62!. With regard to such Interpretations, it should
be noted that if these sites are taken to represent in situ
activity areas, rather than former habitation sites
undergoing intertidal transgression, then iit is lmp'lied that
sea levels In these areas have not changed since 1, 000 to
4,000 B.C.

Other wet sites, water table and
from the Northwest Coast  Croes I
and the Hoko River site on the Ol
Washington State, B Iederbost, Con
Puget Sound and the Skaglt delta,
Juan Islands, and 14usqueam Northe
AII of these have yielded well pr
and date around 2,000 BP or less.

r Iver I ne, are a I so known
976! . These inc I ude Ozette
ymp ic Pen I nsul a of
way and Fishtown around

English Camp on the San
ast near Vancouver, B.C.
eserved organic materials

Research otent Iai. In summary, the Northwest Coast has
already yielded wet sites In at least ilntertldai, water
table, and riverine contexts. The potential for submerged
archaeological resources is also high but may be restricted
to the southern coast because of the nature of late
Pleistocene and Holocene events . While mid- and I ate
Holocene submerged resources wiii be of considerable
interest, the dIscovery of early Holocene s ubmerged sites
cou!d have a slgnilficant impact on the question of early
mar i t ime adaptat ilons approaching that I f such data were
recovered from the Ber lng ian area.
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The research potential of recovered submerged materials on
the coast must be couched ln terms of the two energy regimes
that presently exist and existed ln the past. These are the
high energy outer coast, probably similar to Berlngian
coasts, and the low energy, protected, inner coasts. The
fact that protected loner waterways abound on the coast
throughout the Holocene suggests that some submerged
resources may have suffered less during intertidal
transgressions. Recovery of data from submerged inner coast
sites Is not only possible, but practical, given the
logistic situation for location and recovery efforts, and
the more compatible weather and water temperatures that
prevail in these areas. For these reasons, we feel that  I!
there is a good potential for the recovery of submerged
resources, particularly on the southern coast, and �! there



Is at least some potential for assemblages being recovered
from such contexts.

Conc I u s I on s

Our discussion has suggested certain generalizations
regarding submerged prehistoric archaeological resources on
the cont Inenta'l shelf of northwestern North America:

1. Such resources probably ex 1st although those that
were formed on dry land suffered the same processes of site
degradation as unsubmerged sites, plus the additional
destructive processes of lntertlda'I transgression.

2. Although the resources may be in a degraded state,
collection or assemblage data recovered from submerged
contexts in the subJect area may have considerable impact
regardilng some of the questions troubling dry I and
archaeologists, particularly those concerned with the
antiquity and developmet of maritime adaptatlons that were
in place by late Holocene times.

Intact subtidal archaeological r esources are most
likely to be located in low energy environments, both dur lng
and subsequent to their Initial deposition. Preliminary
efforts should be focused upon ident fylng these
environments and gathering and syn thesizing the data to do
so. Low energy environments have the greatest potential for
preserving site deposits, materiais, and relationships, and
probably will prove most amenable to systematic recovery of
archaeological data.

4. The potential location of archaeological data
relating to culture history questions ln the subJect area
may be maximized by the same principles r el event to dry land
archaeo I ogy: that is, careful consideration of geomorph i c
processes, geomorphic history, and pal eoenvlronmental data .
Because of the difficulty of access to subtldai areas,
environmental constraints on effective recovery of
archaeological data from such contexts, and the difficult les
of logistic support, careful attention to and synthesis of
geomorphic and paleoenvlronmentai data may be more Important
to subtld el archaeological research in max lmlzing the
results of survey and location efforts . Control of such
data will also significantly enhance the Interpretation of
such mater I el s I f recovered because of the d I f f icul t ies in
r el ocating, recheck ing, and preserv ing a subtldal
archaeological resource once it has been initial ly
investigated. The "further excavation" option aval I able to
dry I and archaeology wl I I be much more dl f f icul t to
exerc 1se,

In our est imatlon, the successf ul exp I o I tat ion and
interpretation of subtidal continental shel f archaeological
resources wl I I be most ef feet I ve as an ad Junct or compan lon
to the investigation of shai low subtidai, intertidal, and
other coastal wet and dry sites. We would caution against a
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Because of logistic problems, subtldel archaeological
efforts are not I lkely to be as Intense and extensive
might wish. Also, inevitable human progress and the
consequent impacts on subtidal resources will continue
these reasons, we suggest that public education progr a
s Im 11 ar to those offered to some governmenta I agencies
developed and oriented toward non-archaeologists whose
efforts, economic, recreational, or otherwise, bring t
into contact with sea bottom materials. This would al
the generation and preservation of useful data for our
purposes, even though it may be inadvertently or
fortuitously recovered.

as we
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conceptual separation between subtldal and other coastal
research efforts; while the technologies and support systems
may differ, the interpretive and culture historical goals
should remain the same.
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Record of maritime disasters in Russian

America, Part one: 1741-1799

Lydia T. Black
Providence College
Providence, Rhode Island

introduction

This presentation focuses on the early period of Russian
penetration Into North Amer Ice, spec If<eel'Iy Alaska, and
complements the paper of RIchard A. Pierce, wh Ich follows.
I shall consider separately the Russian vessels lost ln
Alaskan waters during the laissez-faire trade period, that
is from 1743 through 1799, and the foreign vessels lost In
these ~aters during the same period.

The Data Sass

Our data base Is scanty, especially in respect to direct,
primary ev Idence. This does not mean that such data are not
available. On the contrary, I believe that our data base
could be considerably expanded if our Soviet colleagues
should publish In full all extant logs and ship journals
kept by the early skippers and foremen and lasak collectors
who partic Ipated ln the Russian Alaskan fur trade during the
period under consideration. I know from the few documents
o f th Is sort wh Ich have been published < see references
cited! that such records often contain directional and
locational Information pertaining to significant
occurrences. Unfortunately, such details much too often are
omitted fn synthesizing works <such as for example Coxe 1780
and 1787, Makarova !968 or even J.L.S., 1776!. If and when
all the extant documents pertaining to the early per Iod of
Russian activity in Alaskan waters which are known to be
preserved <n Soviet archives, not the least fhe famous
Miller's Portfolios <Portfel I Mlilera!, are published In
full, our knowledge of the approximate locations of various
shipwrecks will become much more precise . At present,
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however, we are obl lged to confine oursel ves to identi fylng
the general area or, at best, the lsl and where the wrecks
have occurred.

Russan Vessels Wrecked In Alaskan Waters 1743-1799

The number of shipwrecks suffered by the Russian fur trading
vessels in Alaskan waters has been grossly exaggerated, as
has been, and continues to be, their alleged lack of
seaworthiness. The notion that these vessels were unusable
after a single voyage must be relegated to the realm of
myth. Even the smallest shit 1k, that is vessels of
lashed-plank construction, remained In the trade for several
voyages as a rule. They may have been sluggish and slow, as
Berkh �974! malntalnsd, but because of their flexlb'Ie hulls
they withstood the rough seas rather well  Jett 1974 !.
Estimates of the number of vasss Is I aunched from Kamchatka
and Okhotsk ports and of the number of voyages vary. My own
analysis of all available published data indfcates that at
least 55 vessels wer e constructed at Bolsheretsk and
Nizhnekamchatsk In Kamchatka, at Okhotsk, at the mouth of
the Anadyr ' River, and at the mouth of ths Lena R Iver dur fng
the period which concerns us here. Accordfng to the
estimate by Berkh �974!, quoted by Admiral Afanasiev �864,
also in D fv fn 1 979:298 1, 90 voyages wsrs undertaken . D fv in
�979:287-288! reports that by his analysis 44 voyages were
undertaken between the years 1743 and 1763 with a rather
small number of ships, of which 18 voyages fall Into the
decade 1743-1752.

5 ships launched and 90 voyages in a
span fr om all ports or harbors in

22 were lost� . This number ilncl udes
da, Liubov' which sailed from the Lena
h Siberian coast toward Ber Ing Strait,
his route, the vessels caught in the
iie Island chain, and the four vessels
itary action of the Aleuts at Un imak,
n the eastern Aleutians In 1763.

By my count of the 5
roughly 50 year time
northeastern Siberia
the Sv. Vera, Hadezh
River along the nort
and per Ished along t
tsunamis off the Kur
destroyed by the mii
Unal aska and Umnak

Of the 18 or so actual wrecks, the majority
Kamchatka shores or off the Commander Island
voyages, usually in autumn, when the weather
a rule, the vessels were driven onto the sho
rocks when they attempted to make port. Only
wrecks can be documented as occurring within
territory of ths USA, along the Aleutian cha
Includes what I shall term here sscondar wr
wrecks of smaif vessels constructed by survl
wrecks of the or Ig inal I argsr sh Ips .

occurred near
s on the return

was stormy. As
re or offshore

seven actual
the present

In. This number
ecks that is
vors of the

In terms of marine archaeology, It should be remembered that
any salvagabie materials were used by survivors or by
mariners who happened to v Is It the location of any wreck .
Floatsam was similarly utflized. If a wrecked vessel could
be approached at all, wood and iron, rlgg lng, tackle, and
canvass were removed, very often at great risk. Often the



wreck was set afire ln order to remove the last possible
scrap of the most precious commod lty: iron. Few wrecks
remained for future archaeologists to find.

On Kyska Island

A smail craft, the Sv. K~a iton, 17 arshin In length,
according to Berkh, was built in 1750/1751 on the Bering
Island in the Commandors out of the wreckage of the
Sv, Perkup I Zonat, owned by Bakhov, Shalaurov and Co .,
which had sailed out of the Anadyr' River mouth 1750
 constructed In 1747/48!. She carried the survivors ot the
wreck of the Sv. Perkug I Zonat back home. The Sv. K~a iton
sailed again as a government vessel in 1754/1755, to Mednoi
Island, carrying aboard a surveyor and ore assessor. When
the Sv. Kapfton reached homeport, it was confiscated because
Iron from the Bering's flagship had been used In her
constructilon without authorization. Later on, the vessel
was released to merchant Zhlikin and sai'Ied �757! for the
Aleutians, under skipper Ignatil Studentsov. She was
wrecked at Kyska Island, exact location unknown, on the 5th
or 6th of September 1758  see Mararova 1969; J.L.S.
1776:45-48 and Berkh, English language edition 1974:9!.
According to Berkh �9741, the vessel was cast onto a rocky
reef . J.L.S. � 776:46! says that after being battered by
the storm and having lost the rudder, which was replaced by

makeshift one, the vessel anchored offshore and came under
native attack. Ourlng this event, the shore wind, gust lng,
caused the anchor cable to part and tore the sall. In the
fog, the vessel was driven onto a small clitfy island not
too far from the larger  Kyska! Island and there she broke
on a rock. The crew saved themselves by using the mast as a
passage bridge to the rocky shore. In the course of their
soJourn there, from September 1758 through the summer of
1760, the survivors, only 15 of whom were well enough to
defend themselves against attacking Aleuts, built a small
craft out of driftwood and whatever they managed to salvage
from the wreck of the Sv.~Ka lton  J.L.S. 1776:46!. In the
meantime, 17 men died on the island. The rest made their
way to Shemya, where they were picked up by the vessei
Sv, Petr I Pavel, Petr Bashmakov commanding, reaching
Kamchatka 24 June 1761. According to J.L.S. �776:48!, the
small craft they constructed on Kyska broke up again when
they were making the harbor presumably at Shemya, and there
were only 13 survivors, It should be noted, however, that
Khlebnikov �979:86! believed that the Kal!lton was wrecked
ln the Fox Islands.

On Adak island

According to the pub I I shed information,   see Makarova 1 968 !
Adak is the most likely location for the wreck of the vessel
Sv. Ieremlla, though Berkh �974:13-15! claims that it was
wrecked on Umnak Island.

The Sv, leremlia was built on Mednol Island either out of
the ~reckage of the vessel Sv . Simeon and loann  Berkh
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Once again, the survivors managed to constr uct out of
wreckage, driftwood, and other local materials on hand, a
smaller vessel, which they named Sv . Petr i Pavel and in
which they set out homeward, in 1754  J.L.S. I 176:36!,
reaching Ni zhne-Kamchatsk In 1755  Makarova 1969: 53 !.
According to Makarova, data on this event are contained in
TsGADA, fond 199, delo 539, part I, book 15, folio 7 and
verso ff .! and once again I must reiterate that the
publication of the full text might aid us in better
determining the wreck's location.

In this case, however, we have the vessels Sv. Iereml~a and
Sy. Pet l Pe el ehlch e ect lit transFormed from the
Sv, Simeon I loann vessel.

On Near Islands

Two shipwrecks are reported in the published sources for the
Hear Islands, as follows:

Shltik Sv. Petr, originally built In 1743 or 1745, was
wrecked on her fourth or fifth voyage, Dmltrll Kakvas in
commanding.  The data are contradictory, and Information in
Berkh and Makarova is Irreconcilable, Berkh's constructs
find support In Shelikhov's Table of AII Voyages, Lwhich
dates to l790 and was published by Eflmov �948!j. Only
Makarova claims a fifth voyage for the Sv. Petr.!. Exact
locat Ion of the wreck ls not known, though it is known that
the survivors were taken aboard the vessel Sv. Borls I Gleb
in 1752  See Berkh 1974:10!.

Sv. Petr I Pavel ~ Petr Bashmakov commanding, was
d on Shemya Island. It was reportedly the fourth

for this vessel  owned by merchant Rybinskoy and
lons!, which commenced in 1762 ' In view of this
by Makarova, it seems that the little vessel built on

see above>, proved extremely seaworthy, unless the
built a new ship and gave her the name of the sturdy
craft that carried Bashmakov home In 1754/1755. Once

Vessel
wrecks
voyage
compan
report
Adak  
owners
little
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1974: 13-15; Makarova 1969: 53-54! or out of dr i f twood, in
order to assist the disabled Sv. Simeon and loann  J.L.S.
1776:26-27!. Survivors of the latter sailed on her for
Kamchatka, arriving safely In the fal I of 1752. Ref itted,
the Sv. Ieremi ia sa i I ed aga in in 1753, Petr Bashmakov, one
o f the most energetic and ab I e sk I ppers, command ing.
Already by August 1753, the vessel made I andf al I at an
1sl and, ~here the Attuan and possibly Rat Isl ands dialects
were spoken, The wind broke the anchor cable, and the
vessel was driven east  J.L.S. 1776:35!, she again came to
anchor on September 2, l753. Makarova identifies the
locations as AIAKH  Attuan or Rat Island Dialect for ADAK!
and states that the wreck took place on this same date.
J.L.S. �776:35!, however, states that once again the anchor
cable parted, and once again the vessel was driven further
by the winds and eventually onto the off-shore rocks at an
unknown island on September 3, 1753.



On Am I Ia Is I and

Here. the vessel Sv. E~v I was wrecked In 1785, on her third
voyage, with an experIenced and able veteran of the Aleutian
fur trade, navigator Dmltril Pan'kov. commanding. The
Sv. ~Ev I was on her return voyage from possibly as far away
as the Alaskan mainland hav Ing sailed out of Kamchatka In
1780. The skipper put into harbor to pick up the hunting
crew he had left on the voyage out . The ship was wrecked
close to shore and crew and cargo saved. ft may be
postulated that the site of the wreck ls the Pan'kov Harbor
on the Bering Sea side of Amlla Island, called Chungfuglx fn
Atkan Aleut   see Bergsl and 1 959, no . 1 I 4 and maps, and O'lack
1980:294, no. 84 and map!, The crew and f ur catches were
taken to Okhotsk by other vessels.

Umnak Island

The Sv. Zhivonachal'naia Trolt~sa ivan Korovln commanding,
owned by Nlklfor Trapeznikov and companions, was wrecked ln
the n Ight of Apr 11 28-29, 1764, driven ashore on northeast
Umnak, at a cove or small bay with "soft bottom", that Is a
sandy or small gravel bottom. The vessel was runnfng during
foul weather out of Makushln Bay on Unalaska  I postulate
out of T Ikhl I Bay!, escaping the attacking Aleut force under
cover of the storm. Beg fnnlng April 26 having gained the
open sea, she was battered for two days by wind and seas.
Most of the wreckage, foodstores and pal tries were e Ither
salvaged by survivors or drifted ashore, About one pud of
Iron  taken from Bering Island! was salvaged, but better
than a pud  I pud 5 Ibs! was I ost .

By July 21, 1764 a handful of surv Ivors  several men died
ashore of ~ounds and illness! set out for modern Nikolski
Bay, It took them 10 days to reach it, rowing a small
baldara. Thus, even If we take Into account that the men
were ill and exhausted, and that the conditions at sea were
not always clement, the wreck must have occurred not far
from the strait that separates Umnak and Unalaska Islands.
The location may be determined with some precision, If the
native informants of Nf kol sk I, primer I Iy Serge I Sovoof f,
Aleksandr Cherkashin, and Danlil Krlukoff are consulted.

The Pr lbyl ov Islands

Several foreign and at least one Russian vessel were ~racked
In the v lclnity of the Pr lbylov I sf ands, but our data are
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agafn, the wreck occurred
crew survived. Some of th
fn a baldara4 eventually,
groups by various vessels,
Tolstykh, while those who
in 1763 by the Sv. Ioann U
command Ing. Berkh's attrl
must be based on the fact
picked up there.

close to shore and most of the
e survivors made their way to Attu
they were picked up In small

Including that of Andrean
remained ln Shemya were picked up
stluzhskll< Aleksel Vorob'lev
butlon of the wreck to Attu Island
known to hfm that survivors were



extremely fragmentary. Berkh �974:60-62! reports that the
vessel Sv. Pnvel, owned by Lebedev-Lnstochkin Company,
sailed out of Okhotsk in 1783 under command of navigator
Stepan Za ikav. The vesse I was wrecked near the Pr I by I ovs,
Isl and not speci f led, and crew and cargo saved, In 1789.
Makarovn does not report this wreck, though the voyage Is
I lsted in her table of vessels, dated 1783-1790, with
destinatlon Kenai Bay.

Vessels Destro ed b Aleuts

It is convenient at this time, before proceeding to discuss
the ships belonging to the Shelikhov/Gollkov companies which
were wrecked ln the Aleutians prior to 1799, to discuss the
other three vessels wh Ich were lost due to mliftary action
by the Aleuts In the winter of 1763-1764  In ndditfon to the
Sv. Zh lvonachal'naia Troltsa discussed above!.

Sv. Ionnn, owned by merchant lakov Protasov and companions,
skippered by the apprentice navigator Denis Medvedev, was
destr oyed nt her anchorage in Nlkolski Bay on Umnak. After
Aleuts took off whatever they deemed profitable, the ship
was burned . The account can be pieced together from the
reports af Korovln, Korelin, Glatov and Solvo'iev, survivor s
nnd rescuers, published by Andreev �948> and J.L.S. �776 !>
the Aleut version ls given in Laughlin �980!. Laughlin has
excavated the grave of Den is Medvedev's men who were killed
near the ship's anchorage, Including the body of Denls
Medvedev himself. identified by the signet ring.

The vessel Sv. Nikolai, Luke Nasedkln commanding, was
attacked and believed to have been destroyed Inte In 1763 or
early In t764 by the Aleuts. The most likely location, ls
Issanakh Strait  False Pase!, Unlmak Island. This location
ls given by Governor Wrnngeli  Khiebnlkov 1979:90-91> who
Interviewed a part Ic I pant or participants . The ear I y
observers, beginning with Ivan Soloviev In 1765  Andreev
1948!, Baranov ln 1790  cited ln Khlebnikov 1979.97! and
Yen lamlnov �840! who based himself on Aleut accounts, all
bel Ieved that the ship had been destroyed. Later on, Berkh
�974:34-35! claimed that the vessel returned safely to home
port, though most of the crew had been killed. Makarova
�968 > In an effort to Incorporate ell sources. ends ln
contradicting herself. in the table of voyages she lists
this vessel twice, once identifying It as having sailed for
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V I B Io B ~ To Shel Shoe E re~rriheh Mr ch d T~ho ~ h
1799

As far as I was ah I e to determine, Shel lkhav enterprises
 that is all the compan fes fn which Shelikhov held
controli Ing interest prior ta the establ fshment of the
Russian American Company by Royal Charter In 1799!, suffered
five major maritime disasters ln the per fod under
consideration. These were as follows:

The vessel Tri Sviatftelfa...  known popularly as the
Three Saints, one of the three vessels used by Shellkhov in
1783 to establish his foothold on Kodiak! broke up in the
Kasheega Bay harbor In 1790, She sailed from Okhotsk August
19, 1790, Dmitr II Bocharov commanding, and carried on board
the new manager of the Shellkhov enterprfses fn America,
Aleksandr Bar anov. Plagued by foul weather, Bocharov
decided to seek shelter in Kasheega Bay "contrary to all
wishes"  Baranov's decision re. fur hunters' clafms and
petition for redress of grievances, in Russian-American
Company 1976:f01!. The vessel entered the Bay, on the
Bering Sea sfde of Unaiaska Island, September 27th and
remained at anchor until the night of October 1st. A severe
storm brake from the north, and the vessel was, accord fng to
BaranOv, "COmpleteiy broken upew thOugh muCh Of the Carga
was salvaged. Baranov calculated the loss, Including the
vessel, to be 19,101 rubies and 91 3/4 kopelkas, 54 and 7/8
kopeikas to a ruble of origfnal valuation.

It is n
1796 in
vessel,
event,
Kamyksh
wreck w
 Tikhme

ot clear if the vessel of the same name, wrecked
Kamykshak Bay was the sa ivaged or lg Ina I Three S
or a new vesse I bui 'I t I n Okhotsk after 1790. I

In 1798 an attempt was made to repair the vessel
ak Bay, but did not prove feasible, Thereafter,
as burnt for iron. and all Iron was salvaged
nev I 979 � !: 29!.
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five year s, from 1758 to 1763, in the Rat Islands, returning
with rich cargo, and on the next page as having sailed in
1763  no other dates given! to Un Imak. In both cases,
Makarova Identifies Luke Nasedkin as skipper. Moreover, in
a different context, and basing herself on a document in the
archives  TsGADA, fond 199, delo 534, part 2, book 11,
folios 69-81!, she states that the vessel was destroyed by
the A I cuts   Maker ova 1 969: 65, footnote 39 to ch . 2 ! . I am
inclined to credit the earlier sources and assume thai.
indeed, the Sv. N iko lai was destroyed on Un imak Island .



mentioned In a fetter from Shel fkhov and Polevol to Ivan
Fomich Popov, foreman on St. George, dated 31 Jul y 1794
 Russ lan Amer lean Company 1976: 83> .

Sv. Mfkhafl, sailed
and as late as July
 Okhotsk>. Baranov
Umnak consisting of
and part of a mast,
from Baranov to Lar
3, 1798 In Tlkhmene

from Kodlak under navtgator Klsel evskof
1797 failed to arr fve at her destlnatlon
presumed that wreckage washed up on
"bott 1 es of o I 'I, a tab l e from a cab ln,

belonged to this ship  see letter
lonov, Manager at Unalaska, dated March
v 1979�>:98!.

The Pho I a lit ~ 7 I k Eoo ~ o Ioh Shl Its IS hl Id I t
Yosk as k I ~ 9 ~ ' I d ~ o Se a dl I 1794. ~ as "4
three-master with two decks, she was 73 feet long, 23 feet
wide, and 13 I/2 feet deep, and of 180 ton capacity  see
F lgure I >.

On the 26th, parts of a ship's cabin and some
baskets containfng a small quantity of rum were
found on the northwestern extrem fty of Sh ulakh
Island. The baskets bore an fnscrlptlon In
Russian --"arakw-- but no other fnscrfptlons or
s!gns. After that p'Ieces of wreckage began to
appear In many places, alf of them being parts of
an upper deck and cab'In. Only one large beam was
found and because It was made of the local spr uce
and of the wor kmansh fp of our car penters we
belfeved that the Phoenix was wrecked, although
even now we do not know where thfs mfsfortune
occurred. At Tugldak and Sltkfnak some oll,
planks from the upper part of the ship, and wax
candles were found. AII this was delfvered here.
They wrfte that they later found a flask of water
and another with a I fttle of some beverage. They
have not been sent here yet. On Ukamak and on
Allaska not far from Kuk parts of the cabin and a
door were abashed ashore ... I cannot figure out
where the misfortune occurred. It must be either
ln Kinal Bay towards Ill famna and Gorelafa Sopka
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place of pitch and tar Baranov caulked her with a durable
compound of his own Invention consisting of pftch, sulfur,
ocher, and whal e o I I"  Ti khmenev 1978� > . '33>, She was I ost
en route from Okhotsk to Kodlak In 1799 with al I hands. She
carr led 88 men fnclud lng the newl y consecrated Bl shop of
Kodlak and Amer lca, formerly the Kodlak Missionary,
Archimandrite loasaf and his entourage. The best
Information on her loss Is to be found In a letter by
Baranov to Lar'Ionov, Manager of Unalaska, dated 24 July 1800
 Tlkhmenev 1979�>:116-117>. Accordfng to a Konlag
Informant, says Baranov, she was sighted off Cape Chlnlak on
May 1 9th. Qn the 21st, a severe storm broke and continued
through the 24th. On the 26th, wr eckage was reported washed
ashore off Shuyak Is!and, and later on Tugfdak and Sltklnak.
Stiff later on, wreckage was reported on the coast of Alaska
Pen fnsu I a, spec ff Ical I y near Kuk . Baranov wrote:
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 Redoubt Volcano! or at sea at the smal I I sf and
wh I ch we tr led to f In d many t I mes and could not,
and which Iles about 170 to 250 verts from
Kodiak... TIkhmenev 1979�!:117!.

The loss of Phoenix caused great hardship to the colony, as
she carr led a large quant I ty of badly needed supp I fes . As a
result shortages were exper fenced until after 1800.

With this account, I conlcude my data on Russfan wrecks up
to the turn of the 18th century, and commence to 1 1st the
foreign, predominantly Japanese, wrecks .

P~IW h I ~ th Al t I ~ Ch I Pr lo 7o 1799

One of the ear I lest and most tantal I z fng reports of a
foreign wreck In Al aska Is contained In an append fx to the
report of Stepan Glotov and Savva Ponomarev about the
sa I I lng of the vessel Sv. I ul lan to Umnak and Unal aska in
1759-1762. This appendix was compl led by Governor of
S lber fa Den Is Ch lcher in ln 1762  pub I lshed 1885 In Arkhiv
Ad lral ~ P P. Chio~a ~ o a, o. I, pp. 727-134 ~ d ~ ~ p I ~ t d
In Dlvln 1979:M5 0-521!.

U~der the heading " The Far Islands", Chic her in fisted the
Islands of the Krenltzln group, Un Imak, Alaska Pen fnsula,
islands off the Coast of Alaska Peninsula, Kod lak, " Sh ug ach
Tany"  Land of the Chugach!, and three additional Islands:
Ullgis, Atakhtak, and Ch!khmll, which, ff we assume that he
was I Istrng the Islands or regions systematically, are the
farthest, counting from west to east or to southeast, but
cannot be identified at present. In speaking of the
Chfkhmif Island, Chfcherln has the follow!ng to sayr

Not a large/a small/ Island. Here a vessel was
found cast ashore, a foreign one; by the signs, a
two-masted one, but It Is not known to what
peoples lt belonged,

The Dictionary Of Alaska Place Names  Orth! does not 1 1st
any Chlgmfi Island, but there are Chlgmlt Mountafns  part of
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As most " foreign wr ecks" ln the A I cut f
per fod seem to have been Japanese, It
this Identiffcatlon to this wreck also
that the ~reck was two-masted, argues
vessels were single masted  see below!
that some Dutch ships reached the Nort
America cannot be excluded from consld
sailed the Paclffc, and they were sall
Asia to Japan. It is not outside of r
pass'Ibfiity that some Dutch ships may
carried to, the Alaskan coast. After
Dutch Harbor  Goffandskafa Gavan'! ls
and Venlamlnov states on the basis of
that the harbor was so named because a
vessel stood there at anchor,

an chain at that
Is tempting to extend

However, the fact
against ft. Japanese

The possibility
h Pacific coast of
eratlon. Dutch ships
!ng from southeast
ather strong
have reached, or been
alf, the name
of very old or Ig ln,
Old Yoyagers' reports
t some po fnt a Dutch



the Al aska Range in the Cook Inl et v lc tn lty! and Ch !gn Ik
Island. off the Alaska Peninsula near Cook Inlet. !t Is
pass ibl e, that Ch ign Ik I s I and 'I s meant In Ch i cher In's
summary.

Even earlier are the accounts of
Attu . One is reported prior to 1
of them, the skipper of the vesse
Stepan Cherepanov  Andreev 1948:1
terms about wrecks from which the
The second observer, part owner o
participant fn the voyage, Vas II I
statement to the admiralty ln 176
found

foreign vessels wrecks from
762 by two observers. One
I Sv. Zakharrf I Eiizaveta,
16!, speaks In general

Attuans obtained metal.
f the same vessel and

Kul'kov, tn making a
4, said that on Att u they

Among the mass of driftwood on the shore a targe
p'!ece from the stern of some wrecked foreign
vessel, on which were cut out I arge 'letters and
t hese were glided; they were not able to determine
In what language /the inscription/ was. Th!s
fr agment /p'Iece/, Just as It was found, was
carried by them to the Okhotsk Off ice, and they
expect that It still ls preserved there  Llapunova
1979: 101!.

In the eastern Aleutians, on Unalaska, Ivan Solov'lev
reported a wreck of a fore fg n vesse I fn 1 763 . In his report
to Captain T Shmalev fn Kamchatka, rendered 28 July 1766
 Andreev 1948:169>, So ovfev states;

have exported from those
Your Excellency evidence of
fnhabftants of that island;
forge them tn the following
Iron, piece It upon a stone
above with another stone; t
wtthout warm Ing ft In fire,
wet lt with sea brine or wa
bird skins, two hats, one b
dance, according to their c
nails of foreign manufactur
residents declared to us th
kokora /beam/ washed ashore
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The second wreck occur
to Attu of the vessel
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mater lais TsGADA, fond
15>. Berkh �974> cia
Pallas, but I was not

red prior to 1757. During the voyage
Sv. Nlkolal �755-1757!, under the
ur nev, with Sita Shavyr tn as lasak
found on the shore three metaf  copper
lbed with foreign letter fng  Mskarovs
ere described as having designs or

Shavyr ln postulated that a foreign
sea not far from the Near Islands. In
ransported to Kamchatka as
a 1968:55, basing herself on archival

199. delo 534, part I, book 15, folio
Ims that these discs were described by
able to locate such a description.
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ln the same year /1/ 763, but I was unable to
Inspect the same beams as the sea turbul ence
carried them off.

c an we post u I ats ths
vessels. By the 1780's,

ese wrecks <and presence of
waters> was taken for

Documented wrecks,
near the island HAWADAX
this Japanese wreck Invaded

ever sfnce as Rat Island

ln none of the above cited cases
nat'lone  I dent I ty of the wrecked
however, the occurrence of Japan
Japanese vesse I s fn the Al cut fan
gr anted by the Russfan seafarers
however, are few. One occurred
about 1780. Rats escaping from
the Island and It has been known
 Khlebnlkov 1979:166!.

Another Japanese vessel In distress a Iso dropped anchor
somewhere In the Rat Islands sometime prior to 1787, as the
survivors were brought that year to Kamchatka. Our
!nformat ion comes from Lesseps, secretry to LaPerouse
�790�1:246-248!,

I shall leave It to Dr. Pierce to discuss the Japanese
wrecks which are reported for the 19th century, and confine

y I f to fefo tl g The W ~ eck of th ~ Wekemlge fle o
 pub I I shed In Eng I 'I sh by Cu I ln ln 1926!, a vessel out of
Sanda I, wrecked In 1794 of f IJnal aska. F I f teen surv I vors
were transported to Okhotsk In 1795. Atter many travaf I s,
four of the Japanese were brought to Nagasakf and from
thence to Edo, They were "debrlefed" by two court sebo  ars,
and the account pieced together from their verbal statements
was pub l lshsd In Japanese In 1807. Interest fngly, In their
report the schol ars refer to a sa1 lor from Shlrake In Ise,
named Da 'Ikokuya Kwodayu, who was wrecked In the Al sut I an
Is  ands In 1782, resided ln Kamchatka, and eventual ly
returned to Japan. It is stated: "There are books
concerning thl s man or one I lke h lm. I possess some of them
and have a general idea of the geography of the lands he
vi sited. Moreover, I met this Kwodayu several times
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The Japanese were offered hsip to unload the vessel by
Russ'lans who were on the Island, but refused to brfng their
cargo ashore, In the night, a strong gale arose and their
ship was str ended. Very litt'Ie of the cargo and just some
planking of cedar, were Salvaged. BrOOkS �875:52-53!
reports, without citing hfs sources, that In 1782 a Japanese
junk was wrecked In the Aleutian Islands, location
unspecified, and that the survivors were taken first to
Okhotsk, then to Irkutsk, and f'Inally, fn 1792, shfpped from
Okhotsk to Hokodats aboard the vessel St. Catherine, but the
Japanese offlc lais there refused them permission to land
Berg �946! reports a Japanese wreck on Amchftka 'In 1783.
These two reports may pertain to the same wr eck. In
general, Berg <1946! takes for granted that Japanese wrecks
fn the Aleutians were frequent. By 1808, Bar anov was to
refer, as a matter of cour se, to Japanese surv fvor s of
~racks In the Rat and Andreanov Islands  Baranov's
instruction to Hageme!ster, November 22, 1808, In Documents
on the Hfstory of Russian-American Company, 1976;197!.



recent l y and heard anew many things, of which I took
advantage In editing thl s book"  Sh fgekata In Cul len
1926:366>.
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Record of maritime disasters in
Russian America, Part two: 1800-1867

Richard A. Pierce

Queen's College
Kingston, Ontario, Canada

Introduction

As Doctor Black has Indicated, we know very little about
most of the shipwrecks which occurred In Alaska during the
Russian period. Particularly during the 18th century, there
ls often uncertainty regarding the date, the place, or even
the vessel Involved.

From 1790, when the era of Aleksandr Baranov began, there Is
more Information, but still far from what might be desired.
Most of the logbooks and reports of voyages prior to 1818
were lost through the destruction of company files after the
liquidation of the Russian-American Company. The flies of
the governor's office in Sitka, containing incoming and
outgoing correspondence for the period 1818 to 1867,
available ln the National Archives, usually lack details
regarding misadventures of ships.

1801

el
Ia
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Little enough Is known, therefore, about maritime di
during the last half century of the Russian period.
I 1st that follows will be confined to wrecks in the
World, excluding those occurring elsewhere, such as
or the Kurlle Islands. It will also exclude account
vessels whIch were somehow repaired, and which saiie
Details Irrelevant to ihe ~reck itself wIII be kept
mlnlmum. The names of commanders wl I I be indicated
parentheses.

The Sv. Mikhail  apparently the Arkhlstrati Arkhan
Mikhail, the last of Shel Ikhov's three-vessel f lot II

sasters
The

New
Siberia
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d ega ln.
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on his voyage to Kodiak!, was ~racked on Unalashka Island.
Baranov, in a letter to Larlonov, manager of Unalashka
Is l and, March 3, 1798, had feared Its loss even then;
"Please...inquire about the ship Mikhaii, which belongs to
our partners and which sailed in 1796. Some of our msn, and
navigator Kl sel evskoi, were on lt . I have my doubts and
m lag Ivings because, first, we know from the letters received
July 18, 1797 that the ship had not arrived. Second, on
Umnak the sea has cast up bottles of oil, a table from a
cabin and part of a mast, while on Ukamak we found a rudder
and latticed floor from a baldara made of local woods
 Tikhmenev 1979'.98!.

Ho~ever, another source states that the Mikhail returned in
1800 with cargo. and was wrecked in 1 801  Documents
1976.'23!, lf this was correct, the wreckage which Baranov
reported seeing in 1798 must have been from some other
vessel.

1803, April 10

On this date Davydov wrote "a ship's side, about 4 sazhens
In length had been washed up on Tsuk! I  Montague! Island,
and from Ukamok Island they brought a trunk of blue cloth
and a straw hat of the kind normally worn In the Sandwich
islands. These last were washed up ln the autumn of 1802,
which therefore gave us to suppose that around that time
some English or United States vessel had been wrecked ."

There Is no other mention of this wreck in Russian sources,
and Howay's list does not Indicate any British or American
vessel lost dur lng that time ln that area  Howay 1973!.

1802

The P~red r liat le Sv . A I sksandry   Enterprise of St .
Alexander! was wrecked on Unalashka  Documents 1976:24!.
 Th Is vessel should not be confused with
Knlaz'Alsksandr Nevskii, or Alsksandr, In service in Russian
America from about 1803, and wrecked In 1813 in the Kuriie
Islands.!

1803

The transport vessel Dmltril  Bubnov!, enroute from Okhotsk
to Kodiak, was wrecked near Umnak Island in October. All
cargo and personnel were saved  Documents 1976.'24;
Khlebnikov 1973:42, 130!.

1804

The Cutter DIPOOIa aor Sv. Ol'qa. "a Small vesaei with Only
one mast and one deck," built on Spruce Island ln 1795, and
either wracked or condemned as unseaworthy, at Yakutat.
Baranov, snrouts ln 1804 to retake Sitka, stopped there. He
forgave the natives for their hostile actions ln 1802, and
to celeb ate the cocci ~ lo of peace hae the ~S. Ol ' a
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destroyed by salvos from cannon hidden nearby <Tlkhmenev
1978:69, 74!.

1800

The Zakharifa I Eilzaveta, usually called the Ellzaveta,
under M Idshl pman Karp Insk i i, was wrecked " In a most stupid
manner" in December on her return voyage from Kodlak to New
Archangel  Tlkhmenev 1979;227!.

I 808

The company tender Avos ', I aunched in 1807 at Sitka
 Tlkhmenev 1979:176!, was used fn the expedition against the
northern Japanese i s I ands, and was wrecked, under command of
L ieutenant Suk In, on her return voyage, enroute from Kodlak
to Sitka. One source states that this occurred ln the Bay
of Islands. The cr ew were saved but remained on the spot to
watch over the Ir belongings. Several volunteered to take
the skiff to bring the news to Sitka. The sloop Konstantin
<II'In!, sent to the rescue, delivered the crew and
salvageable cargo to New Archangel IKhlebnikov 1973;71!.
Another source, however, says that this occurred near the
mouth of Ledlanoi <Icy! Strait  Documents 1976:25!.

However, yet a thfrd version states that the vessel was lost
near Unalaska Island. Sukln was seeking an unknown Island
rumored to lie between Umnak and the islands of the Four
Mountains. The vessel carried cargo and dispatches. The
crew was saved, but a party sent from New Archangel to
recover the cargo tound nothing. Someone, evidently the
Islanders, had stripped the vessel, and had even dragged the
rope and anchor from the water  Tlkhmensv 1 978:147!.

1807

The ship Eclipse  O'CaIn!. After trading for the company In
the 0 le teal too k the ~poll s t Pstropsvlo sk,
Kamchatka, and then sal led for Kodlak. Archlbald Campbsl I,
crewman, gives a vivid account of her fate. On August 11,
near Sannakh Island, she ran into a reef, and sank In three
fathoms. With marsshi ft poles, the crewmen managed to
salvage quite a bit of cargo - tsa chests, bales of nankeen,
and bags of rice. Help arr ived from Unalaska, and on
November 18, Campbel I and others sal led for Kodlak in the
longboat. On the way back, however, In January, 1808, their
boat was wrecked on the north coast of Kodi ak. They tr fed
to make it overland to tha Russian settlement at Paul's
Harbor, but Campbel I lost both feet from frostbite before
help f inal I y cams.

Meanwhi le, on Sannakh Island, the resourceful O'Cain was
bul ldlng a schooner, of about 70 tons, from fragments of his
ship which had washed ashore. On February 26> 1809, he put
to ssa, but strong winds tore off the sails, and drove the
schooner Into the Ics off Unalaska Island. The Ice damaged
her seriously and knocked out the steer Ing . O'Cain prepared
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to abandon the vessel and make hl s way over the Ice to the
shore, two ml I es d I stant. F I rst he sent of f Nav fgator
Bubnov, wfth one Russian and nine Afeut crewmen. When they
had reached safety, O'Cafn, two Amer fcan sailors and a
Sandwich I sf and woman set out to fol low, but al I were
drowned. The schooner, heav f I y damaged by the fce and
rocks, was washed up nearby  Khlebnlkov f973:63-64!.

That account Is from the company offlc fal Khlebnfkov.
However, Khlebnlkov also g fves another versfon In hfs
manuscript "Notes on America," recently pubifshed 'In the
USSR. In this he states that the crew left Sannakh Island
on the small boats, but O'Cain and his Sandwich Island woman
companion, one seaman and a dog stayed behfnd. The seaman
died there, and the captafn with the help of Aleuts living
on the Island built a br fg from the remains of the wrecked
vessel. Hfs chief helper fn this was an Aleut, Kuz'kin, a
good carpenter, who prior to his death In 1831 fnformed
Khlebnlkov of what had happened. Taking what cargo he
could, and a large box full of plasters  Spanish dollars!,
O'Cain went to sea 'In his Improvised vessel In February,
1809, wfth the intention of reaching Unalaska. But Ice
forced the brig onto the south shore of Un fmak and ft was
wrecked. The Aleut crew, Including Kuz'kin. made It to
shore, but the captafn, the woman and the dog ware drowned
 Khlebnlkov 1979:1431.

1813

The sh fp Neve, under Lieutenant Podushk'! n, I eft Okhotsk at
the end of August, 1812  see Figure I !. On board were 77
people, fncludlng women and chl fdren, and Col leg late
Counsellor T.S. Bornovol okov, sf ated to rap l ace Bar anov as
chief manager. Contrary winds del ayed the vesse I 's progress
for monhs, unt I I f fnal I y she put In for awh I I e at
Voskresenskl I Harbor  Resurrection Bayl. After ten days of
recuperation, on November 27 they put to sea again.
Podushk f n, e I ther un ab I e or un w I I I I ng to command, had g I ven
control of the vessel to hfs second In command, Kallnin, but
the vessel continued to be battered by storms. Ffnally, on
9 January, almost fn sight of her destlnatlon, an error by
Kallnln brought the vessel to her doom. Only 28 people made
lt to the shore alive, and some of those soon d'led of
exhaustion and exposure; 49 others, Incfud fng Kallnln and
Bor novolokov, met the fr death In the raging surf .
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vors of the Neve tragedy, Mldshlpman M. I.
the Russian naval historian V.N. Berkh a
of the wreck, which Berkh made the basis of

the Russian naval of fleer and wr fter V.M
f twice In Russian Amer fca on
voyages, I nc I uded a shorter summary of the
book on Russian shipwrecks, Intended to show
avoid catastrophes and how to conduct
e occurred . Go lovn in based his account on
f Lieutenant Podushkln and other survivors

'In Kamchatka a year later� . A thfrd
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pub I I shed account, A . Markov' s "The Wreck of the Ship Nsva
near ths port of Novo-Arkhangel's" ls purpor tediy based on
the recollections of an unnamed survivor whom Markov met in
Sitka more than 30 years after the wreck. Markov's version
adds nothing to the other two, is inaccurate In some details
and embellished to heighten Interest.

None of ths three accounts gives precise details as to the
site of the wreck. The spot must have been known at the
time, but was then forgotten, and no one has been able to
rediscover it. Only a few items recovered from the wreck
are known to exist today. A piece of wood In the Alaska
Historical Museum In Juneau, an icon in the cathedral at
Sitka, and perhaps one or two cannon may have been salvaged.
Rumors of treasure have helped to keep Interest in the wreck
alive. For example, in 1894 a Sitka newspaper account
 Alaska Herald, April 14, 1894! stated; "Ths sand being
constantly thrown up by the action ot the waves has hidden
the treasures and costly fixtures, comprising handsome
paintings, jewels, elabor ately decorated crowns, crosses,
and vases of gold and sliver."

Naturally, any object from that time has historical value,
but aside from a fsw church ornaments, the Neva would not
have carried any treasure - these were not Spanish gal Icons� .
Ballast, cannon and anchors may remain, but the nature of
the shoreline would make any search for the site extremely
dangerous.

Translations of the Berkh and Golovnin accounts by
Antoinette Shalkop may bs found in a booklet published by
the Alaska Historical Society In 1979. Translations of the
Berkh and Markov accounts were aiso done by Kay M. Paddon
for Oenn Is A. Cowl ss and associates who sought the wreck
site In the same year.

After the Nsva there were no wrecks in Russian America for
a number o~years. In the later colon Ial period there were
fewer shipwrecks, owing to surveys ~hich prov Ided better
charts and more skillful navigation.

I 829

Ths boat Kari uk, sent October 29 from Kodiak to Katma I
odlnochka  post!, was wrecked November 14, in Uganak Bay on
the northwest side of Kodiak . The cargo and crew were saved
and ship fittings were removed. Ths cause was allegedly a
violent wind, but nagivatlon error by the skipper may have
been partly responsible  Tikhmenev 1978:208-9; RACo
Correspondence sent, 4 May 1830:82!.

1830

A baidara was sent from Kodiak to Aleksandrovsk redoubt and
Sutkhum odinochka under command of Sorokovikov, a
baidarshchik known for his long and zealous service to the
company. Heavy weather kept the party from its destination.
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After two ef forts, on February 10, Sorokov Ikov set out for
the strait, disregarding the warnings of local Aieuts.
Several days later the Aleuts found In Zhuravlevskaia
 Crane! Bay parts of the baldara, clothes, and small
objects, Twenty people were lost, Including three women and
four children  RACo Corresp. sent, 30 April 1830:213!.

1831

The Sivuch  Ingstrem>, was lost on Atkha Island, in
II'Inskaia Bay, possibly east of the modern Wali Bay. The
crew was saved and all the cargo was offloaded In baldaras.
As she left Korovin Bay, the Slvuch was struck by a strong
wind which forced Ingstrem to remain under storm sall and
lie to in darkness. Dawn revealed the vessel almost In the
surf off Kanluga Island. The vessel escaped under forced
sail, but waves breaking across the deck shattered the
washboards. in this condition and with ever Increasing
wind, there was no chance to round the cape and return to
Korovin Bay. Rather than risk striking one of the capes
before him, Ingstrem decided to enter one of the coves on
the east side of the nearer cape. The vessel escaped the
labyrinth of rocks and after a vain attempt to hold offshore
with one anchor and a kedge, Ingstrem steered to the sandy
beach and ran aground, thereby saving the crew and cargo.
The vessel could have been repaired, but lack of men and
timber, and the cost lsd Governor Wrangeli to order her
broken up and the wood and iron used for iocal needs
<Netsvetov 1980:60-61; RACo Correspondence Sent, 20 July
1831r400!.

1837

The schooner Ch i Ikat   Voronkovsk I I! was lost off Cape
Edgecumbe, with fts entire crew and a cargo of furs. On 18
January, Sitka Kolosh  Tlingit! who had been fishing in the
bay near the cape brought word to Sitka that they had found
ship fragments and other wreckage along a considerable
distance near the cape and Lazar Island. On the day after
that, other Kolosh brought two sheathing boards of f Ir, with
green paint on one side. Lieutenant Zarembo was sent ln a
whaleboat to examine the Cape Edgecumbe shores, and skipper
Llndenberg with two baidarkas to examine Blorko Island In
the hope of finding survivors, but none were found . On
April 12, 1838 and January 11, 1839 the Kodiak office
reported the finding of various objects on the shores of
Kochek �! Island <Tlkhmenev 1978:210; RACo Correspondence
Sent, 10 May 1837: 115, 126, 301, and 1838: 102, 205 >.

1860, 30 March

The ship Kad'lak  I.I. Arkhimandritov!, 500 tons, built in
Lubeck In 1851, was sent on 27 February with a cargo of
lumber to Wood Island. There it discharged Its cargo and
took on 356 tons of ice to be transported to the
American-Russian Trading Company In San Francisco. The
superstitious said it sank because Arkhlmandrltov had faiied
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to say a prayer fn honor of Father German  d. 1836!,
longtfme resident on the Island. When leavfng the island,
the ship struck a rock and suf fared a hol e In the bow.
Water poured into the hold, and skipper Arkhlmandrltov
ordered the crew ashore ln the boats. He and msn sent by
the Kod fak office tried to tow the sh'Ip into the harbor
using launches and baldsras, but the fresh wind and waves
prevented this. On the third day the ship sank about 100
sazhen � sazhen = 7 feet! from Spruce Island, In water over
10 sazhen deep  T Ikhmsnsv 1978:362-3; RACo Correspondence
Sent 1 860: 24; Otchst RAK za 1 860 god, 1 86 1: 54-56 ! .

1861

The screw steamer Afsksandr was sent to the spot, with the
old schooner Tungus and other boats in tow, for the rescue
of the crew and the salvage of the engine of the wrecked
Nfkolaf I, The vessel was found lying on Its side in
shallow water . Its hull was In bad shape, but the eng Ine
parts were found undamaged and were loaded on the rescue
vessels, for transport to Sitka and re-uss.

The Nikolai I was a padd
built In 1839 and fitted
manufactured fn the Unit
reb ul I t, w I th the eng Ine
<Otchet RAK za 1861 god,
363; RACo Correspondence
Polltkovsk If, completed

I e-whee I er. The or Ig lna I hul I was
wfth a 60 horsepower eng fne

ed States. In l852 the vessel wss
from the old hull relnstalled
1861:28 � 31; Tfkhmenev 1978:354,
Sent, 1862:6!.  The steam tug

ln 1 866, probably was equipped with
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The company steamer 1~m erator Nlkoiaf I <Kadfn!, usua!Iy
called the Nikolaf, was wrecked In Ksku Strait  sse Figure
2 !. On November I the steamer was sent from New Archangel
to the Vancouver or Kolosh Straits for trade, to obta In wood
and potatoes for the needs of the port. On ths eighth they
left Asanka Harbor and headed for the Kolosh village of Kek.
The weather gradually deteriorated Into a storm, and by 11
o' clock at night there was thick snow. They had already
gone half way, so the commander decided to continue toward
their destination. Suddenly, 2 1/2 mifes from Nal'tushkan
village, the vessel struck underwater rocks. So violent was
the Impact that the smoke stack fslf down. Pipes leading to
the condenser broke and water filled the vessel, stopping
the engine, After several hours the skipper and crew had to
abandon ship, taking with them provisions, arms, and powder
and whatever else they could load on the boats, They went
ashore In three trips. and on the last, at I a.m., the
skipper left the steamer. Two and a half hours after
Impact, the steamer was hidden In 5 1/2 sazhen of water.
Ashore they set up a tent. In the morning they saw that the
steamer had broken In two, and at high tide ths waves drove
It to a point tfve sazhens from shore. They got the natives
to let them have an abandoned bar abora, and after
negotfation the Koiosh agreed to take word to New Archangel
on condition that they be paid three vedro  buckets! ot
vodka and 20 blankets, On November 21, five Kolosh brought
word of the loss to Sitka.
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some of the parts from the salvaged engine of the
I ~erato ~ Ik

This appears to have been the last shipping dIsaster in
Russian America before the sale of the regfon to the United
States in 1867. As In Dr. Black's paper, however, Japanese
wrecks should be noted. These wars a continuing phenomenon.
The first noted by the Russians occurred in Kamchatka in
about 1697. Those of the 18th century have been listed.
For the 19t h century, there was one which occurred sometime
between 1800 and 1805, near Sitka, one at Attu in 1862, one
at Atka in 1 87 1, and one at Adak In 1 872 . Others occurred
along the coast to the south as far as Acapulco, and one
wrecked vessel even was carried to Hawai I  Davis 18721.
There were probably mors Orlentai vessels crfppled by storms
which appear to have borne them constantly. sfnce
prehistoric times, in an easterly direction, strewing them
along thousands of miles of coast. Most of the crews
probably perished, but ths cultural influence of a few
survivors must not be Ignored. Naturally, any evidence of
such cultural fnfusion through wrecks would be of great
Importance.

As stated at the outset, however, fnformatlon is lacking on
the location, circumstances, and even the dates of many of
the wrecks on this I i st . And even where the sIte can be
ascertained, lt Is usually unlikely - except possIbly for
the Kad'lak, that anything will now be found. The ships of
that day were smafi � the totai tonnage of all those used In
Alaska ln the entfre Russian period, from the time of
Bering, would not match that of a single small modern
freighter, And conditions were usually so violent that a
wreck usually broke up. Or, If It survived intact, It was
generally stripped of usable parts and the remainder burned
for the precious Iron.

Thus, there ls no Alaskan version of the V~asa or of the
Mary Rose, or of the 1812-ers of the Great lakes to be hoped
for From the Russian period ln Alaska. This is
disappointing, but It is better to know the facts than to
pursue myths.

One should not, however, abandon underwater archeology as a
tool for the Investigation of pre-1867 Alaska. The channels
and bays and shorelines near the early settlemsnts offer
many spots where such Investigation might yield useful
results, and shou'14 be examined. Sitka and Kodlak have
probably been subjected to too much dredging, filling and
bulidozing to provide anything, but surveys should be made.
Does anything remain, for instance, of the heavy chain which
extended across the Sitka channel at the time of the
Transfer, to which mooring buoys were attached7 tt would be
Interesting to know more about this, and how it was used .

The waters around the Ozersko I Redoubt might also contain
something worth studying, preferably fn conjunction with the
long overdue excavation of the site Itself.
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The channel I eading to Novorossi i sk, at yakutat, the
settlement destroyed by the natives in 1806, might also be
worth examination, again iln connection with excavation of
the site,
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At Aleksandrovsk, in English Bay, a map of
small Russian fort In the milddie of the spi
possession plate was burled. The fort site
with several feet of rock and soll for the
Is doubtful If anything survived the constr
adjacent waters should be examined to see I
remain from the early Russian settlement on

Near Aleksandrovsk is the site of ihe Russl
operated for a few years in the late 1850's
the tunnel still vlslble. The village whar
workmen lived for several years, has never
ilt might yield Interesting material, and It
routine to examine the adjacent shore.

Underwater archeology might also yield some
location of the shipyard In Resurrection Ba
Phoenix was built in 1794. The Russian map
Investigation indicate that it was near mod
the exact site is still unknown. These tec
also be used if Investigations are made of
and Elena  Nuchek! In Prince william Sound,
Redoubt, Fort George and Nikolaevskii Redou
Cook Inlet, and other early Russian forts a
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Sources for Alaska shipwreck research
after 1867

William S. Hanahle

Alaska Historical Commission

Anchorage, Alaska

introduction

Content

investigation of possible sources to be used in research of
shipwrecks that occurred ln A I askan waters after 1 867 is a
r ewarding pursuit for two reasons. First, as one writer
dramaticaliy put it. "the sea adjacent to Alaska...is one of
the best-fllied marine graveyards ln the world"  Ryder-Smith
1946'.922!. Second, marine d Isasters, actual or potential,
have been of concern to commercial, government, and other
Interests throughout Alaska's history. Archival materials
and publications abound which document, plead for navigation
aids to prevent, or recount shipwrecks in Alaskan waters.
They include information not only on when, where, and how
ships wrecked, but also on the nature of the ships and the
cargoes they carried.
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In preparing this paper, three basic bibliographic works for
Alaska history research were searched: Melvin Rlcks'
Al ~ sk ~ -B lb I I 9 Bhy IH yco 19771; A B~fb I I ash of
Al askan L iterature 1724-1924  Wi ckersham 1927!; and
Arct lc 8 I b I ~lo raj!hy, Vol s. 1-16  The Arct ic Institute of
North Amer ica 1953-1972!, Al so, cata logs-- either on
microf I 1m or in-s itu --of major Alaska research I ibrar les
were consulted, Additional I y, automated searches were made
of several computer accessible biblilographlc tools. These

cl ded A I: H t ~dklf; A tlc Sc e ce a d
Technolo Information ~S stem< Automated Wreck and
db tt ~ ctle I fo attn~St* d th 9 hlngton
Librar Network. Several guides to arch1val col lections
were reviewed. Principal guides consulted included "Caches
of A I ask ange w  Freder Ick 1967!; Document ilng A I askan Hi story
Illl lb I 19BS I; 9 Ide to~C ~ to ~ah/c R o d I th*
National Archfves  National Archives and Records Service
1971!; Guide to the National Archives of the United States
 National Arch Ives and Records Servilce 1974 � and
Unlversit of Alaska Archives Catalog  McCarthy 1982!.
Information on some of the collections cited fn these guides
was updated by correspondence in March and April 1983.



charts avai fable were compl lations of data from various
explorers. These charts, according to a superintendent of
the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey were "more or
lass crude sketches, g fvlng a general Idea only of the
configuration of the coasts and harbors." This same
off ic ia I estimated that fn 1 91 8, 51 years after the transfer
of Alaska to the Un Ited States, mors than 914 of Alaskan
waters remained unsurveyed  Jones 1918:12!. As one
sarcastic wftnass before a 1921 congressIonal hear Ing put
It, "the submerged rocks In Alaska have been found by being
struck by vessels, and these rocks are now known by the name
of the vessel wrecked in locating them"  United States
Congress 1921:299!.

Thus, the fact that water transport afforded the only access
to Alaska for many years meant heavy traffic on the routes
that were to be the scene of numerous mar Ine disasters.
That these water routes were Inadequately charted increased
the probability of such disasters. Some of the historical
phenomena that generated the water transport traffic further
increased the chance of sh Ipwrecks.

Among those phenomena were the enticements of the whaling
trade that drew many ships into the dangerous waters of the
Arctic Ocean and kept some of those ships there to bs
crushed by ice. In 1871 alone, 34 vessels were crushed in
Ice off Point Befcher. Similar incidents, althogh Involving
fewer ships, came again in 1874, 1876, 1897, and 1898.
Fishing fleets, although they did not sall into arctic
waters, also saw many of their ships come to grief. The
Alaskan codfishlng fleet lost many vessels. Salmon packets
also suffered casualties. Government vessels and commercial
passenger ships also were frequently lost. The latter
accounted for many of the lives lost in these marine
tragedles. On the average, approximately 24 ships were lost
ln Alaskan waters each year between 1900 and the 1950s
 Zausler 1960:25-271.

Sources

Databanks

Four easily accessible databanks offer information on
shipwrecks In Alaskan waters.

Tha Alaska Her Itage Resource Survey Is the first of these
databanks, This survey is the State of A'Iaska's off lc Ial
Inventory of historical and archaeoiogicai sites. In form
it is a fi'Ia of 5 x 8-fnch cards organized geographically
according to the 153 1:250,000 U.S. Geological Survey maps
that cover Alaska, A set of these maps annotated with site
locations supplements the card file. A computer-generated
index to the card file Is available on microfiche. The
cards g Ive sita name and location, associated dates,
physical description, significance, and bibliographic and
cartographic references. There are currently over 8,000
entries In the file. These entries are classified as either
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districts, sites, buildings, structures, or objects. The
f i I es are ma inta lned by an archaeo l og f st on the State
Dfvla ion of Geological and Geophysical Survey's Anchorage
staf f, but current l y phys il eel I y I ocated in the Anchorage
of f ics of the State D l vision of Parks' Office of History and
Archaeology,

Some shipwreck entries In the Alaska Heritage Resource
Survey are classiffed as sites. Other shipwreck entries in
the survey are classified as objects. Because of these
differing classifications, a researcher Interested in
locating shipwreck data must do a card � by-card screen Ing of
coastal map files. Such a search was conducted in March of
1983. The results were disappolntfng. The flies do list
several shipwrecks, most taken from literature search but
not field-checked. Examples of such entries fnclude the
steamer AL-Kl wreck <AHRS tJUN-086!, the Coldbrook wreck
IAHRA IIXIII-0081, ~ 8 the 0~1 m Ia a IAHRR RCOR-0881.
addition to such wreck locations ident i fled from I 1teraturs
search, the Al aska Her itage Resource Survey al so includes a
number of beached hulks. Examples of such entries include
the sternwheeler Bancroft  AHRS ffCOR-103! and the motor
vessel Donaldson  AHRS ANOM-036!. At present, the Alaska
Her Itage Resour ce Survey includes onfy one shipwreck entry
where physical rema Ins have been verified to exfst. This is
the entry for the goldrush bark Canada  AHRS fSKG-06!
 Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Survey 1983!.

Despite Its current shortcomings, however, the Alaska
Heritage Resource Survey appear s to be the best potential
reposftory of historic shipwreck information. Most other
existing databanks were initiated for other than historical
purposes and therefore have built-In restrictions that limit
their usefulness as sources for historical research.

The second easily accessible databank for shipwreck research
ls the Automated Wreck and Obstruction information System
maintained by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Developed within the past two years, this
databank is a computer-based flic currently containing 3,100
records which have been or may be considered for
Investlgatlon by the National Ocean Survey In connection
with charting activities  Stringer 1963:16!. Indivildual
files for each vessel or obstruction to navigation entered
in this databank include four types of records, These are
name records, history records, description records, and
survey requirement records. "Name" records have, among
other data, vessel names, registry numbers, and latitudes
and Iong It udes of location, "History" records have
Information relative to the original and revised
presentations of In format Ion about the wreck or obstruct fon
on nautical charts . wDescr ipt i on" records have a reference
source <by numerical designation! and specific descriptive
Information such as vessel dimensions, age, construction
type, date sunk, and other miscellaneous Information which
may Include fast recorded owner, present wreck cond Itlon, if
the wreck Is a local diving or fishing attraction, and so
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forth. "Survey requirement records" lnd feats the type of
additional hydrographic survey needed to complete charting
information  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admlnl strntfon
1982: 1-7 !.

The results of an April 1983 search of this databank, using
parameters of 50 degrees N/130 degrees W to 80 degrees N/180
degrees W, produced a 30-page !Isting. Included In that
listing were approxfmately 25 wreck entr fes ranging from a
World War II Japanese submar fne to an awash fishing vesse!.
Some of the entr fes did appear to be duplicates. The data
in the Automated Wreck and Obstr uctlon Information System is
potentially valunb!e to a shipwreck researcher. The system
fs, however, for purpose of identifying hazards to
navigation. It covers a gradient only to seven fathoms �2
feet! and is of r elative!y recent origin  National Ocean
Survey April 7, 1983!. Researchers may request searches of
the Automated Wreck and Obstruct Ion information System by
writing to the Hydrographic Surveys Branch, National Ocean
Survey, NOAA, Rockvlfle, Maryland 20852. Fees for searches
range from $10 to $20 normnlfy, but many run higher,
Reports fn response to search requests are accompanied by a
ussr's guide to the computer-generated reports. Ths user 's
guide includes a substantial bibliography of publications
relating to shipwrecks.

The third easily accessible databnnk for shipwreck research
is one now being developed at Prince William Sound Community
College at Ynldez. That lnstltutlon's Center for Alaska
Studies initfated a Nautfca! Archaeology Shipwreck Survey ln
1982.

By late 1982 the Nautical Archaeology Shipwreck Survey had
created a 50-shipwreck dntabnnk. At that time the system
could provide fndexes by record number, date of loss, vessel
type, and vessel name. Individual vessel records included
alf Index information, six lines to describe the vessel
loss, and five references. There was also the capnblilty to
list additional references and photographs. A Oecember 7,
1982 sampling of this databank Ind Icated that most of the
entries were drawn from historical newspaper articles. More
Information about this survey can be obtained by contacting
Kevin Hekerdfe, The Center for Alaska Studies, Prince
William Sound Community College, P.O. Box 590, Vnldez,
Alaska 99686.

The fourth easily access lb'le databan k for shipwreck research
ls, unlfks the first three, not automated. This fourth
databank ls the mlcroflched collection of Alaska Packers
Association records. The Alaska Packers Association, formed
by a combination of salmon canners In 1893, had a private
fleet of vessels. The A'Iaska Packers Assoc Iatlon library
and part of Its early records were donated to the Alaska
State L Ibrary in 1 970, The second pert of the Assoc Iatlon's
records were later given f fr st to Whatcom   Washington� !
County Parks nnd then iln 1982 to the Alaska State Library.
This second group fncludss many maritime records.
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Selective mlcrof ichlng of these Al aska Packers Association
records resulted in 720 f iche. On these f iche are the
Association's Journals 1915-1946, Company assets 1893-1955,
Trademarks, Personnel Records �893-1961 !, Fi eet Books and
Maritime Records 1905-1944, Maps 1897-1960, Alaska
Shipwrecks 1741-1939, and Wor id Salmon Pack Statistics
1878-1947  Sul I ivan 1982! .

Wh I I e al I of these records coul d be of Interest to shipwreck
researchers, Alaska Shipwrecks 1741-1939 is most pertinent.
This segment of the records begins with an alphabetical
index giving vessel name, date and location of casualty, and
indication If the casualty resulted In total loss of the
vessel. About 64 microfiche, organized a'IphabetIcally by
vessel name, with several wreck or casualty reports per
f Iche follow. Whether a vessel Is listed on a "wreck" or
"casualty" report depends on the date when its difficulties
occurred, Casualty reports tend to give more detail than
wreck reports. Both types of reports give descrlptlons of
vessels, personnel, cargoes, and casualties. Many types of
ace Idents, from personal Injuries to total vessel losses are
included,

The microfiche of the Alaska Packers Assoc iat ion records
have been placed at Alaska state depository I lbraries
located in Alaska and the Pacific Horthwest. Additional
copies are available by purchase from Commerc Ial Microfilm
Serv Ice, 14200 H. E. 21st Street, Bellevue, Washington 98007.
The cost In 1982 was 25 cents per fiche or $180 for the
comp'Iete set of 720 fiche.

Documents

"Documents," as defined above, are unpublished materials
that provide substantive data about shipwrecks. There is
some overlap with databanks, This Is because one of the
databanks, the microfiche of Alaska Packers Association
records, is actually an accumulation of
documents--government shipwreck reports. Those reports and
other government records ofter considerable information
about shipwrecks.

Documents ln the National Archives. The record groups
referred to hereafter are In the National Archives of the
United States and In reglonai federal archives and records
centers. Individual vessel documents are among those record
groups. In order to understand them, it Is helpful to know
the basis for their or Igln.

The Office of the Register ln the Treasury Department was
originally responsible for ma inta lning documentation on
United States merchant vessels. The records of that office,
which begin In 1776, ara found In Records of the General
Accounting Office  Record Group 2171,



In 1884 the Commissioner of Nav igatlon, also In the Tr sasury
Department, assumed the duty of vessel documentation from
the Of f ice of the Reg f ster  National Archives and Records
Service 1974:60!. Documents fnvoived Include certi f lcatss
of reg f stry, I lcense, and snrol iment, Customs Col I ectors
issued the certi f fcates after receiving Information on a
vessel's dfmensions and proof of ownership and build, The
papers proved that a vessel was entitled to the rights and
privileges of an American ship. Registers were taken out
when a vessel engaged ln foreign trade. An enrollment and
I Icsnse were taken out when a vesse'I of 20 tons or over
engaged fn fishing or coasting trade. Vessels from 5 to 20
tons engaged ln fishing or coasting trade received only a
license� . Copies of these licenses, which were renewed
yearly, were not retained in custom houses unti 1906. In
1906, consolidated enrollments and licenses began to be
issued.

Contents of registers and enrollments vary with the years.
They usually include the name of the managing o~ner and
other owners of a vessel with places of residence and shares
owned; name of vessel; home port; rig; nst tonnage; date,
place, and material of build; dimensions; official number
and ca I I fetter   in later years!; number of decks and masts;
stern type and galleries; place, date, and number of
previous document   lf any!; place and date of Issuance; and
date and reason for surrender of the documents.

These doc uments were permanent or temporary, depending on
whether they were Issued at a vessel's homeport or
elsewhere. Customs collectors issued new documents when
there was any change In type of trade, ownership, rig,
tonnage, dimensions, or name of a vessel . The old document
had io be surrendered to the Collector of Customs
 Holdcamper 1941;276-277!.

A full discussion of these documents, covering when and
where copies were made and kept, and tables showing the
existence of documents for particular United States ports
can be found fn "Registers, Enrollments and Licenses in the
National Archives" by Forrest R. Holdcamper. This article
appeared in The American Ne tune 1 �!, July 194'I. Records
of the Bureau o Marine Inspection and Navigation  Record
Group 411 Include surrendered copfes of registers,
enrol I ments, and licenses for American merchant vessels from
1815 to 1942. Headquarters Records of the Bureau of Customs
 Record Group 36! Include surrendered copies of registers,
enrollments, and licenses for American vessels and yachts
from March 1, 1942 to December 31, 1956  National Archives
and Records Service 1974:168-169!.

A second category of government records useful In shipwreck
research Is casualty and wreck reports. Copies of some of
these, as noted above, are to be found ln the Alaska Packers
Assoc 1st ion records . Originals, copies, and abstracts are
to be found in federai archives and on m fcrof 11 m .
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Wreck reports for incidents before 1874
casualties to United States steam vesse
documented in records of the Steamboat
 Record Group 41!. The service was est
its records continue into the twentieth
Arch I ves and Records Ser v Ice undated: 4!
service generated ln Alaska, however, c
wreck information  Lautaret 1983! .

Reports of the United States Life-Saving Service are another
source of shipwreck information. This servle began In the
Revenue Marine Division of the Treasury Department In 1871
and eight years later came under a general superintendent
who reported directly to the Secretary of the Treasury
 National Arch Ives and Records Service 1 974: 523 ! .
Regulations required Keepers of Life-Sav Ing Stations to
report assistance rendered by their stations to any vessel,
crew, or person. These reports went to the general
superintendent of the service. The stations retained a copy
of the reports  National Archives and Records Service
undated: 3-4 ! . Life-Saving Service stat ion assistance
rendered reports for Alaska Include Nome, July I, 1907-June
30, 1 91 7, and Nome, 1 926 and 1 927  Mat iona I Arch Ives and
Records Service undated:35>. Annual reports of the
Life-Saving Service contain narrative reports of services
provided and tables of casualties occurring near life-saving
stations. A microfilm copy of these tables is available for
the period 1876 to 1914  National Archives and Records
Service undated:4>.

An act of January 28, 1915, established the United States
Coast Guard by consolidating the Department of the
Treasury's Revenue-Cutter and Life-Saving services  National
Archives and Records Service 1974:522!. Perhaps for this
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Government documentation ot wrecks becomes more ave i I able
after 1874. In that year Congress required masters or
owners ot American vessels to report to the Collector of
Customs at the port at which a vessel was documented any
casualty to the vessel . A "casua'Ityw could be an inc Ident
Involving loss of I ife, serious Injury to any person,
mater lal loss of property, or damage to a vessel af fectlng
seaworthiness. The Col I ector of Customs forwar ded one copy
of a casualty report to the General Superintendent of the
United States Life-Saving Service and kept one copy, usual I y
copied Into blank volumes containing blank wreck reports.
These volumes are among the Records of the United States
Customs Service  Record Group 36!. Customs wreck reports
from 1913 to 1939 are available on National Archives
Mlcrof Ilm T-925, "United States Coast Guard Casualty and
Wreck Reports." National Archives Microfilm T-926 Is an
"Index to U.S. Coast Guard Casualty and Wreck Reports."
Also among Goast Guard records  in Record Group 26! there
are bound volumes of abstr acts of wreck reports received
from Collectors of Customs from 1874 to 1975 and original
reports from 1908 to 1913  National Archives and Records
Service undated:3-5!.



reason, Coast Guard records  Record Group 26! Include copies
of Life-Saving Service assistance rendered reports for the
per fod 1901 to 1915. These are arranged by f I seal year and
thereunder by Life-Saving Service district. With the Coast
Guard records there are also microf limed copies of
assi stance rendered reports far the per fod 1916 to 1940.
These are arranged by date of casualty fn two groups:
reports of assistance rendered and reports of mfscel I aneous
serv ices rendered. These 1916 to 1940 reports are ava I I ab I e
on Nat fona1 Archives Mlcrof I im T-920 and, I fke the customs
wreck reports, are Indexed on National Archives Mfcrof 1 1m
T-926  Nat fona I Arch ives and Records Service undated:3-4! .

Curr ent reports on vesse'I casualties in Alaskan waters are
retained in Coast Guard offices In Alaska for f Ive years .
After five years they are sent to the Federal Archives and
Records Center fn Seattle. There the original reports are
mfcrofiimed and destroyed . The m Icrofilms are retained for
10 years before destruction  Whitener 1983!.

Other federal records also have shipwreck or associated
maritime in for mat ion, Some shipwreck data can be found In
records of the Lighthouse Service  Record Group 26!
 National Archives and Records Servfce undated:4!. Records
of the Foreign Service  Record Group 84> Include information
on dlplomatlc efforts to conserve wrecked American vessels
and cargoes. Records of Consular Posts  also in Record
Group 84! have, from seaport posts, arrivals and departures
of American vessels and their cargoes  National Archives and
Records Service 1974:140-141>. Records of the United States
Army's Office of the Ouartermaster Gener al  Record Group
92!, Program Records 1818 to 1929, include a vessel file
with charters, bffls of lading, claims papers, plans,
correspondence, and a list ot chartered vessels 1834 to
1912. In this same group are Army Transport Service records
with registers of officers and passengers, cargo manffests,
'logs, registers of transport movements, and other records
 National Archives and Records Service 1974r245>. Records
of the United States Maritime Commission have information on
merchant marine casualties 1936 to 1947, merchant ship logs,
1917 to 1941, and Cargo, Mali and Passenger Reports for
privately-owned vessels carr y'Ing non-government cargo
 National Archives and Records Service 1974:675-678!.

Records of the United States Dfstrlct Courts  Record Group
21! have admiralty case files. The Seattle Federal Archives
and Records Center has such files for Alaska tor the per lod
1898 to 1958  ffobbs 1977:17!.

The Federal Records Center and Archives at San Bruno,
California, holds 849 cubic feet of Records of the Bureau of
Customs  Record Group 36! for the port of San Francisco.
These records, which include correspondence on vessel
documentation and movement for the period 1848 to 1966
probably have information on ships going to and from Alaska
 Federal Archives and Records Center, San Bruno undated:4>.
The San Bruno archives also has three cub Ic feet of Work
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Projects Administration records  Record Group 69!. These
f iles are alphabet fcal ly-arranged 5 x 8-Inch sl i ps compfl ed
as part of a ship reg istry f I I e for the port of San
Franc i sco. 7 he sf iI ps cover the per 1od 1849 to 1941, but
sections "Cw through wJ" are missing, Each sl lp that is in
the f i is has, for a particul ar vessel, Information on
descr fpt 1 on, snrol i ment date, name of master and owners, and
date of surrender of vessel documents. Reports of vessels
wrecked are Interfl led with the registration sl ips. The
wreck reports give a description of the vessel and acc Ident,
port sailed from and destfnatfon, name and residence of
master and owner, nature and cause of accident. The San
Bruno archives branch holds Bureau of Customs records on
ships Identlf ied on the sf I ps for the per iod after 1899.
Pr for records are probably In the National Archives at
Washington  Federal Archives and Records Center, San Bruno,
undated:17!.

Documents in other ~re osltorles. In addition to the
thousands of documents relating to ship wrecks that are held
In the National Archives many others are in non � federal
government or private archives.

fdentl f Ication of some of
limited to holdings fn Alaska
Identified in "Caches of
by correspondence w'Ith

I lsted In a recent edition of
 Amer lean Assoc fat ion of
earch was very productive but

port fon of the r ecords

ln Alaska, at the Alaska State Library, Juneau, there Is the
Sk Inner Foundat fon Col I ect ion. I t conte ins thousands of
photographs and negatives which document the many ships,
events, and operations of the Alaska Steamship Company.
There are f i I ss on 73 shl ps, I I sted by shi p name, and
Incorporating deck pLans, photogr aphs, and ship histories
 DeMuth 1982;411!. The Al aska State Library also holds
customs records for some Alaskan ports which indicate port
of or ig in and g I vs man i fests of cargoes   Workman 1982: 4! .
The records are on 131 rol Is of microf i lm and cover the
period 1867 to 1939. There ls a draft rol I I ist that
describes the or lgin and contents of each rot I of microf i fm
 Pl ff undated! . There is an experlmentai index to these
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records for the years 1867 to 1869 by M. Joseph Leahy. The
library also holds a set of maps entitled "Treasures of
Alaska." These have wreck information overpr intsd on United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey maps for Southeast Alaska.
The maps, once sold commercially, are now out-of-print  Furr
1983!. Also at the library are "Letters received by
collectors concerning shipwrecks in Alaska, 1898, 1901eu a
1916 Seattle Chamber of Commerce map showing "Vessels
wrecked In Alaskan water sew a collection of 144 contact
sheets and negatives of Alaskan shipwrecks and miscellaneous
views accumulated by Robert N. OeArmond of Juneau, and
extracts of annual reports, 1898 to 1912, of the Steamboat
Inspection Service that include records of vessels stranded
along the A!askan coast. The Lloyd H. "Kinky" Bayers
collection on Pacfffc Northwest maritime history is also in
the library. This accumulation of over 400 scrapbooks,
photographs, albums, and document boxes of clippings is
accessible by an index card file.

Also in Alaska, the University of Alaska, Fair banks,
archives has several collections, such as those of the
Alaska Commercial Company and Alaska Steamship Company which
touch peripherally on shipwr scks. The Un Iversfty of Alaska,
Anchorage, archives hold several microfiims, such as the
Alaska File of the Revenue-Cutter Service that relate to
maritime history.

Outside Alaska, particularly ln New England, there are
extensive coiiectilons that have in them information on
Alaska maritime history.

The Whaling Museum of ths Old Dartmouth Hls
New Bedford, Massachusetts, is the major su
with 1,003 items--logbooks and journals for
merchant, and naval voyages. Of these, app
relate ln some way to Alaska. Mfcrof Iims a
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Outside New England the other two concentrations of maritime
museums in the United States are In the MIddle Atlantic
states  where little Alaska material is reported! and on the
Pacific Coast.

On ihe United States' west coast, the Honnold Library at
Claremont College In Caiiforn la holds the Pacific Coast
Steamship Companies Collection. The 353 manuscript and
typescript volumes iln this collection are indexed in Rolland
Thompson's "Calendar of Archives and Records of Certain
Pacific Coast Steamship Companies." Materia! from the
Alaska Coast Company, Alaska Pacific Steamship Company, and
Pacific Alaska Navigation Company Is ln the collection.
There are probably also Alaska references in other parts of
the collection  Hauser 1978!.

The Columbia River Maritime Museum at Astorla, Oregon, has
original correspondence about the rescue of passengers of
the S.S. Oregon by the lighthouse tender Columbine. The
OrecCan wrecked near Cape Hinchlnbrook In September 1906.
The museum also has some photographs of Alaska salmon
canneries and cannery vessels  Gilmore 1983!, The Maritime
Museum Association of San Diego has logbooks of the bark
Star of India, which made a yearly trip to Alaska for the
A I aska Packers Association from 1 902 to 1 923   Kettenburg
1983!. The National Maritime Museum In San Francisco has
some Alaska Packers Association logs, crew lists, and
miscellaneous materials. The national museum also has a
large photograph archives indexed by vessel name  Bernhart
'1983!.

Also on the Pac Ifilc Coast, the Maritime Museum of British
Columbia in ylctoria has a number of ship logs which may
have Alaska references but are not yet completely researched
 Cameron 1983!.

Outside North America, Lloyd's Marine Collection ln the
Guildhall LIbrary, London, has documents and directories and
descriptions. Because of the widespread interests of
Lloyd's of London, Alaska-related materials are probably
present. Among the more Interesting sections of the
collection that might be checked for Alaska materials are
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Llo d's List 1740-1970, Llo d's Week Shi ingL Index
1880-191/, and Llo d's Mlssln Vessel Books 1873 � 1954.
LI d' L I t published all vessel movements and casualties
reported to Lloyd' s, with customs house entries and much
other Information. There is a microfilm Index to the fist
for 1838 to 1926. From 1927 there is a card for each
vessel on which all movements and casualties are reported.
Lloyd's Weekly ghlPPI g I d Pdhllsh d Teg g g d, d t
of sal Ing, and latest report for ocean going steamers and
sall fng vessels. The Index also reprod uced all casualty
reports published during the previous week. Lloyd' s
Mlssl~n Vessel Books 1873-1954 are manuscript recor ds of all
vessels posted missing by the Committee of Lloyd' s, giving
details of vessels, masters, crews, voyage, and cargo. For
the more recent past, LI ~o d's Marine Loss Records 1939-1970
give details of all vessels lost with full reports as
received at Lloyd's  Armor April 29, 1983>.

Directories and descriptions

In addition to the databanks and documents thai provide
information on shipwrecks, researchers will also find that
there are many directories that give vessel name, date, and
general location for shipwrecks; and many descriptions of
indfvidual wrecks either based on eye-witness account or
reconstructed after the fact for one reason or another.
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A principal directory is Merchant Yessels of the Un
States, published by var ious government agenc les si
and currently published by the United States Coast
In these annuals, the researcher will f Ind vessel n
under type of vessel  sailing, steam, unrigged, yac
so forth!, with details on rig, tonnage, d Imensions
and where built, home port, and owner. There Is al
information on abandoned or lost vessels, those sol
the United States, and on government vessels and sh
 DeMuth 1982:409!. Complementary or s lmflar direct
include the American Bureau of Sh I ln Record, Gen
List of Merchant Shl In , Llo d's Re ister, and
Re Istre Yerltas. These give name of vessel, date
builder, owner, size, tonnage, machinery onboard, f
reg Istry, and--'ln later years--offlclal number and
letters. There is also the List of Merchant Yessel
the United States which Is a comp liat Ion of United
merchant vessels of smaller tonnage, beginning In 1

In addition to registers of extant vessels, there a
reg I sters of vesse I movements . One such comp I I at I o
New York Marftime Re Ister, a weekly list of vessel
arriving fn United States ports  primarily on the E
Coast!. This Is arranged alphabetically by vessel
gives master, flag registry, tonnage, port cleared
and por t of arr Iva'I and date. The publication beggg
LM *lie 1gghl. The ~Re deter I ~ l ~ I ~ d ~ t p
reports of marltIme disasters  National Archives an
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Service undated:2!. Similar In nature to the New York
Maritime ~Re fster but of much more limited scope Is
Alaskan Sh I in , 1867-78: Arrivals and Departures at the
Port of Sitka  Pierce 1972!

There are also several compiiatlons more directly related to
shipwrecks In Alaskan waters, but still In the nature of
lists, Among these are a "I Ist of vessels Involved in
Alaskan disasters during the perfod July I, l878 to June 30,
!911 as shown by wreck r eports filed in the Office of the
Lighthouse Service under the Act of June 18, 1878ew This
was compiled by Judge James Wickersham. A copy is available
to the public at the Juneau Mining Museum. There is also a
1922 article in The Washin ton Historical uarterl , "Marine
disasters of the Alaska routew  Andrews 1922!. Another such
list is "Aiaska Commerce. A iong list of steamers wrecked
in Alaskan waters," published in Alaska S ortsman  Holm
194!!. A more recent and spec!allzed listing Is "Whaling
and Fur Trading Shlppfng Losses  total, constructive total,
and partfal! In the Berfng, Chukchi, and Beaufort Seas,
1840-1910" <Bockstoce 1979!. This manuscript Is at the
Alaska Division of Parks ln Anchor age. A Polar Record
article prepared by an off lcial of Lloyd's Register of
Shipping Casualty Return, "Shipping Losses Caused by Ice,
1890-19779m overlaps and extends the Bockstoce report In
both period and geographic area covered <Littlejohn 1979!.
Another report on Bering Sea mar Ine archaeological resources
is Berin Sea Cultural Resources pub Ished by the Alaska
Outer Cont Inentai Shelf Office of the U,S. Bureau of Land
Management  Tornfelt 1981!. It was followed by a companion
report on the Chukchi and Beaufort seas  Tornfelt 1982!.

Supp lementilng listings that focus on Alaskan waters there
are directories of wider scope that Include Alaskan
casualties. Among these ar e the Enc clo ed Ia of Shi wrecks
 Barman 1972!. This has a sectfon on the ac if Ic and Alaska
coasts of the United States.

addition to these 'lists or directories, there are a few
encyclopedia-like publications on Pacific North~est maritime
history. They are a bridge between simple lists and
descriptions of Individual vessel casualties

Lewis and ~Dr den's Marine H lstor of the Pacific Northwest
covers the period up to 1895  Wright 1967!. The H.W.
~MC 6 M ~ 1 N1 ~tr of the 9 1 f 1 No th est 1 ~ 1t 1969
edition covers the period 1895 to 'l965 <Newell 1969!. A
supplement covers the period I966 to 1976 <Neweii 1976!.
Although these are organized year-by-year, they are wali
indexed and therefore an individual vessel's history Is
relatively easy to trace.

Descriptions

There are many published accounts of Individual shipwrecks
In Alaskan waters; far too many, In fact, to Identify in
this paper. It Is possible to Identify bibliographic search
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tools that will lead to these articles. Among these search
tools are the bfbllographies and automated databanks
mentioned ln "Methodology" above. Of the reposltorfes In
Alaska, the Alaska State Library at Juneau appears to have
the most Ind Iv Idual Items on shipwrecks� . A good general
guide to periodicals that may include Alaska maritime
Information is "Periodicals as a source of Alaska merit fme
history," a paper published in proceed Ings of The Sea In
Alaska's Past conference <DeArmond 1979!.

a good beg Inning .

Good research on shipwrecks will also be a contribution to a
definitive Alaska maritime history, and I hope this brief
survey of sources for such research Is helpful in making
that beginning.
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"Starf lect Disaster": Marine safety on the
Alaska Packer's Association "Star" Line,

1893-1 929

Stephen Haycox
University of Alaska, Anchorage
Anchorage, Alaska

In the early development of the territory ot Alaska, in that
period usually characterised as deficient In adequate or
proper attention to development by the federal government,
one constant complaint was the inadequacy of aids to
navigation, and the subsequent danger to shipping ln,
around, and to and from Alaska.� ! Ylrtually every
commentator on Alaska, its affairs and potential, called
attention to the danger, and decried the government's
failure effectively to respond to the announced threat.�!
This need was represented as Increasingly serious as the
tourism trade began In the early 1880's on the southeast
Alaska Inland passage run, and although the risk remained
sign f leant, some limited coast surveys were undertaken at
the insistence of mar Ine underwr Iters, and as a consequence
of representations by William Dail.�!

The expressed anx 1st les were not without foundation� . The
steamer Geor e S . Wr I ht went down in 1873 on a tr Ip south
from Sitka, with no survivors and precious little
information.�! And the government Itself lost both the
USS Suwanee and USS Saranac, both on trips between Puget

Alaskan waters In these early years, even though the number
of ships travelling was fairly I lmlted. Until 1884 the mall
steamer from Portland ran only once a month to Sitka. After
that date the service was from Seattle, and was twice a
month until the Klond Ike gold rush.�! The discovery of
gold in the Gassier district In the mid-1870's Increased
activity at the port of Wrangsli, and the development of
placer and lode deposits at Harrisburg-Juneau Increased
traffic to Gast Ineau Channel after 1880 . Before 1884,
however, large vessels travelled outside Cape Ommaney at the
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souther n tip of Baranof Island on the trip to Sitka, and
only smaller boats used Wrangell Narrows. In that year the
US Navy surveyed and buoyed the Narrows so it cou d be used
by I ar ger tref f ic. �>

There was no question that shipping to Alaska was dangerous.
The toll of Russian vessels had been severe even In the
nineteenth century, and American whalers and traders had a
Iarge store of horror stories about Ice and hidden rocks.
And although the US Coast Survey began charting the coast in
the mid-1880's, ships contilnued to go down with dIstressing
f ~ q * ~ y. th ~ L~os A ales I P II Str It I I 881, ths
Afco ~ ff P I ~ t 8 t s I 1886. the ~gls at h I S y
Channel off Point Hugh In 1890, the schooner Hero on Barren

off Cape Ommaney In 1898. 8>

As with other government involvement in Alaska, there was
significant change In the circumstances as a dfrect result
of the Klondike gold rush, beginning in 1897, and
particularly In 3898. Between 60,000 and 100,000 would-be
argonauts were lured as far north as Skagway and Halnes
Mission. Many stayed only tempor arily, before the gold
fever subsfded. But the comings and goings meant a dramatic
Increase In shipping traffic. Forty-four different vessels
entered Skagway In February, 1898, for example. 9! During
that year the chronicle of unfortunate vessels becomes too
numerous to detail. The toli, with that of other years, led
finally to Congressional hearfngs, which revealed, among
other things, that the i'nsur ance rates on the
Seattle-Skagway run were greater than on the
Seattle-Liverpool passage, and that, as late as 1897, the
farthest north I ighthouse on the Pac If fc coast was at
Nanaimo Bay, Inside Vancouver Isiand.�0>

Alaska governors had, of course, called attention to the
dangers and thefr detrfmental effects on Alaska navigation.
ln 1890 Lyman Knapp had begun to fnciude a list of
shfpwrecks in his annual report, a practice resumed by John
Br ady In 1897, and had pointed out the total absence of
Ifghthouses in Alaska, and the desperate need for them.�1>

Other officials had made the same representation. As early
as 1879 special treasury agent William Gouverneur Morris had
discussed the absence of lights and adequate charts, And fn
1898 the US Lighthouse Board, attached to the Department of
Commerce and Labor, had recommended the establishment of
lights and other navigation aids in Alaska water s.�2> lt
was not until 1910, however, that the first lighthouse was
established, the district of Ketchikan. >3> As late as
1914, followilng the losses of the LIghthouse Board's own
A I d the Re e os 8 tt r Ser I ' ~ y h h th ~
~ h t d o h , Rep esehtatl s Wlllla . HE ph y f
S ttl , I a plea fo so eys ahd as lg tl ~ Id , d
into the Con resslonal Record a list of 260 wrecks in
Alaskan waters, with a loss of 449 lives.�4>
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When Wi I I I am Hea I y Da I I discussed f I sher les as
resource in his 1870 book Alaska and Its
he said the most important commercial fish was

cod.�6!

In 1883 the total Alaska production of canned salmon was
barely 100,000 cases; by 1887 this had doubled and by 1891
had soared to 800,000 cases, a figure destined to attract
large scale investors and capital development. By 1899 the
pack was up to 1.1 miiiiion cases; three years later, in
1902, that figure had more than doubled, exceeding 2.5
million cases. It stayed at that level, until 1911, when It
took off again, reaching the extraordinary figure of 4
million cases in 1918, from which height it would plummet to
2.5 million cases in 1921, only to soar again to 6,5 million
cases in 1926, and with the exception of 1927 when the pack
was 3.5 million, would exceed 5 million cases every year
thereafter until World War II, reaching 8,5 million cases in
1936.�7!

Obviously, the fleet af ships required to move those amounts
of salmon out of Alaska was substantial. In 1904, a year
when John Brady complained of the absence of lighthouses In
Alaska, about 40 major vessels moved ihe cannery force and
their equipment to Alaska in the spring, and transported a
pack of 2.5 m II'lion cases of salmon to San Franc Isco and
Puget Sound In the fa!I, an average of 62,000 cases per
vessel, a case being forty-eight one pound  net! cans of
salmon. l8!
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country was In recession, and APA gained control of 31
canneries, concentrating operations by closing al I but nine.
Only six other canneries operated in Alaska that year. �0>
Thfrty-ssven had operated the previous year.

From Its very f frst years the Alaska Packer ' s Association
operated a large fleet of vessels between San Franc Isco and
Its canneries In Alaska� . San Francisco was the location of
the corporate headquarters, and. in the early years, the
point from which APA marketed most of its share of the pack.
During the winter vessels were laid up ln Oakland Creek and
at the corporation's Oakland docks, for storage, repairs,
and refitting. as required. In the spring the vessels were
loaded with the tin-plate, cannery equipment and fishing
mater Ials needed for the season's work. The ships also took
on board the Chinese, Mexican, Flliplno and other crews who
would work in the canneries. The contracts utlilzsd by APA
were highly exploitive, and subject to severe critfcism,
both by labor organizers and others after the First World
War, and by scholars and analysts since then,�4> In this
regard, APA would seem to have been no better, nor worse,
than other operators,

APA ships normally made just one round trip annual
Alaska canneries. Most of the vessels went to a s
cannery, and stayed there unt II loaded wfth the f I
cases, usually anytime from late July to late Sept
returned south fully laden, Including the crew and
they had transported north. Some might return sou
the spring voyage up, however, and return again to
the f In lshed pack and retrieve ths craw ln the fal
Occasionally, of course, there would be additional
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APA organizers were not new to Alaska. guite the contrary.
To some extent APA was an outgrowth of the Alaska Commer Ical
Company  ACC> which had held the controversial fur seal
monopoly on the Prfbilof Islands from f870 to 1890. Some
members of ACC wer e among the organ Izsrs and pr Inc Ipal
shareholders of APA. In 1893 APA incorporated as the Alaska
Packer's Assoclatfon.�1! The canneries of the constituent
members, valued at 51,033,850, were exchanged ln return for
cap Ital stock . In its f Irst year of incorporated activity,
APA packed 72$ of alf salmon put up, or 470,630 of 650,650
cases.�2! Using the compffation of Gilbert and Barnss,
drawn from Cobb's Pacific Salmon Fisheries and from the
Pac if Ic Fisherman yearbooks, averaging at about ten year
Intervals, A A controlled 80$ of the Alaska pack through
1899, 544 in the next decade, 254 between 1910 and 1919, fn
which letter year the total pack was about 4,5 mflffon
cases. Between 1920 and 1929 APA 's share of the pack fefi
to about 14$, the reasons for whfch we shall return to
later.�3! It ls noteworthy that while other combinations
rose to challenge APA's domfnatfon of the fndustry after
1900, most strongly I.lbby-McNe if-I Ibby, Pacific American
Fisheries, and Alaska Paclffc Salmon Company, APA remained a
major force, usually packing a larger percentage of ths
annual total than any other operator,



other canner fes for crew or f fsh. As a rul e, however, the
ships stayed at their assigned cannery, pl aying an Integral
role in the cannery operation. The canneries were on the
shorel Ine, and closed more than half the year. They had
limited power piants, and norma!Iy no commun icat fons. The
ships had steam equipment, refrfgeration plants, wireless
equipment, and other amenfties and necessltlss. The ships
would thus stay on station through the entire run of the
operation, from the debark ing of the work crews to the final
loading of the cased salmon. This might be anywhere from
two to five months,�5> It is noteworthy that APA
operations did not rely upon Independent fishermen.
Instead, fishermen and other laborers were employed in San
Francisco by the corporation, or its constituent canneries,
and transported north on APA ships. Fishing was done with
glfi nets � both drifting and set - and with sslnes, which
were set by small launches, and tended by the white labor
force. Traps were used also, sspeciafiy after the turn of
the cent ury. Both the white fishing force and the Or iental
and Mexican workers came north together, a typical crew
consisting of 150 Oriental and Mexican men as cannery
workers and laborers and 150 white men running the launches,
supervising the traps and managing the cannery operation� .

APA preferred to own all the vessels it operated, and at the
height of Its operations in Alaska, It maintafned a fleet of
14 major ships, and leased several more. With these, and
smaller vessels, the Association serv'Iced 20 canneries In
southeast and western Alaska,�7> APA's vessels feil into
three classes. The major ships were usually between 1200
and 1800 gross tonnage, though iln later years some were
bigger than this. It would be normal for such a ship to
carry between 50,000 and 70,000 cases of canned salmon. In
the early year s the corporation maintained as well six to
eight vessels of between 500 and 800 gross tonnage. These
were usually steam powered, and were used for fate season
clean-up as welt as short trips between cannerfes during the
operating season, for routine business. Finally, the
corporation owned a large number of steam and gas launches,
from two to six of which were assigned annually to the
several canneries� . At one period the n umber of launches
exceeded 60. The launches either stayed at the canneries,
laid up for the winter, or, more often, were transported to
and from the grounds on the larger vessels,�8!

What Is perhaps most remarkable about ths Alaska Packer's
Assoc fation Involvement wilth Alaskan waters, however, is
that it represen'ts the fast hurrah of square-rigged sail
anywhere on the seven seas. At the end of the nineteenth
century, at a time when the world's shippers were rapidly
converting to steam and iron, the Alaska Packer's
Assoc iat Ion carr led on their operation by buying and
chartering old wooden sai11ng ships - most of them
three-masted barks � and used them to service one of ths
most f Inanc1*l I y cur ra~ef ui orean fn trades anywhere
Indeed, I t was a trade un I ilke any other, and part I cu I ar I y I n
Its own t ime, The mass movement of the canned sa imon pack
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Beginning in 1893 APA began to acquire older wooden
wDown-casters� .w The assoc i at Ion built no new sh i ps - ever .
Instead, they were content to buy old ships at relatively
modest pr lees, preferring, as one annual report said It,
"cheap, commodious tonnage,"�9! The pioneer ship of the
APA fleet wss the Geor e Skolf leld, of 1276 gross tons,
acquired in 1 893, snd operated fot seven years. Other
"Down-casters" included the Centennial, 1286 tons, bought In
l896 and not sold until 1927; the Llewell n J. Morse, 1393
tons, acquired In 1898, retired in 1922, and so!d to s film
company in 1925, who used her to represent the
USS Constitutfon In the movie "Old Ironsldes;" the Bohemia,
1663 tons, acquired In 1897, the Santa Clare, 1535 tons,
acquired In 1896, and the indians, 1488 tons, acquired in
1898, these latter three also sold to film interests in
'l926. There were two additional "Down-casters," which had

gla 9 s a dl g . Th S~te II , 1732 t s, ~ s
acquired In 1896, and the Tacoma in 1898. We shal I learn of
the ir fate momentar i 'I y. �0!

In addition to vessels It owned outright, the corporation
al so chartered numer ous sa I I I ng barks for iI ts Al asks run as
the needs of the season required. These included the
following ships which were regulars on the Association's
annual roster between 1893 and 1920: Occfdental, 1469 tons;
Prussia, 1172 tons; Gatherer, 1375 tons; Loufslana, 1364
tons; Merom, 1158 tons; Charles B . Kenne , 1072 tons;

T 9 there, 1236 t ~ s; Kate 0 t, 1194 to ; ~2 II se,
1536 tons; Invincible, 1394 tons; St. Nicholas, 1723 tons;
tinct ~, 1435 to ~; ~W.H. 9, 2092 t; S intron, t 530 t
Serv i s, 1866 tons; Col umb ia, 1327 tons; John Curr Ier, 1847

1149 to ; 0 o ~ delet. 1292 t* s; R~te ~ e, 135 ' tons;
William ~Mac , 2038 tOnS; Alex Gibaon, 2043 tOnsg BalClutha,
1554 tons; I 4 8 Id. 1488 to s; a~ale 4, 1223 t ns;
M.O. Grace, !810 tons; Charles Mood , 1915 tons;
James Nesmith, 1633 tons; and the Lucille, 1532 tons, or a
~tof I o 34 * ~ I harte sd f * tl e to t I *, ~ 7 of
them numerous t imes. �'I ! There was yet another group of
large vessels used by the corporation after 1907, but more
of this group later.

Alaska Packer's Association had a great stake, then, In the
safety of navigation in Alaskan waters. Noi on'Iy did the
corporation operate annually eight of Its own barks and a
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How did they do, these old saiifng barks? How did the old
"Down-casters" fare when pitted against more coast line than
in the rest of the United States combined, and one of the
least forgiv Ing gulfs in the northern hemisphere? What was
the safety record? How many d Id they lose? They did pretty
well, would seem to be the answer. Of the eight wooden
barks APA owned outright, they lost two, The 1732 ton
Sterlinci went down on her third trip to Alaska in 1898, on
May 20, after str Iking an uncharted rock off the entrance to
Nushagak Bay. AII hands managed to get off before she sank.
On her way up at the beg Inn fng of the season, of course, she
carried no salmon.�3! The Tacoma was acquired in 1898, but
before the corporation could get her into service, she was
chartered by the government and used for ferrying horses to
the Philippine Islands during the Spanish-American War, She
began her company service fn 1900, and made 18 successful
seasons. In 1918, on May 19, however, while making for
Kvic hak Bay, she was caught in moving ice at lat. 57
degrees-53'N,, long. 158 degrees-04'W., southwest of Egegik.
She was crushed, and sank. AII the crew and labor got off.
The company valued her at f25,000, not a high figure.�4!

Of the 34 chartered vessels, a surprisingly smail number
were lost wh1le operating for APA; just four. On September
10, '1896, the James A. Borland was blown onto Tugidak
Island, ln the Trinity group, j ust off the southwest end of
Kod lak Island. She carried 27,333 cases of salmon, ail
lost, though the crew got off . On October 6, 1900, the bark
Merom was lost along the north shore of Kodlak Island. One
sailor drowned, and 12, 572 cases of salmon were lost. On
November 6, 1907, the Servla was wrecked at Julia Foard
Point on Kodiak island, her cables having parted during a
storm, She was unloaded at the time. Finally, the Lucille
was lost at the mouth of the Ugashik River on the north
coast of the Alaska Peninsula on August 20, 1908, with 4884
cases and 300 barrels of salmon aboard. Altogether, the
loss of only these four major vessels chartered, and the two
owned outright in nearly four decades of shipping In and out
of Alaska seems a remarkable achievement.<35! Before a
final assessment, however, there is one last chapter of the
APA shipping story - the famous "Star" fine.
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As wooden selling barks became increasingly rare, the
corporation, after the tur n of the century, began to
purchase some ilron selling ships, square-rigged vessels with

6 h ~ I I*. The fI t f th ~ ea th ~HI I, hf 1667
tons, acquired in 1901. She was followed quickly In 1902 by



th 1001 sa Escoc*, 6 also 1 1902. the ~Et r ~, 1197
tons. Al I these were smal I but substantla I vessels, and
woui d stay I n the trade for some tilme, In 1907 the
corporation purchased the sizable iron-huller Star of
Russila, 1892 tons. She was a sleek, maneuverable ship, and
larger and newer than other company ships. She became the
pride of the fleet, and the company owners decided to
acquire more square-rigged Iron-h ullers, and to name them
all "Stars." This was the beginning of the "Star" line, and
the Star of Russia became the name ship for the whole fleet
of iron and steel full-rigged vessels owned by the packers,
which would eventually number 19. In 1907 ths Hima! ~a a was
re-named Star of Peru, La Bscocesa became Star of Chile,

1908, were added 1797 ton Star of BencCa~l 1571 ton Star of
~lta 1, a d 156 ~ t n Star or~rance. N 1 th code ~
wDown-eastersw had their names changed. But al I Iron or
steel huf I ed vessel s became "Stars." The 1614 ton British
Ba I c 1 utha became Star of A I aska, and the B I a ilrmore, 1943
to s, linc Sta ~of la d. Add 1t lone l ships e th
1570 ton Star of F lnl and, 2293 ton Star of Septi and, added
in 1908, the 2097 ton Star of Greenfandp the 2053 ton
Star of Holland and the 1981 ton Star of Iceland in 1909,
and the 21 21 Star of FaIkland, acquired in 1 91 8.�6!

None of these vessels were new; afi of them had been built
in Britain between 1 863 and 1896. AII had seen continuous
serv Ice in various ocean fc trades before be Ing dr Iven from
their routes by the introduction of faster, mor e ref/able
steam vessels, AII would continue in service to the
car porat fon for long years, and some would be sold Into
further, though limited, service. Most wou'Id be retired,
either to be sent to shlpbreakers, or in more than one case,
to become museums.�7!

The final five "Stars" were U,S, built, four In Maine, and
one ln Boston, and were acquired between 1 909 and 1 91 2 .
These included four four-masted shipentinss: the 3026 ton
Star of Shet land, the 3262 ton Star of Zealand, the 3288 ton
Star of oland, and the 3381 ton Star of La land. These
were considerably larger vessels than the corporation had
o~ned up to that time, and they became the major workhorses
of the fleet. Finally, ths bark Star of Finland, 1571 tons,
was purchased, and, as we shall see, earned a special place
In APA history.�8!

In addition to the "Star" fleet of iron and steel hulled
vessels, the A'Iaska Packer's Assoc fat fon continued to
acquire some old wooden sailing ships, usually vessels they
had customarily chartered on an annual basis. By 1925 ths
corporation owned 32 square riggers, the largest number of
ships It ever owned at one time, though they wer e not ail in
service: 17 "Stars," and 15 wooden barks and ships. A
brief look at the d Ispersal of the fleet for that year, even
thd5ugh In the period of decline of APA's domination of the
industry, w III help convey the nature and extent of the
corporation's involvement in Alaskan waters, In 1925 APA
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packed half a ml I I ion cases of salmon <510, 404>, ten
percent of the tata I pack for that year, f ar off the max imum
APA pack ever, 1.5 million cases In 1915. In 1925 all the
APA pack was carried in Its own vessels, none in chartered
vessels. In that year the Star of Falkland and the
Star of Iceland went to Nushagak with two schooners, six
launches, and three 336 white men and 287 "Orlentals;w the
Star of En land, the Star of Peru and the Star of Scotland
went to Kv Ichak at the head of Bristol Bay with one steamer
and six launches, and with 381 white men and 287
"Orlentals;" the bark Centenniai went to Alltak on Kodiak
Island with one small steamer and three launches, and 50
hit n d I l2 "0 I t I;" th Sta ~Ital, nol land,

~La la d d Zeala d e ~ t to se e al can e Ies at hewn h,
clearly the largest operation, with three seal I steamers and
s ix launches, and wi th 608 whi tes and 606 "Or lenta! s;" the
Star of France went to Egegl k wi th one steamer and one 127
whites and 102 "Or iental s;" the Star of F Inland went to
Ugashlk w 1 th two I aunches, and 104 whi tes and 70
"Or lental s;" the Star of Shet l and went to Kar luk with one
steamer and six launches, and 125 whites and 132
"Or Ientais;" the Star of Alaska went to Chlgnlk with one
motor-ship and four launches, and 57 whites and 67
"Orlentals;w the Star of Russia went to Fort Wr angell with
four launches, 48 whites and 86 wOrientals;" and the
Star of Greenland went to Lorlng with four launches, and 38

hit s a d 77 "gal tale."l39! yh Boh I I dl ~ d
L.J. florae were held at the shipyard In an Pr I , t ~ h
p t ~ p fo r ~ I , d th S t Cl ~ St of Chil ~ ~ d
Star of India did not operate.

With this level of annual activity, then, what kind of
safety record did the iron hulls have, especially when
compared with the record of the wooden barks7 Only two Iron
hulls were I ost by APA In Alaska� . On September 20, 1 908,
APA suffered Its ~orst marine disaster, one which would
enter the annals of Alaska ship disasters along side the
Geor e S. Wri ht and the Princess So hla. The Star of
~Be ~ I es ho ho d o t th gh ST St It lth th
season pack from the Fort Wrangel I cannery, 52,062 cases,
and one 142 on board, including 110 Chinese cannery workers,
She was being towed through fog and a hei f-gale by two
tug- I aunches, the Hatt le G~ae and the K~aak, The 8~en el,
remember, was 1877 tons; she was 262 feet long. After
midnight, fighting wind and storm, the burden became too
much for the little steamers. and they cut the Iron bark
loose. The Bencnal was not far enough clear of the strait to
get wind, except in her face, and she was driven slowly
backward until she ran aground on the south shore of
Coronatlon Island, at the outer entrance to Sumner Strait.
She was broken in half on the rocks, She had got a I Inc
ashore, but most of the men aboard were crushed by cases of
salmon and empty fuel barrels which swept with them, and
over them, as the ship went down and her holds emptied, Two
Chinese, seven Japanese and three Filipino survived, and 21
white men with them.�0!
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The Star of Falkland, of 2121 gross tonnage, was blown on
Akun Head on the outer s lde of Un imak Pass in the Aleutian
Islands in a gale on May 22, 1928 while trying to get
through to Bristol Bay for the start of the season, All
hands were saved, but the ship was destroyed. Additional I y,
the corporation purchased the Star of Poland  former U.S.
bui lt Acme! ln 1912. She was char tered by the government
for use during Wor Id War I, and was lost in the China Sea in
1918.�1!
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With the disbanding of the APA "Stare line fleet in 1929,
the sra of maritime sail as a profitable, relied upon form
of commercial transport came to an end. Some commercial
sail would be used Intermittently into the 1930's � there
was a sporadic Austra'lian grain trade, for example, capped
oft ln 1939 with a race of 13 windjammer s moving 50,000 tons
of wheat from South Australia to Europe. But for all
practical purposes, the era of sail was over. APA relied
exclusively on sail as the foundation of its Alaska tr ade up
to the time of its conversion to steam, and always
controlled more of that trade than any other silngie
operator. The low expense of operating sail on the Alaska
route probably contributed materially to the financial
success of the enterprise.�3!

Whatever the explanation - whether because they made only
one round trip a year, or because they utilized only
experienced skippers, or because they had very good luck
APA vessels operated for nearly four decades in waters
acknowledged by virtually all observers to be among ths most
dangerous anywhere, with a remarkable record for safety, and
with minimum loss of !Ives and property. Of the wooden
"Down-casters" owned by the corporation, they lost two of
eight; of wooden sailing ships they chartered, they lost
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ance upon sail could only last so long. APA had always
d only experienced sail captains to pilot the barks,

of them Swedes and Norwegians, and had paid them well.
by the 1920's good capta Ins were in increasingly short
ly, and experienced hands familiar with sail were even
er to find. And 'In a t Ime of prosperilty, shorter tours
teamers were far preferable from the seaman's point of

Gradually it became clear to corporate executives
the Inevitable could not be put off, and in the late

's, the dec Islon was made to convert to steam, a
sion signalled by the selling of the L.J. Morse to a

company In 1925. When the Falkland was destroyed at
Head In 1928, the company decided that was the last
for sail, and they converted everything to steam for

next season, The remaining barks were I aid up and
t Ily ~ ~ Id. The U i. h Ilt ehle tl ~ * � ~LI d,
and and Shetland - were sold to the Japanese, and the
le bark FInland, always a favorite, was kept by the
oration and establ ished in San Francisco as the APA
urn. The Green I and became a tra in I ng vesse I for Swed I ah
hant cadets, and the Star of Al asks became a "Sea-scouts
el In southern California.�2!



four; of the 19 iron-hul I ed sa I I Ing barks they owned after
1907, they lost two in Al askan waters. However else the
history of the Alaska Packer's Association may be
Interpreted, the Ir use of sa I I In the Al aska trade and the
record they comp I I ed for safe tr anspor t in dangerous cl Imes
ls at least a unique and Interesting chapter In the APA
story.
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Defined professional criteria for
underwater archaeology

Calvin R, Cummings
National Park Service

Co iden, Colorado

Introduction

The title for this presentation was chosen with malice of
forethought. It would seem that today there are as many
mlsuses of the term "Underwater Archaeologist" as there ars
proper uses. The term certainly does conJure up visions of
adventure and mystery for the uninitiated, far too often
stimulated by the misusss. Individuals without a day' s
formal academic training in archaeology are adopt Ing the
title. Treasure hunters cali themselves by the term or hire
someone who claims such a t it I e. Even writers and
adventurers borrow the term to grab reader attention and
Increase book sales. After ail, when compared against
glamor and gold, what is education and sc lence7 Therefore,
to make perfectly clear where we fit In the scheme of
things, 1st us only discuss "doing archaeology undsrwateraw

Many others have already made this case. George Bass
�966:13> stated that:

Archaeology underwater, of course, should be
called slapfy a chaeotocaa, pe do f speak of
those working on the top of Nimrud Dagh ln Turkey
as mountain archaeologists. They are all people
who are trying to answer questions regarding man' s
past, and they are adaptable In sing able to
excavate and interpret ancient bulldlngs, tombs,
and even entire cities with the art Ifacts which
they contain. Is the study of an ancient ship and
its cargo or the survey of toppled harbour wells
somehow different? That such remains may lie
underwater sntalIs the use of d Iffersnt tools and
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techniques in their study, just as the survey of a
large area of land, using aerial photographs,
metal detectors, and drills, requires a procedure
other than excavating the stone artifacts and
bones In a Palaeo!Ithic cave. The basic aim in
all ot these cases Is the same. It is all
archaeology.

The same principal was restated from another perspective by
Daniel Lenihan �975:I! when he wrote:

An archeological or historicai site can occur
anywhere on the face of the earth--on a mountain,
In a desert, in a jungle, or underwater. The fact
that a given site exists in some specific
environment does not detract from the cultural
significance of the material contained therein.
Al I ot the legal mandates pertaining to historic
preservat lon   Including archeo logical resources>
apply to any given site, without regard to Its
location. Archeolog ical theory and philosophy
encompass ai I cultural remains wherever they may
be found, including material now covered by water.
The only dl f ference between an underwater site and
a site ln any other environment is the techniques
and methods required to investigate that site.

It shoul d be emphasized from the beginning,
therefore, that underwater archeology for our
purpose is simply archeology done underwater and
should not be confused with the treasure hunting
and marine salvage enterprises which often
erroneously adopt that title.

In discussing doing archaeology underwater, all of the
appropriate criteria already defined for archaeology in
general must f Irst be applied. Only then can you begin
talking about those add itlonal requirements for working in a
water env Ironment.

The G

Until the late 1960's and early 1970's, the disc Ipl Ine of
archaeology had no dr lv lng need to define a standar d
cr lter la as to what constituted a "professional
archaeologist." Through the 1960's, employment in
archaeology fn the United States had been almost exclusively
by and through universities and associated Institutions.
Thus, the various academic criteria maintained In the
granting of advanced degrees by universities was sufficient .
Individuals were hired for positions In archaeology  based
upon a combfnat ion of experience, academic attainment and
reputation! within a closed system. WIth the advent and
explosive growth of public archaeology In the late 1960's,
pushed by the passage of numerous state and Federal
preservation laws, two new areas of employment opened to
archaeologists. The private contracting firms and various
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local, stats and Federal agenc Ies began hlr lng
archaeologists in tremendous numbers. The control s exerted
by the interactive academic system did not apply In these
two new employment areas, and a number of problems were
perce fved, both real and ImagIned, about the qual lty and
sth fcs of those do fng archaeo log Ical work   Cumm I ngs 1 975 ! .
One of the proposed solutions undertaken by the dlsclpllne
was the formation of the Society of Professional
Archaeologists  SOPA! and the dsflnltlon of professional
standards, codes, ethics, and crlter Ia. Speclalfzatfon In
under water work was one of those areas so defined,

E~arl Efforts

Wh lie archaeology In general was being pr essured to
establish professional crlter la, the need for defined
criteria to do archaeology underwater were also developIng

In December 1 974, the National Park Service Issued a new
standard for wMar inc Archeol og feel Surveyor"   Mortensen
1974b! which assumed that those lndlv  duels dofng the remote
sensing surveys on the OCS did not need to be fully
qualified to actually accomplish archaeological work
under water   Cummings 1 975! .

Shortly after the formatfon of the Socfety of Professional
Archaeologists in 1976, SOPA pfcked up the certifying of
Mar fne Archaeological Surveyors from the Federal government
and continue t h Is cert If/cation to date   Ruppe ' 1 980 !
Copies of both 1974 standards are contained ln their
entirety, ln Appendix I,

The Current National Standard

At this moment there ls only one set of criteria applicable
natfonwlde, those established by the Society of Professional
Archaeo I og I sts . At the January ! 983 Conference on
Underwater Archaeology, representat Ives of the Society of
Professional Archaeologists met with the Advisory Council on
Underwater Archaeology and agreed to the following
requirements, whfch are fn addition to the general
requirements for all archaeologists.
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SOPA Requirements for Certl f ication In Underwater
Archaeology January 1983

Attachment for Under water Archaeo I og y  Section
3.11!

Under~ster archaeology can general I y be d lv 1ded
into prehistoric or historic sites and nautical
sites  ships and their related harbor st> uctures!.
Underwater archaeology is not a separate kind of
archaeology but is archaeo logy in a di f ferent
env ironment. F i e I d techn I ques and art i fact
preservation dl f fer from terrestrial sites thus
emphasis Is pl aced on qual itative data retrieval
and on preservation methods. For appl icants
special izing in prehl star lc and histor lc
underwater sftes, experience and trafn lng simi far
to that spec if led in Sect fons 3.1  Archaeolog ical
Field Research! or 3.9 <Historic Archaeofogy! are
expected with emphasfs upon underwater sites,
water -saturated art Ifacts, and preservation
methods. Applicants spec Iallzlng in nautical
archaeology should be knowledgeable of both
archaeolog Ical and archival data pertaining to
ships.

Tr a In I ng

A. ~A: A ~ Unde eee A cneeolodt C
expected to demonstrate a minimum of two weeks
f ield experience and training in underwater
survey tee hn I que. Whi I e str let I y mar Ine
survey work is covered ln Section 3.S, the
app I leant must be f aml I 'I sr wl th the genera i
theory and appl Ication of varied remote
sens Ing technology,

Datesw Duration < In weeks ! "" Supervisor
Experience

Sum from suppiementary sheets, If
any

Total  must sum to two weeks!

B. Excavatfon: The appl leant must provide
documentation of 24 weeks of supervised
underwater field work and 20 ~eeks of
supervisory underwater archaeological field
work.
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Dates" Duration  In weeks!"" Supervised
Experfence

Sum from supplementary sheets, if
any

Total  must sum to 24 weeks!

Dates» Duration   In weeks!»» Exper fenced as
Supervisor

Sum from supplementary sheets, ff
any

Total  must sum to 20 seeks!

C. Preservation/Conservation: Materials wlfi be
prese ved at underwater sites that are seldom
preserved at terrestr Ial sites, or the
requirements for preservation of material from
marine or freshwater sites wlii be different
than the same materilals from land sites. An
Individual seeking SDPA certification ln
underwater archaeology should demonstrate an
awareness of conservation and preservation
methods of alf materials i hat might be
encountered at underwater sites and know what
the short and long term requirements are for
each material depending upon composition,
burial conditions, and length of time that has
elapsed. The applicant must provide
documentation of at least 8 weeks of
supervised training In the general theory and
application of stab iiizat ion and conservation
methods as they pertain to waterlogged
materials, both fresh and salt.

Dates» Duration   In weeks ! »» Supervisor
Experfence

Sum from supplementary sheet, if
any

Total  must sum to at least B
weeks!

D. Data Recovery: The applicant must show
experience or training in the recovery and
interpretation of both archaeological and
archival data and, for nautIcal archaeology,
famlllarfty with the history and technology of
nav Igat I on and sh I p bu i Id I�ng� . The app I leant
must document the design and execution of an
underwater archaeological study as evidence by
an M.A. thesis or a published report
equivalent In scope and quality. Report
citation
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E. Dl 1 E A~le ~ c ~: A ccnpnt t ~ nde t
archaeologist must be a competent diver and
should provide evidence of formal d Ive
training <a school, military, etc.!; ln
absence, provide documentation sufficient to
demonstrate diving competency.

Dates" Duration   ln weeks!«" Type of Training

In cases where exact dates are not known, an
estimate will suffice,

««As a rule, exper lance must be acquired in blocks
of time of at least 4 weeks' duration. We
recognize that this is not always applicable In
underwater archaeology. Please explain the
reasons or special circumstances for training
acquired in blocks of less than 4 weeks time.

There have been two other efforts of national scope in the
past year that wou'Id further define the criteria for doing
archaeology underwater. These are "The Secretary of the
Inter Ior's Archaeology Standards" and the Offilce of
Personnei Management's "Archaeologists Quai Ification
Standards." Written Into early draft versions of each was
the concept that underwater archaeology is simply doing
archaeology in an underwater environment. Unfortunateiy,
final versions are not yet available for either, and it is
unknown how they wiii read when Issued.

E~ 1 IE ~l* tant

One such pioneer is the State of Texas. After
unfortunate experience with a treasure hunting
Texas passed a strong antiquities law in 1969.
regulations appl Icable to the Antiquities Code
<Title 9, Chapter 191!, as issued by the State
contain the following definitions;

a single
endeavor,

Rules and
of Texas
Archaeologist

Professional personnel - Appropriately trained
spec lalists required to perform an adequate
archeologlcal Investigation. These personnel
include the following:

A professional
rcheologlst with
leld archeology and
as experience ln

ersonnei deployment,

 A! Principal invest Igator.
archeologist or underwater a
dEEEEEonstrated competence in f
laboratory analysis, as well
administration, logistics, p

It would be grossly unfair, and untrue, to even suggest that
al I of the effort to define professional criteria for doing
archaeology underwater was at the national level. Equally
Important has been the definit lons and requirements
developed at state and local levels. In fact, many of these
efforts preceeded and were instrumental In shaping those of
natIonwlde scope.



pub I iieet ion, and f I seal management. The
al invest igator must have at I east three

full-time experience In a supervisory role
ng complete responslblllty for a major

of a project of comparable complexity to
ich Is to be under taken under permit, The
a I investigator must have demonstrated the

to disseminate the results of
og Ical Investigation in pub I i shed form
Ing to current professional standards. The
al Investigator must remain on-site a

of 5$ of the time requ ired for the field
gation and must be a coauthor of the

report. When not on on-site, the
ai investigator must prov Ide a field
ogist tc supervise the field Investigation,
event of controversy or court challenge,
nc lpal Investigator shall testify
Ing report f Ind ings .

 B! Professional archeologist. One who has a
graduate degree In archeology or anthropology from
an accredited institution of higher education, or
The equivalent aS approved by the Antiquities
Committee, with a minimum of two archeolog ical
field seasons under competent supervision and who
has published results of archeological
investigations in scholarly journals.

 C! Underwater archeologist. One who
professional archeologist and, in addi
competent diver with a minimum of two
in underwater ar cheological testing or
projects. Training and experience suf
safe and proficient use of the special
underwater remote sensilng survey, exca
mapping techniques, and equipment are

is a
tlon, is a
full seasons

excavation
ficient for
ized
vatlon and
r equ lred.

 D! Underwater archeolog ical surveyor
has train Ing and experience suff Ic lent
safe and proficient supervision of app
remote sensing survey equipment operat
as for Interpretation of survey data f
and geomorphic features that may have
probabiliity of association with submer
abor lg lnal sites and sunken vessels.
ind lv 1 dual may represent the ar cheol og
Inter ests on board the survey vesse I i
absence of an underwater archeo l og i st,
in subparagraph  C! of this definition.

e definitions see
derwater

September I,
Itions in their

For an exampl e of how Texas imp I ements thes
Append lx I I � a pos I t ion descr i pt ion for un
archaeologist Issued by the State of Texas,
1973. Hlany other states have s lm I I ar def In
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Antiquities Acts, and have described spec'Iflc criteria for
doing archaeology fn their state.

A 8| I b11~1t ~ f T *1~1

In sp lte of the technolog Ical advances, the increases in
employment opportunity> and the acceptance as a specialty,
there are few universities offering spec if ic training and
exper fence in doing archaeo logy underwater. In the United
States only Texas AdM University offers a ful I academic
program, Of al I col Ieges and universltfes offering advanced
degrees in anthropology and special izing in archaeology, a
disproportionate few give one or two classes in some aspect
of doing archaeology underwater, Examples inc I ude: Fior ida
State University, Arizona State University, University of
South Carol fna, East Carol ina University, and the University
of Northern Arizona,

As in the past, most archaeologists seeking to special ize in
underwater work must obtain that knowledge on-the-job, That
leaves the big question of how to gain employment without
specific experience.

Conclusion

Doing archaeology underwater Is in Its infancy in
relationship to doing archaeology in other environments, and
the technology and methodology Is stili rapidly evolving.
While other s have adequately descr Ibed the history and
development of this specialty <Bass 1966:lb!, several points
about that development of r elevance to th Is discussion of
professional criteria should be made iln closing.

First, while many of the individuals that pioneered work In
the underwater environment were not archaeo l og i sts, their
ef forts are the foundation for the evolution from
"adventure" to "science" whfch has taken place In the past
two decades. We are now at a po int where archaeol ogy
under water can and shoul d be treated just as archaeology in
any other env ironment.

Second, by coping with real world problems, the specialty of
doing archaeology underwater is better defined and is ready
to proceed into the future.

Third and finally, we are dealing with a frag/le and rapIdly
diminishing resource in ai! submerged sites, historic and
prehistoric, Let us gIve them the best professional
attentfon possible.
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APPEND!X

PROFESSIONAL CRITERIA FOR DOING ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK
UNDERWATER ISSUED BY THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE IN 1974

Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation
National Park Service

Washington, O.C.

STAIIIDARDS FOR MARINE ARCHEOLOGIST AND MARINE ARCHEOLOGICAL
SURVEY TECHNICIAN

ards have been prep
Identify archeologi
archeolog Ical recon
ons should such ser

fn any particular
tes, to prehistoric
allflcations being
iewed periodically
appofnted by the A

Services.

Marine Archeolo 1st  for historic or rehlstorfc sites or
both!.

on Ethics and Standards of the
gy, the recommended min imum
iv ldua I s pract i c ing archeo logy
B.Sc . degree from an

Ity, followed by two years of
tlon ln anthropology and
during one of these programs,

schools or their equivalent
eolog ists of recognized

or equivalent in published
as Is the Ph.D. degree  see

7, pages 1 37 � 1 38, October

2.! Two field sessions of training and/or
submerged sites archeology, sufficient to q
Individual for research on historic and/or
sites.

experience in
ualify the
prehistoric

If-contained breathing
completion of training at

uivalent experience; except
Ising underwater excavation
erlence.

3.! Certification as a SCUBA  se
apparatus! diver, or satisfactory
a recognized diving school, or eq
that a marine archeologist superv
crews must have d ivilng school exp

hookah  surface suppifed!
logy as either Surface
Supply Diver  Demand and

4.! Certl f ication for the use of
d iv lng gear for underwater archeo
Supply DIver  Demand! or Surface
Free Flow!,
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5. ! Demonstrab I e tra lnl ng and exper i ence suf f ic ient for
safe and prof iclent use of the fol lowing I 1st of specialized
equipment;

A.!
B.!
C,!
D.!
E.!

Hydraulic Dredges
Air Lifts
Down Thrusters
Water Jets
Diver Propulsion Vehicles

6.! Demonstrable training and experience in the following
underwater archeoiogical techniques;

A.!
B.!
C.!
D. !

E. !
F. !
G. !

7. ! Demonstrated know I edge of the hi story, theory, and
methodology of underwater archeology obtained either through
academic training or individual study.

Mar Ine Archeo io ilca I Surve Techn lc i an

The categor y of Marine Archeo logical Survey Techn lc lan has
been created to provide means of qual lf ication for
Individuals with special ized training relating to Items I,
2, and 6  above! for purposes of outer continental self
reconnaissance surveying. Mar Ine Archeological Survey
Technic lans may cond uct reconnaissance surveys only under
the supervision of a Mar Ine Archeologist; they wlii not be
approved to conduct underwater archeological recovery
investigations.
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APPENDIX 11

EXAMPLE OF A POSITION DESCRIPTION FOR UNDERWATER
ARCHAEOLOGIST, DEFINED BY THE STATE OF TEXAS

SEPTEMBER I, 1973

LINDERWATER ARCHEOLOGIST

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED

Conceives, organizes, and executes underwater archeological
research projects in a state agency.

Supervises the activities and directs the research of
assistants, contract personnel and of undergraduate and
graduate assistants working in the progr am.

Works with preservation facilities in the proper methods,
procedures, and handling of materials recovered from State
owned sites and In the recording and Inventorying of these
articles.

Arranges as necessary and advisable, for special fzed
analysis. reports or services to be furnfshed by qual If led
Individuals, institutions, or agencies In support of the
research progr am.

Participates in historical r esearch and in the acquisitfon
of documents In archives, libraries, and from other sources
for analysis and inclusion in reports and publications.

Evaluates recovered artifact
sc lent if Ic and h fstor Ical da
program and prepares reports
for publication as monograph
scientific and/or historical

ual material and other
ta acquired as a result of the

if warranted, on the findings
s or artie I es in appropr late

jour nal s.

Coordinates pr ograms and respons fbi I lt les concerning
submerged sites with approprIate State and Federal agencies
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Reviews culturally destructive environmental alterations
proposed or taken by or through State or Federal agencies or
by the private sector.

Provides consultant services in areas of competence to other
Stats agencies and institutions.

Maintafns and adds to the file of underwater archsolog ical
sites and documentar y references to such sftes In Texas
waters.

Participates ln planning and development of public
information displays or mussums contemplated In the
acquisitfon of underwater sites or materials from such
sites.

Ex sr isncs and Tra in in

Broad progressive professional archeologlcal experience with
special experience in underwater exploration and the
location, Identification, recovery, and preservation of
historically and archeologlcally signfficant artifacts.

Education

Extensive knowledge of the specialfzsd subject matter and
source mater fal for research in the colonial and national
historic sites period,

Experience in and knowledge of archsological field methods,
including survey techniques, particularly fn the area of
hfstor Ic sites archeology.

Extensive knowledge of the use and fabrication of the
spec Ial Ized equipment and gear used In underwater
archeolog ical research and In the operation of specialized
electronic squlpmsnt.

Knowledge of the field snd laboratory equipment used in
archeolog Ical research.
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Performs related duties as required.

GENERAL UALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Doctorate in Archeology plus sxpsr'lance fn
research, A Master's Degree supplemented
training and experience in deep sea diving
archsologfcal expiorat Ion and research may
for Doctorate Degree.

Knowled ss Sk I I I s and Abi I ities

underwater
by very extensive

and underwater
be substituted



Demonstratable competency in the use of al I types of
surface-supplied and self-contained breathing apparatus
through a wide range of depths and knowledge of the
maintenance of such equipment.

Considerab!e knowledge of the methods of cleaning and
preservation of materials recovered from the marine
environment,

General knowledge of the handling and care of vessels and
other major equipment associated with underwater archeology.

Working knowledge and experience ln arch Ival and library
research and ln the analysis and employment of historical
source material.

Working knowledge of the organIzation and preparation of
manuscr Ipts and attendant illustrative material,

Ability to plan, organize, and successfully carry through to
completlan large-scale, long-term research projects and
attendant field work.

Ability to establish and maintain effective working
relationships with subordinates, assoc fates, public and
pr lvate groups, and the general public� .

Ability to express ideas clearly and concfsely, orally and
ln writing.

S ecial Qualifications

Must be a qual if fed diver and expert i n the methods and
procedures of underwater research.
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Methods and techniques for conducting
underwater archeological investigations

in cold water

Daniel !. i.enihan
National Park Service

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Introduction

There are several logical steps to conducting underwater
archeology In a resource management framework. When a state
or Faded' al land managing agency or State Historic
Preservation Office are confronted with the problem of
needing to intelligent'Iy manage their submerged cultural
resources base, It Is first necessary for them to obtain
some notion of what they have in the way of submerged sites
and where they are located. The initial step should be
undertaking a literature search to provide a general
understanding of marine disasters and historic coastal
activity areas in the region of concern, and to generate
Information regarding any prior archeological or salvage
work conducted in the area. Or al history intervfews may be
worked In at this stage, and they may also play a
signlflcant role after the program is underway.

Finally, If Justified by impending impact or some other
acceptable rationale, a full site Investigation may be
called for. In some cases, this may include a complete
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excavat ion of the site but that i s a rare occurrence ln
underwater archeology for good reasons. A mandatory
component of any justification for extensive site
d I sturbance, besides Imminent threat, would be development
of a comprehensive research design that fully explains why
this Is the best alternative and which demonstrates deflnlte
availability of funds  this means already programmed! to
deal with the immense curation and conservation problems
that result from the removal of cultural remains from an
underwater environment. It Is no secret that archeologilcal
excavation is the ultimate destructfve process for any
archeolog ical site and opting to engage fn it places a very
serious obligation on the responslb1e agency'

In all cases when state or Federal agen
addiltfonal mandate exists to ensure pub
understand Ing of any proJects undertake
each phase of archeological actfvlty sh
tangfble returns such as reports that a
popular consumption, museum displays or
interpret Ive dev lees for the d ivilng pub

c fes are fnvol ved, an
lfc appreciation and
n. In other words,
ouid result in
re wr Itten for

underwater
I ic.

Sur v~e

The f frst questions that must be asked fn any survey venture
ls what are we looking for, how systematic do we want to be,
and what kind of a confidence level are we expectfng2 There
ls a significant difference bet~can going out and looking
for shipwrecks as opposed to systematically covering an area
to determine precisely where cultural resources are and
where they aren' t. The first type of activity is more fn
line with the objectives of treasure hunters or salvors than
the latter which Is usually the major concern of a resource
management or preservation agency. In many cases it fs as
important for management purposes to know where sites ar en't
as where they are. The negative knowledge comprises a de
facto archeologlcal clearance for development activities in
the area.

Next, we must determine lf the survey is to be aimed at a
total cultural resource Inventory Including submerged
prehistoric sites and underwater components of I and based
historic land sites or if only historic shipwrecks are the
proposed target of the investigation, Having made that
determ Ination, we may look at the state of the art options
that are available for submerged sites surveys.
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The purpose of this paper then wii I be to discuss the actual
implementation of the survey, inventory and testing phases
with spec Ial attention paid to the problems of working In
cold water. Excavation wiii be deemphasized since other
papers ln thfs symposium will be discussing excavation In
detail. Finally, we will look at how these investigatilons
may be conducted in the most cost effective manner and to
the best interest of the pub I Ic const ituency groups that are
ln the final analysis funding the great maJor fty of
submerged sites research fn the United States.



The corollary to visual surveys on land, I.e., a swfmmer's
survey, is certainly an option but only In a few cases.
When large areas are to be surveyed or when sediment cover
or cold and visibIlity problems make this approach
unfeasible  which is almost always the case! there are a
number of standard tools for the remote sensing of sites in
underwater environments.

Aerial remote senSing

Aerial Imagery has been utilized in numerous situations as a
tool for finding sites in submerged environments but rarefy
with any startling degree of success. When It has worked,
It ls usually because an experienced analyst has been able
to note straight line dlsconform ltiles in reefs or fiat
bottoms, that indicate either the presence of the cultural
entity Itself or an old scar from impact of a shipwreck, for
example. More sophisticated aerial techniques have not
proved very effect lve and would hardly Justify any special
expend ftures until their archeological application is better
tested. Infrared photography Is next to worthless since its
penetration fn most water bodies can be measured ln
centimeters. Further reading on this subject can be found
in Rfchards �980:331-337! and Arnold �981:5-12!.

Side scan sonar

In those sltuatlons where we may expect that substantial
evidence of a shipwreck or other type of site wlfi be
protruding through bottom sediments, a side scan sonar can
be an extremely effective survey tool. If often produces
dramatic, photo-like fmages of materilal on the bottom and it
is sometimes possible to determine the nature of your
"contact" before sending divers down to "ground truth." Its
applfcat Ion, however, is strongly condftioned by the nature
of the bottom terrain, Like some of the other "black boxes"
or magfcai tools available to underwater archeoiog Ists, Its
limitations are often not fully understood. It Is critical
that the operator of the instrument be experienced in
looking for archeolog Ical sites underwater rather than
pipelfnes or landforms.

The wide distance of coverage often attributed to thfs
device, e,g .. hundreds of yards on e Ither s fde of the
towfish sensor head is largely fantasy unless one ls
fnterested only in finding upright oil tankers or a flat
bottom. For broken up remains of vessels or other cultural
remafns on bottom terrain with any kind of variable relief
it fs necessary to run tight lane spaces at slow speed and
pay constant close attention to tuning adjustments on the
topside console. It Is recommended that the side scan
operator, whether In-house or contracted, be famll Iar with
the specific model of machine he Is working with if any
degree of conffdence Is to be expected in the returns.
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It shoul d be understood that the s i de scan el so has no
capab I I it les for detecting anything under sediment and fn
most cases it should be run in association with a
magnetometer which n feel y complements the side scan fn an
underwater survey Instrument package. If budgetary
constraints proh I b it obta ln Ing access to the h fgh reso I ut ion
tow fish variety <e.g., Kleln, or EGdG units! one may
consider outfitting an in � house survey boat with a
"through-hul I" unit. A final word on side-looking
Instruments is that several companies have come out recently
with machines that are b I I led as "sub-bottom penetrating
side scan sonar." There Is a widespread misunderstanding on
the part of many that this instr ument can extend the side
scan capabilities under the bottom; it cannotl It fs simply
a machine that can combine and interrelate data from a
sub-bottom profiier with a side scan. This Is a marvelous
capability for doing seafloor mapping but, for reasons that
should become obvious in the section below on sub-bottom
prof iiers, It adds little to the potent Ia! for finding
shipwrecks or other cultural remains. The one exception
would be In a case where the archeologist Is Interested in
assessing I and forms on the ocean floor to predict poss f b I e
occurrence of prehistoric cultural remains associated wilth
relict geomorphological features, Further Information is
avaflable from Kozak <198<!! and Rosencrantz et al .
�982: 257-210! .

Magnetometer

The magnetometer ls probably still the preeminent tool for
conducting underwater surveys. It Is also perhaps the one
that is most abused In a conceptual sense ln research design
formuiatfon. A full field magnetometer silmply tells you
each time it cycles what the magnetic total field Intensity
is at the moment around the sensor head. Although it has
been used in tend appl Ication to find thermo remnent
magnetic features such as clay hearth alignments, etc., its
use in underwater survey Is almost totally relegated to
f Inding ferrous remains, particularly those associated with
shipwrecks. Given most geologic background conditions an
anomalous reading on a magnetometer usually indicates that
someth Ing manmade is present, e .g ., port Ion of a h I stor ic
shipwreck, Tappan range, 1955 Chevrolet. Geological
features can sometimes effectively mask the anomalies caused
by submerged cultural remains In certain areas but that
problem can be partially mitigated by certain special
techniques such as running two separate sensor heads at
different depths. Diurnal variation, which Is Important to
keep track of in land applications, Is rarely a significant
concern when working with the detection of ferrous features
underwater.

The b fggest operational problem that magnetometers present
is related to the concept of "signatures." Although it is
true that magnetic data can reveei certain petterned results
that are classically associated with certain types of
shipwrecks lying on certain types of substrates, this is
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onl y useful to a competent underwater archeolog ical surveyor
In setting prior ftiss for ground truthlng. Some agencies
have tried to develop guidelines for general use that
outline what sorts of anomalies should or shouldn't be
investigated. These are often based on degree of Intensity
and number of point sources. Without getting into too much
detail, suffice It to say that judgements based on any
simplistic system are often going to be too spurious to be
useful.

By far the best approach Is to systematically collect close
resolution data on tight lane spacing and have the
information reduced by computer to magnetic contours. An
exper Ienced archeologist can then make quits refined
projections as to where the divers' attention should be
directed to locate sources of the readings. In many
instances, there Is nothing evident abave the bottom
sediment, and visibility Is poor, so the exact placing of
the diver Is important unless one has unlimited funds and
manpower. In cold water conditions, this is even more
important. The colder the water the more prec Ise must be
the survey methodology since the functional bottom time of
the ground truthlng divers decreases drastically as the
mercury falls. A common fallacy Is to assume that wherever
the biggest "hit" registers Is the exact place of the source
of the anomaly. This is usually not true and has been the
cause of a lot of frustration to divers dfgglng test pits.

Magnetometry, therefore, is a very important underwater
remote survey techn fqus but one which must be applied with a
ful I understanding of its I imitations. If a principal
Investigator Is Informed by a marine surveyor that he has
the abi I lty to select out al I the shipwreck signatures on a
data tape and distinguish them from the plethora of other
sorts of anomal les that might sxfst In an historic harbor or
sh 1pp ing channel, h I s cred ib I I ity shou I d be put into ssr ious
question. Al so, it should be noted that s lmpl y because the
aforementioned Tappen range was d fscovered on the bottom at
the I ocat ion of a strong anoma i y, the area i s not to bs
considered cl eared unti I the modern contamination has been
removed and the area resurvsyed. The heavy magnetic
fntrus fon from the modern mater fa I may be masking the more
subtle effect of an early historic shipwreck component that
is lying In the sediment immediately below. For edd It lonaf
information on the application of magnetometry to underwater
archeology, see the following: Brelner �973!, Clausen snd
Arnold �976;159-169!, Arnold �977:21-36!, Murphy �980!,
Murphy and Saltus �981!.

Sub-bottom profller

The sub-bottom profller at first consider ation seems to hold
a lot of promise for detecting cultural remains beneath
sediment and ln fact has succeeded in a few Instances In
confirming wreck locations. In most cases, however, Its
d Irect application for detection of sites ln a survey block
is severely hampered by its extremely narrow area of
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cove~age. It is designed to g ive sub � bottom prof i les just
as ths name impl les, and if the Investigation fsn't lucky
enough to pass the towsl ed directly over a detectable
cultural anomaly Just when the instrument cycl es it wl I I
prove of I ltt le real utl I lty In archeolog ical surveys. An
add It l one l prob I em with the prof i I er Is that in r iver Ine
appl lation or pisces where there are gaseous deposits In the
si lt the readings can become sxtremel y garbled. As
ment iloned above, however, it can be used for gather ing
environmental data that can have indirect bearing on a
survey project and is essential for any good sub-sediment
seaf 'I oor mapp i ng pr oject. The sub-bottom prof I I er shou I d be
low on the pr lority I 1st of instruments secured for most
under water ar cheol og Ical surveys but woui d be an Important
component of any research design that combined natural and
cul tur al resource management goals  sse also Edgerton 1964;
Rosencrantz et el . 1972:275-270; McKee 1973: I 85-202; and
Coastal Env ironments, Inc. 1977! .

Fathomster

A recording fathometer is an essentfai device for just about
any underwater archeological survey. With many more
sophisticated instruments on board it will not be a primary
detection tool, however, it provides supplementary data that
ls of great importance in the interpretation of the
magnetometer data. Sfnce the effects of a magnetic anomafy
will drop off with the cube of the distance from the source,
the depth of water beneath the sensor head should be
monitored at all times. Although some tow fish now have the
capacity built ln, most don' t, and the depth of the sensor
head must be determined by a formula ~hich takes Into
consideration the length of cable trailing behind the survey
vessel and the speed of the vessel. If possible, that
Inforimatlon should bs dfrsctly interfaced Into a
computerized positioning system that is record fng the
magnetic and silde scan data along with the iocatfonal data.
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pos ltIon lng Is empl oyed. As fmportant as it is to be ab I e
to relocate sites when found It Is equal I y Important to
develop a record of where the boat has been when it wasn' t
finding anything. It is this necessity which has forced
underwater archeological survey to be the high tech,
equipment Intensive undertaking that it Is today. For areas
of any appreciable size it is almost mandatory to use some
electronic ocatlonal system. The most popular units are
manufactured by Motorola and Del Norte and they both offer
several sets of options and Instrument Interfaces. They all
work on a system that employs one "interrogator" ln the boat
that "asks" at least two reference stations at known points
how far they are from the master unit at any given time. A
computer can then display those distances and Instantly
Inform an on-board "track plotter" where the boat is In a
particular survey block. The plotter can display
graphically to observers the exact position and course of
ths survey vessel on a sheet of paper that has Ideal track
lines preplotted on It. In this manner, the boat operator
can determine how to steer his course and the archeologist
can tell fmmedlateiy if he ils getting Inadequate coverage in
any f ane . The newer systems update the plotter every second
and can also store the depth and magnetic Intensity at each
recorded posItion if correctly Interfaced with a
magnetometer and fathometer. It is then possible to have
the system develop a magnetic contour map, three-dfmensional
model of magnetics or to comb Ine depth and magnetic va!ues
according to whatever criterfa one wishes and fndicate
"significant" anomalies.

Positioning of course does not have to involve the lease of
$80-100,000 worth of electronic gear If the survey area is
small enough, manpower ls sufficient and it fs close enough
to shore. Two land based transits have been used very
effectively to relocate points on the ~ster. When used in
association with r ad lo contact to the boat, it is even
poss lb le to use pre-determ ined survey tracks . Other types
of effective but scaled down equipment profiles fnclude the
use of infrared distance measurfng units from shore with
target on the boat.
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Unfortunately what usually proves unacceptabls for
positioning for archeological purposes in any tight grained
survey are the easfiy avallabIe and cheaper fixed statilon
systems like Loran or Lorac. The degree of accuracy ils
highly variable from region to region but rarely could It be
expected to provfde a confidence level high enough for
archeological survey.



tel I you with an acceptabl e degree of accuracy where It has
been sitting In the real world in UTM, Lat-Long or any other
language that makes sense to your survey. Additional
information on positioning is available In Arnold
�975: 5-12! and Murphy �980!.

Ground tr ut hi ng

Just as in an aerie
raw data resulting
utflity until there
examination or "gro
ln conjunction with
positioning data is
place at some point

I remote sensing operation on I and, the
f rom underwater surveys has min lma I

has been a measure of on site
und truthing." Thi s can be accompl 'I shed

the remote sensing survey or if the
adequate and reproducible It can take
in the future.

Digging operations should employ whatever ls necessary to
make immediate contact with the source of an anoma'Iy and
expose enough of It to be able to make a preliminary
assessment of Its nature. A circle jet  modified injection
dredge! Is the best tool for most situations. It is
powerful, yet highly controliable by the operator, and Its
effectiveness is not influenced by water depth. Air I ffts
are acceptable if the water depth Is over 20 feet and they
have a f I ne contro I at the oper ator ' s end . The object Is
always to remove ster'!Ie overburden quickly down to the
point that contact ls made with the source of a remote
sensing contact. Once that contact is made and the object
Is determined to be related to culturally significant
remains  an archeologlcal site! then no further disturbance
is justiffed without Introduc lng full archeolog ical
controls.

ln extreme situations where
propwash deflector or downt
the sterile overburden. Th
historic shipwrecks ln Fior
iargely a result of their u
site excavation rather than
with the r emains.

there 1 s very heavy sed lment, a

e wholesale destructfon of
lda by treasure hunters Is
se of this technique for actual

simply making a first contact

Site Test~in and Documentation

This is the phase of a submerged cultural resources
management program in which sftes have been definitely
IOCated thr Ough remOte SenSing Or SOme Other SurVey prOCeSS
and have been judged worthy of closer examfnat ion from the
ground truthlng fnformation. The latter decision is based
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lf the area being investigated Is covered by sediment, some
digging devices must be utilized to confirm the nature of
remote sensing shits". Usually side scan contacts can be
examined without the digging since they are by definition
protruding from the sediment. Although the entire dilve team
certainly need not be archeologists at least one should be
available on the dive boat to assess any remains that are
not obvfous modern contamination.
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The objectives in any site-specific investigation would be
to obtain as much data as possible that would aid in
identifying the nature of the site, and in understanding the
range of natural and cultural transformational processes
that acted on It to leave it in Its present conditilon. If
It was an underwater component of a land based h Istor Ic or
prehistoric activity area, it may be approached somewhat
differently than a shipwreck. The primary difference is
that an underwater midden associated with a land based
activity area or an entire activity area that is now
submerged due to changes In eustatic sea level, subsidence
factors, for example, can be approached with the same basic
research designs applied to terrestr Iai archeology. This is
indeed a case where standard archeological practice can be
carr Ied underwater while a shipwreck presents some very
different characteristics and problems as an are heolog cal
entity. It is not within the scope of this paper to address
th I s issue f urther except to note that some of the
methodological consider atilons presented here would vary
dependent on whether or not a sh I p wreck was the focus of the
investigation.

S I te mapp lng
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As on land, different Iools can be used depending on the
water depth, turbidity, available materials, size of the
site, and incl inations of the principal Investigator. Due
to certain problems Inherent in using optical devices
underwater, even In good vislbi I ity, the most common mapping
techniques Involve the use of strings and measuring tapes,
Turning angles Is either avoided by the use of tri lateration
techniques or a compass or protractor Is employed to extend
base! Ines through the s I te. Comp I i cated phys ical gr i ds,
such as those popularized by work done in the Mediterranean
are general I y cumbersome and unnecessary although a portabl e
gr ld b i g enough to cover a one or two meter excavat ion unilt
can be a useful adjunct to the nstr ings and things" basal ine
system. In cold water, the methodology employed should be
eminently simple and each dive carefully preplanned.
National Park Service researchers work ing in the near
freezing waters of Lake Superior actual I y draw a
representation on mylar of the graphic results of each
succeed Ing dive. Key points are Identified ln the sketches,
labelled and a fresh mylar is prepared for the next d Ive
team, It then becomes a procedure ot silmpiy filling in the
blanks underwater and In no case ils data transferred from
one slate to another on the dive. The team's scientific



i 1 I ustrator reduces al 'I data to a master site map at night
and the project director ar b ltrar i I y designates spot checks
bet ween po ints not yet measured to determine c I osure and
ensure accuracy in the mapping exercise.

The reason for these painstaking practices when working In
col d water i s that one 1 earns qu 1ck I y that the higher
faculties of judgement and reasoning are some of the first
that are Impacted in a co I d water env I ronment. Af ter the
in i t i al s I ze up and assessment d Ives, the d ii ve team should
spend its I lmlted exposure time working methodical ly and not
trying to reason or make Important decisions while
underwater.

Photo documentation

It Is advisable that any project have at least two persons
capable of taking decent underwater photographs fn variab'Ie
conditions. Lack of contrast, low light levels and
f'Iashback from strobes on suspended particles in the water
seem to be the biggest recurring problems . For panor am ic
scenes with d Ivers in view It helps tremendously If the fr
drysufts are not gearbox black. It is advisable that the
principal Investigator attempt taking pictures personally In
whatever environment he is working in. This helps him
identify with and Internalize the problems his photographer
will face which should help In his overall planning
responslbflftles.

al problems related to cold water photography Is the
dexterity of the photographer from numbness which
s him making proper setting adjustments on the
and t he slowing of hiis reflexes. There Is also a

for film to tear In the camera, for condensatlon to
behind the lens, and for strobes to Increase their
time.

if possilbie, the capab Iiffy for processing film should be
taken to the field. This is highly recommended because It
can be prohilbitlvely expensive to gear up again, mobilize a
boat and return divers to an area after it was discovered In
the lab that the photographer held his cold-numbed index
f1nger over the camera lens for those critical shots of
featur e X.

Perhaps the most signl f icant point
photo documentation is that it Is
difficult to achieve unless there
between the archeologist ln charge
technic lan. It Is Important that
develop a relfable In-house capabf

Video documentation

The use of video ape has proved to be en extreme'iy
effective and cost efficient technique for documenting
research on underwater archeological sites. It was first
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used in a systematic manner for
context by W.A. Cockreli at the
proJect In Florida In the early
has since become a pr Imary tool
underwater operations.

gather ing data In thi s
Warm Miner a 1 s Spr lngs
70's  see Murphy !978! and
for National Park Service

Its advantages include Instant feedback, l.e., the
r esearcher knows what returns he has before leaving the
field; ease of use and operation without extensive tr aining;
good returns ln low visibility conditions without
backscatter; ability to have non-diving scientists observe
operations on the site; ability to reuse and recycle tapes
with poor returns; availability of raw tapes that can easily
be edited for interpretive purposes or even for broadcast
use on television if the right formats are used.

One has the option of choosing a system that leaves the
monitor and VTR in the boat and allows hardline
commun ication between the sur face support crew and a d Iver
in a lightweight helmet or any one of the new self contained
systems that can be operated with no umbiiicais to the
diver.

Additional Considerations for Cold Water Research l3ivl~n
O~er ~ tions

ln addition to the speclflc problems related to the
archeoiog ical process, there are some general cons 1derat ilons
for cold water diving. Two good general references on cold
water diving are Somers �973!, and Jenkins �976!.

Insulating garments

Life support systems

All single hose regulators have the unfortunate tendency to
freeze In very cold water, a problem which Increases
proportionally with the air supply demands of the diver
 usually a function of how hard they are working!, and
depth. It Is recommended that redundancy of fir st and
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Although custom fit spec Ial wet suits have been used
successful I y for short dive prof Iles even In Antarctica, dry
suits and several pairs of heavy thermal underwear are
recommended for any serious underwater archeol og ical
operation fn cold water. Three fingered mitts are a!ways
more effective than five fingered gloves ln providing
insulation, although one must sacr Iflce a degree of
dexterity, Consequently, It Is further recommended that the
normal Items  clips, 0-rings! utilized by divers to secure
survey instruments to their bodies be replaced by
substitutes at least 200$ the normal size. Some cold water
divers use climbing carabiners which are easily manipulated
even with dry suit mittens . The Issue of cold water
insulating garments for divers has been addressed In some
detail by the U.S. Naval Coastal Systems Laboratory  Lipplt
and Bond 1976, Nuckels 197B!.



second stages be requ fred In deep cold water d lv tng
operations, e.g., dual manifold that permits attaching two
ent ire I y separate rag ul ator s to the d iver 's a ir supp I y.
Double hose regul ators are much more freeze resl stant but
their breathing characterfstics are usual ly not as good and
their utl I ity for buddy rescue in cold water Is I imlted.
Par ticul ar attention should be pa ld to providing a dry air
source, be it SCUBA or sur face suppl ied. Moisture In the
air can increase the Iikel lhood of freezeups of regulators
or low pressure suit inflators and may aggravate fogging
prob I ems in I i ght we i ght he lmets,

Topside support facility

The single greatest cause of lost time and low effectiveness
In cold water research diving operations Is the lack of a
warm, comfortable shelter stocked with copfous amounts of
peanut butter and Jelly and hot nourishing meals between the
dives. It is hard for a non-diver to imagine how fast the
core heat can be drawn from a diver's body in cold water,
there is simply no equivalent ta this process on dry land.

Decompress1on consideratians

These two issues are addressed together since they often end
up being fnterrelated. As in any scientific enterpriseJ
especially one as equipment intensiive as underwater
archeo'1 ogy, the greatest cost savilngs are most d ir ectly a
function of good project design. Defining clear attainable
goals for each phase of the work is critical as Is the
identificatfon of products that are of dfrect Interest to
the genera  public, Underwater archeology has an appeal to
a broad spectrum of society that is rarely equalled by any
other discipline and this appeal should be capitalized on.
The involvement of fnterested sport d Ivers, amateur
historians and the cooperative assistance of other agencies
should always be figured in as possible factors in the
equation.

Federal and state underwater projects have received very
significant assistance from the Coast Guard, Navy, and the
private sector In the past . Interested sport divers have
contributed thousands of hours to projects and at the same
time have been exposed to a conservation philosophy toward
submerged resourcs which has lang-lasting benefits well
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after termination of the work. It Is fool lsh to not at
least consider the Involvement of volunteers when It
provides such an excellent forum for ethic building in
addition to cost savings.

rv ice Submerged Cu I tural Resource Unit
sslonal courses for groups consisting of
el d ivers. These ind ilv i dual s are then

non-destruct ive 'Invest igat lons on
at'Iona l Parks. They are g ivan access to

and boats to map and photograph
to set up baselilne ilnformation for
Ilsm or other attrition to the sites.
y experience that some of the most
and collectors will be happy to donate
esearch Ing shipwrecks for nothing but
knowing more about them. Some have
servation societies which take an active
tor sites and have kept rangers Informed
tlons In large areas which are difficult

using only Service personnel resources.

Finally, the written products must reflect a concern for
public understand Ing. It Is important that the benefits of
preservation oriented research as opposed to treasure
hunting and collecting is demonstrated through tang Ible
products that are of Interest beyond the esoteric
perspect Ive of the archeological community. One way to
accomplish this Is to involve various locals in the actual
report writing or to at least Insure that their efforts are
amply acknowledged ln print. Although the professional
adequacy of the final report is always the ultimate
responsibility of the principal investigator, there Is an
additional obligation to make the report readable to the lay
per son or to write additional popularized versions of the
work.

One interpretive mechanism that has
successf ul i s the creation of an und
topside brochure for the use of spor
~reeks. They are openl y encouraged
their exper fence Is enr Iched by Incr
what they are seeing, but the brochu
safety considerations and earn them
prosecution i f they are caught remov

proved particularly
erwater trail guide and
t divers on particular
to dive the sites and
eased understanding of
res also make clear
of arrest and
Ing anything,

We have examined the range of method
are emp loyed iln conducting underrate
inventory, test I ng, and documentat i o
presented In an overview fashion wit
I dent I fy lng the nature and I imltatio
to underwater research to potent I a I
pr inc i pa I Invest igators work lng on s
Alaska. Additional references have
the paper to permit interested r cade
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spec I f I c questions regard lng techn ique, I og I st les and
equipment. The assumption has been made that research wi I I
be conducted iln a resource management framework so the
I ssues of pub I lc invol vernant and apprec iatlon have al so been
addressed.
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The excavation of a rnidwixteenth century
Basque whaler in Red Bay, Labrador

Robert Grenier
!irn Ringer
Willis Stevens

Parks Canada

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Introduct Ion

The Red Bay Project, Is a co-operative undertakfng between
the province of Newfoundland and Labrador and Parks Canada.
It involves the archaeological Invest lgat Ion of the
submerged remains of a wooden vessel presumed to be the
Spanish Basque «haler, the San Juan, which was wrecked ln
Red Bay harbour, Labrador ln 1565  Barkham and Grenler
1979:61!. The wreck was discovered fn the fall of 1978 by
Parks Canada's marine excavation unit with the help of
archival information provided by Selma Barkham, work/ng In
Spain for the hlatlonai Archives of Canada. The project also
includes extensive land site excavations of a Basque whaling
station. This work Is being conducted by a research team
from Memorial University of Newfoundland, under the
direction of James A. Tuck. To date several oven structures
for rendering blubber into oil, assoc fated structures
including a cooperage and several thousand ceramic tile and
artifacts have been uncovered. These excavations are be Ing
carried out on Saddle Island, located at the entrance to Red
Bay harbour. The underwater site was located approximately
15 meters out from the north shore of Saddle Island.

The ship was loaded with barrels of whale oil when it was
wrecked. The recovery of these containers has led to a
major study of 16th century coopering technology. A study
of the ship as a unique document of the 16th century has
also been started with the precise and detailed mapping of
the hull structure and with the three dfmenslonai recording
on the surface of loose structural timbers found on the
~reck site. A large number of well preserved wha/e bones
were also found around the wreck and indicated the potential
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of the entire harbour as a maJor and unique repository of
faunal remains which would al low for the study of butchering
techniques and carcass disposal patterns utillsed by the
Basque whalers . Although the ship had been salvaged, as
reported in the archival documents, it now appears that
enough ar tifacts will be recovered in and around the ship to
possibly reconstruct what I Ife would have been like on board
a whaler in the 16th century In Terra Nova.

The~Be Nhaie s

The Basques are known as the pioneers of I arge scale
whal ing, having established the trade as early as the 12th
century and probabi y ear I i sr  HIarkham I BBI:969>. The
initial area of their whal ing exploits was concentrated in
the Bay of Biscay along the coastline of the Basque country,
wh Ich extends from Bayonne in the north to Port Bilbao in
the south. The Basque country, although mountainous, is
hsav Il y forested and has for many years supplied t Imbsrs for
use in ship construction . The Baques never lost their
forests despite the shipbuilding boom of the 16th century.
This was due to strict conservation laws which ensured that
for every tree felled a new tree was planted. The effects
of this law are most evident throughout the Basque country
which today continues to supply timbers for ship
construct Ion . The area around Onats Is typical, and it was
here at the Un lverslty of Onate that Selma Barkham has
conducted much of hsr archival research. References to the
vessel San Juan come from the small port of Pasajes in the
parish of San Juan . Throughout PasaJes there Is evidence of
the Importance of shipbuilding with ship's timbers often
used In house construction. intr Igulng wood technology
details such as triangular recesses, found on the Red Bay
wreck, can be seen on some 16th and 17th century build lngs.
Many of the local shipyards still use traditional Basque
shipbuilding practices, and It Is not uncommon to find oak
and eucalyptus t Imbers seasoning ln nearby rivers.

The whal srs came from al I over the Basque country and
literally emptied vIIIages and small cities of all able
bodied men. The Basques are generally believed to have
hunted baleen whales, specifically the r Ight and bowhead
whales. These whales, averaging 12 to 18 meters In length,
are characteristicaiiy slow swimmers, have a high oil yield
and can be found near shore. They are also very buoyant
after harpooning end lancing. Together these
characteristics enabled the Basques to be highly successful
at their trade, so much so that by the 16th century they had
to sall as far away as Greenland and North America In search
of the large whale herds. The Importance of the whale
fishery can be seen from the various documents now being
studied and which refer to large amounts of money spent on
ship construction and In particular Insurance coverage.

The south coast of Labrador Is not unlike the coasti lne of
the Basque country. The h/gh mountains overlook Ing the
Straits of Belle Isle made for Ideal natural watch towers
from which to spot mIgraflng herds of whales, whl le many of
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the we i I protected and deep harbors provided excel lent
locations from which to construct the shore feei l itles
necessary for processing whales. The Basques were involved
in whal lng al I along the south coast of Labrador and by the
mid-16th century as many as 2,000 persons were engaged ln
the whale f i shery, which extended from about Jul y to late
fal I and oftentimes Into January. The two main centers of
actlvIty were Chateau Bay and Red Bay.

Archaeol~o Ical Research

Archaeological Investigations began fn 1979 with an Initial
strategy to test the site with a series of trenches through
which a positive correlation could be made to 16th century
ship architecture. This series of tests proved quite
successful In locating and Identfying the bow, the stern and
the two sides of the solid portion of the well preserved
structural remains of the ship, flattened on the bottom of
the harbour In approx Imate I y ten meters of water .
Subsequently, a fulI scale excavation proJect was initiated
In 1980.

Ship' s structure

The ship has a keel length of about 15 meters with a stem to
stern length around 26 meters and a beam of 8,5 meters.
These dlmensfons have been estimated from the 'as found'
design characteristics which fnclude a long overhanging stem
and a strongly raked stern post which Is I inked to the upper
extension of the keel by a fore-and-aft scarf, both typical
of the 16th century. The transom was a square tuck design
with the outside planking In a reversed v-shaped pattern
a iml I a tn th ~Hnr Grace a Oi h lit in lhla. Thi ~
p I ank ing revealed ev l dence of at I east one gun port a I though
no armaments have yet been found In this area of the site.
A portion of the ship's rudder has been uncovered with
complete excavation of this Important artifact planned fn
the 1 982 f ie Id season .

Several other Interesting parts of the sh Ip have already
been raised and are presently undergoing conservation and
analysis at Conservation Division. These include: a
capstan, a swivel gun or verso, an anchor. and a biIge pump
consisting of a square tube of beech, bevelled on the edges
with the plunger mechanism st 111 very much intact. The long
range obJectlves of the ship study are to reconstruct the
ship and Its technologfes In plan and uIt lmateiy as a model,
with the Inter 1m step of constructing an ' as found ' model of
the wreck sfte.

Technical O~et lnn

Because of the nature of the equipment Invol ved in mar ine
excavation, a natural dichotomy exists between the technical
and research aspects of marine archaeology. Research
aspects would Include such things as the actual excavation,
records associated with this excavation, historical
research, arti fact analysis and data synthesis. On the
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This involvement In the excavation of the San Juan has seen
refinements made to ex Isting methods as well as ihe
development of new techniques for dealing with underwater
sites. Part of the paper will deal with the tschnolog feel
aspects of a marine excavat Ion as ut fli zed on ths San Juan
site.

To effectively undertake the underwater excavation of a
shipwreck sits a stable surface platform is ~squired, In
Perks Canada ' s case th Is Is a 1 50-ton, 30 ft . by 60 ft .
steel barge. This barge has been totally redeslgned for the
sole purpose of underwater excavation. A two-story deck
house contafns space for an office, drafting room, galley,
artifact record Ing station, washroom and shower. Below deck
fs a smail workshop plus the changing room for the d ivers,
Also below deck fs the engine room, The machinery located
here fnc ludss a 600 cfm Iow-pressure air compressor which
powers the airlifts and other pneumatic tools. The engine
room also houses a high-pressure air compressor which
supplies filtered air to the on-deck cascade system. Two
diesel generators supply power for the barge's electrical
systems, underwater lighting and a 12-ton deck-mounted
hydraulic crane. This crane has proved to be indlspensible
fn moving equipment, Install fng the grid system, Installing
anchors and in raising timbers and other artifacts.

The deck of the barge fs the location of most of the
structural recording. An addition to the deck accommodates
a drafting station. On-deck water tanks are used to hold
structural pieces prior to drawing and photography. On-deck
tanks are also used to hold the day's artifacts before they
are transferred to the field lab� .

A double-lock compression chamber has recently been
installed on the barge deck. This piece of squfpmsnt was
or Ig Inalfy acquired for the treatment of pressure-related
diseases consfderlng the isolated nature of the site. Its
future use for surface decompression on deeper sites Is now
be I ng cons I dered.
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The main advantage of the research barge is that It provides
a I arge even platform with al I the fee f 1 i ties and equipment
to carry out a marine excavation. One of the disadvantages
of this barge is that it lacks Its own motive power. This
required It to be towed to the sites on which lt is to be
used. Once on site any adJustments to the position requires
po~er boats. Also the barge was designed to be used
pr Incfpally on protected sites, such as in the harbour at
Red Bay, Labrador, and may bs less than Ideal for



unprotected open-water sites.

Because of the cold ~ater on the San Juan site, adequate
thermal protection for tha divers is mandatory. Wetsults
Just do not provide enough protection. One of the types of
suits used are variable-volume neoprene drysults. These
suits provide reasonable thermal protection but demand a
fair amount of maintenance to prevent leaks. In an attempt
to reduce this problem Parks Canada Is going to experiment
this year with a Latex rubber drysuit.

To provide air the San Juan divers use double scuba
cylinders connected to full-face masks. The full-face masks
provide additional protection against the cold. A hooka
system for the divers was deemed Impractical considering the
number of divers and the potential for tangled hoses.

In the spr Ing and fall on the Red Bay site the water
temperature averages 1 to 2 degrees C. At these
temperatures a stationary diver, even fn a drysuft, rapidly
looses Intellectual and physfcal capacity. After
approximately 30 minutes pr ecfse drawing is no longer
possible. In order to facilitate the mapping of the exposed
hull structure a hot water diving system was experimented
with. The Initial results were so successful that a second
larger unit was purchased. Using a hot ~ater system fs now
standard procedure on the San Juan site, not only for
mapping but also excavating.

The hot water diving systems are basicalfy open circuit
systems in which seawater fs heated fn a surface boiler then
pumped through 150 ft. hoses or umblllcals to the working
divers. The suits are baslcalfy very loose-fitting wetsuits
made from nylon covered neoprene. Water ls carried
throughout the suit through a network of small perforated
hoses attached to the Inside of the suit. The surface
umbiffcal fs attached to the suit by a quick-connect
fastener which also incorporates a d Iver-controlled on-off
valve, The surface unfts consist of oil-fired boilers with
temperature control equipment. Water pumps move the water
from the sea to the bo llers then through a manifold to the
divers' hoses.

The effectfveness of the hot water system can be seen In the
dive statistics from the Red Bay proJect. Between 1979 and
1982 the size of the diving crew increased only slightly
with 12 members in 1979 and 15 In 1982. The number of dives
through the same period increased 36$ from 752 In 1979 to
1029 in 1982. The most revealing statistic, however, Is the
Increase in total number of diving hours over the course of
the proJect. In 1979, 1355 diving hours were logged with
2185 diving hours In 1982. This represents an increase of
61$.

Not only has the time spent underwater been 'Increased but ft
has resulted In an increase In product Ivity. In 1979
total of 16, two meter by two meter grid units were
excavated as compared to 50 grid units in 1982. Besfdes
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productivity, an improvement ln the general qual ity of work
has been noted as well. It is quits apparent that
comfortable excavators are more observant, caref ul and
conscientious.

Despite the advantages mentioned above hot water diving
systems do have some drawbacks which should be noted .
F Irst, these units have a rather high initial purchase cost.
Added to the Initial price Is the cost of fuel oil to
operate ths system. A large system can burn up to forty
gallons of fuel per day. The surface units are Inrgs nnd
heavy and require n stable base and reasonable amount of
deck space. While the surface unit fs operating, a fafr
amount of t Ime must be spent monitoring and adjusting the
controls to maintain the water temperature at a comfortable
level for the divers. The unit also requires a fair degree
of maintenance to kssp It operating efficiently. Beneath
the water the divers umb Iifcals are a source of problems.
With up to eight divers using the hot water systems the long
hoses become entangled amongst themselves, around the grlds,
afrllft hoses nnd electrical cables. At the beginning of
each dive every diver usual ly spends tive to ten minutes
untangl ing his umbf I ical. In spits of al I these
dl sadvantages, the Increased d fv lng time, productivity and
Increased qual lty of work has made the hot water diving
system indlspsnsfble on the San Juan site, and any future
cold water sites.

Another piece of nsw div ing equipment acquired for use on
the site was a Klrby-Morgan bandmask utilizing
surface-supplied air�. This system wns purchased mainly
because of the hard-wire communlcaton available with the
mask. and wns used mainly during videotaplng operations.
With diver to surface communications, the surface operator
could give the diver Information on f Ilmfng coverage,
focussfng and dfstance. Thfs system made much more
efficient uss of the videotape procedure. Us Ing the
bandmask, however, requires a surface tender to handle the
air and communications umbilical.

In order to establish excavation nnd provenience control It
was decided to divide the site into two meter by two meter
squares. The grid was establ Ished by f frst Installing a
datum line. This line, consist lng of surveyor's tape, was
suspended fore nnd nft along the central axis of the wreck.
Because the sea-bed over the wreck was not level, the
lsveilsd datum 'Iins could only be run over a Ifmlted portion
of the site before reaching too high a level at the north
snd. Thus ths south datum support was set up Just above ths
sea-bed, wh 11 e some I 3 meters awny, the north datum support
was supporting the datum Ifne more than two meters nbove ths
ssa-bed. It was felt that further extension of the I fns
would make lt too unwieldy to permit accurate uss of a plumb
bob on the wreck mater lnl. When the excavation expanded
beyond these po Inta, two additional datum I ines were put In
as extensions north and south of the ma in datum I lne.
Fol lowing the fnstai f ation of the datum I Ines, gr1ds were
ready to be set In at any desired location. The basic grid
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The other major piece of excavation equipment used quite
frequently Is the water dredge, operated by a small surface
water pump. This system fs most appropr fate for shallow
water use where airlifts are Ineffective or in areas away
from the main support barge.

Last year, In an effort to speed up the removal of the
overburden from the site a surface screening arrangement was
tried. The discharge ends of the airllfts were emptied Into
boxes containing one-quarter Inch mesh screen . The contents
were then tater searched for artifacts. The effect was to
greatly accelerate the excavation in the areas where a heavy
overburden existed . Surface screening, though, Is only
practical on shallow sites.

In order to ensure accurate horizontal and vsrtfcal control
during excavation a good system of datum points, with known
e I evat lons, must be estab I I shed on the wreck s Its� . On the
Red Bay site orig fnaliy brass, but later plastic, numbered
tags wars affixed to Immovable hull structure. Elevatlons
were assigned to these points In the following manner.
hleasursmsnts were obtained by means of a surveyor's tape
with a flat bottomed buoy attached. The zero end of the
tape was attached to the buoy while the other, or measuring
end of the tape was placed at the point below surface where
the depth was to be measured, The tape was then pulled
taut, at which point the float began displacing water and
considerable resistance to further pul lfng was felt.
Although appearing primitive fn method, this technique
produced very satisfactory repeatable data and offered the
distinct advantage of not requiring high water visibility as
an alldade doss.

Because of the effect of the tide on depth measurements, all
readings were corrected to a common stander d; i.e. a datum
point was accepted as being at a fixed depth at all times.
If, because of the tide, the reading was IO cm deeper than
the standard then a 10 cm correction factor was subtracted
from all readings taken. On the other hand, If the reading
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was 10 cm shel lower then the standard, 10 cm would be added
to al I readings. Every 15 to 30 minutes, two reference
depths would be checked to account for changing depths
during the recording process and If required a new
correction factor would be empl oyed.

On i y two peop I e were invol ved in thi s recording as a "fee I"
had to be developed by the measurer fn order to obtain
consistent data. Comparison of data collected by each
recorder showed that variatfon was very seldom greater than
two cm over a ten meter distance. The limitation to this
recording method was that it could not be used with a sea
running. Waves greater than approximately 30 cm resufted In
considerable intermittent Jogging of the surveyor's tape and
ultimately created spur ious data. Fortunately, sea
conditions on site were generally adequate to permit the
recording described above.

After the datum points had elevatlons assigned to them,
horizontal control was establ Ished by having these points
triangulated to the main datum line.

A different series of numbered tags were used to identify
important structural timbers encountered and removed during
the course of excavation. After the tags are attached the
timbers are photographed, triangulated and measured. AII of
this Is done before the timber Is removed to the surface for
drafting . This Information is later used to prepare a plan
of the recovered timbers from the site.

Photography, cinematography and vldeotaping play an
important role In the recording of the excavation. Still
photography, besides providing a visual record of
archaeological features and artifacts, also provides
material for pub I fcatl ons and conference presentat Ion . For
still photography the Nikonos 35 mm camera w 1th a 15 mm lens
is used almost exc I us I ve I y . Th Is camera Is compact,
reliable and easy to use, and the lens produced excellent
results.

Since the beglnn Ing of excavation on the San Juan Parks
Canada has been documenting the entire project
cinematographically on 16 mm film. The ultimate aim is to
produce a documentary f Iim of the excavation but other end
products have been emerging� . The footage can also be used
to assemble short training films Illustrating specific
techniques of excavation. The raw footage Is also a good
means of Iilustratfng to colleagues the vartous structures
and features of the site . Parks Canada uses an Arr lfl ex
camera in a klako hous fng . The cost of equipment and
production of films Is an expensive proposition, but It is
probably the best way to communicate the history,
importance, techniques employed and the meaning of
underwater archaeologic al sites to the general public.

Besides films, another sim liar method for record Ing an
excavation  which is probably more useful to the
archaeologist! ls vldeotaping. Parks Canada uses
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vldeotaping extensivel y to record al I Important structures,
features and artl facts. The videotaping results ln a
permanent record that can be viewed easily over and over
again. The inexpensiveness of the equipment, the ease of
operation and editing makes vldeotaping an almost
fnd I spensab I e tool in mar ine archaeo I ogy.

Other than photographic and vfdeo means, site features are
al so recorded graphical iy. Most Important here Is the
production of the structural plan and the surface drafting
of the recovered timbers. The structural plan Is basical ly
an as-found drawing of the ship's structural remains
fol lowing excavation down to sol id structure, To produce
this plan the two meter by two meter grid units are
accurately drawn underwater using plumb bobs and rulers.
Al I structural data i Is Inc l ud fng treenai I s, spike holes and
counter sinks are recorded, Also, molded dimensions and
e I evat i one I data are noted. Al 'I under water draw ings are
done at a scale of I .'10. The drawings are redrawn on the
surface, photo-reduced and then assembled to form the
over a I I structur al p I an.

Al I ot the tagged structural pieces raised to the surface
are subjected to detailed drafting. As for the structural
pfans, al I fastening data Is intensively recorded. This is
necessary to determine which pieces or fg inal I y were fastened
togei her. Wi th thi s data pieces can be f i tted together as
paper reconstructions after the field season. Another use
of these structural drawings as wel I as the structural plan
Is In the production af three dlmens fona I models. As no
plans exist to raise and conserve the San Juan the
production of as-found and reconstructed models wi I I be
important displayable end-products of the proJect.

Apart from the actual wreck excavatfon, a harbour survey Is
a/so being undertaken. The survey, consisting of free
swfmming and towed searches, will eventually encompass alf
ot the underwater area of Red Bay harbour. As part of the
survey, a trench, referred to as the shore trench, was
excavated between the wreck s Ite and the whaling station on
nearby Saddle Island. The purpose of this trench was to
gain a better understanding of the relationship of the wreck
to the whaling stat ion . A secondary aim was to determine
the spatial and temporal distribution of whale bone with an
outlook of providing the impetus for a comprehensive study
of Basque whaling technology. An unexpected find during
this excavation was the discovery of a thick concentration
ot flshbone, ail of which appeared to be the discard from a
cod-spl Ittfng operation. Found «Ithln this deposit was an
articulated series of caudal vertebrae Indicating that
whaling and codffshlng were contemporaneous operations. The
extent of the codfishery however, has not yet been
determined. The recording of this Information was
accompl lshed through a study of stratification.
Stratigraphy can be very much a part of mar Ine archaeology,
given the proper site conditions. The study of
stratification at the Red Bay site is Just one example of
how the pr inc Ipies of land archaeology can and should be
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adopted underwater

Faunal Analysis

Another Important aspect of archaeological research being
undertaken at Red Bay Is zooarchasolog Ical analysis. The
ana'lysis of the whale bone has center ed around species
Identification, butchering practices and carcass disposal
patterns. In terms of these objectives, both the r Ight
whale and bowhead whale have been identified with many of
the bones exhibiting cut marks. The wreck site excavations
have revealed whale bone at all levels of excavation
particularly ln the shore trench area between the wreck and
the whaling station. In this particular area there was a
proliferation of flipper and tali elements and a comparat Ivs
absence of skull fragments. However, during the harbour
survey a heavy concentration of skull fragments was located
on Tracey Beach . This would seem to indicate that flippers
and quite possibly tails were being discarded at the
processing site while skuils were being towed away to a dump
site.

Artifact and Other Related Research

The Red Bay project Is also deeply engaged ln artifact
research, carried out by the Material Culture Research Unit
of Parks Canada. The San Juan was loaded with casks of
train oil when the ship sank, and while much of the cargo
was salvaged at the time of wrecking it now appears that as
much as two-thirds of the cargo remained in the wreck. Thus
the principal artifacts collected have been cask remains
which Include thousands of barrel staves, hoops, cents. and
other miscellaneous pieces. Most of these casks have been
badly damaged by the collapse of the wreck; however,
complete casks are being found. The majority of casks were
made of oak, although beech was also used. Makers assembly
marks can be observed on most staves Indicating manufacture,
disassembly and reassembly at time of use. Four different
sizes of containers have been identified: full barr lees,
one-third barr lees, half barrlcas, and a smaller bsver cask.

Yarious other research reports have been complied on a wide
variety of artifacts recovered from the site . These
Include; footwear . coarse earthenware, roofing tiles,
ceramic and g I ass vessel sherds, weaponry  verso !, and
ship's fittings and rigging. A preliminary study of ballast
stones has been completed with emphasis on stowage patterns,
the geolog ical and geographical provenience of the stones
through lithic analysis, thus providing some indication as
to ths ship's origin, and finally to identify the cultural
use of lithic mater lais, Other research includes the
compiiat Ion of reports on 16th century shlpbulld ing and
shipboard life, Seima Barkham's continued stud Ies on the
Basque rhslsrs, lnvestigst'iona 'Into the history of the
whaling economy and technologies before and after the
Basquss, a study of faunal remains, literature searches in
the Basque Studies Program ln Reno, Nevada and In Ottawa,
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and f Inally var Ious other researches in Basque whaling
technology as the archaeological evidence becomes available.

Finally, another little mentioned but important technical
aspect ot underwater archaeology is diver safety. The
fundamental document Is a set of dfvlng regulations to which
all Canadian federal employees Involved in diving have to
adhere . This d iv fng code prov ides the basis for safe
diving. In add Itlon to this, Parks Canada has fntroduced a
certificatfon program for all of it ls divers. AII divers
are required to pass a stringent yearly medical exam before
being allowed to dive, At the beginning of the field season
divers must participate in training dives. During these
dives, divers famfilarize themselves with their suits,
practice emergency situations, ascents and rescues.
Further, all staff d ivers must have first aid training and
yearly cardio-pulmonary resuscitation training. Because of
the isolated nature of the site, emergency medical and
excavation procedures have been arranged far.
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Basic conservation requirements for marine
archeology: Metals and ceramics

D.L Hamilton
Texas A 8 M University
College Station, Texas

Introduction

In the past decade there has been Increasing activity In all
aspects of underwater archeology . One needs only to look at
the divers Ity and number of papers presented at professl one I
meetings such as the Confe'rence on Underwater Archeology and
workshops such as thfs one that Is be Ing held ln Sitka,
Alaska. A'lmost weekly we read fn the newspaper about the
f Indlng or the search for a sh Ipwreck. Unfortunately, too
many of these projects Involving extremely significant
shipwrecks and sites are directed by non-research oriented
organlzatlons for prof It and not for their research va!ue.
In add It Ion, too many are not cognizant of the
responslblllties that come with excavating a hlstorlcaliy
signiffcant wreck. They do not have a competently trained
nautical archeologist on their staff and are not a~are of
the complications of marine archeology conservation, The
put pose of this paper Is to present some of the basic
conservation requirements of marine or nautical archeology.
Interested readers are referred to Plender le 1th and Warner
�9711, UNESCO �968>, Dowman �970! and Hamilton �9751 for
a more thorough introduction to the subject. I plan to keep
this paper very simple and straightforward; however, a
detailed bfbliography is Included at the end of the paper.

In general, most archeologists do not have the necessary
experience or trainfng to handle conservation problems
commonly encountered in the field. To compound the problem,
few archeo I ogy programs or I aborator fes have adequate I y
trained staff, properly equipped laboratories, or sufficient
funds and time available. The questfon arises, why be
concerned with the conservation of artifactual material from
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marine sites? Partially the concern results from the
recognitfon of the historilcal and anthropological
significance of the material that fs recovered, but more
importantly It results from the simple fact that if such
finds are left untreated they will suffer frreversible
damage and possibly complete destruction.

At this point we need to consider what conservat ion ls.
This term has become one of the "ln words" of the past
decade. In the present context, conservation ls simply the
documentation, ana'lysis, clean Ing, and stablilzatlon of an
obJect. The objectives of cleaning and stab/Ifzation are to
protect artifactual, faunal, and other archeological
material and to prevent their reacting adversely with the
environment after recovery. The term preservation usually
refers only to clean lng and stabilization, but it fs often
used Interchangeably with conservat1on. In contrast,
restoration refers to the repair of damaged objects and the
replacement of miss Ing parts. A spec Imen may undergo both
conservation and restoration, but in many cases restorations
are not attempted. Regardless, restoration should never be
initiated without conservatfon.

Conservat fan should not detract fro the natural appearance
of the object, nor alter any of its scientific attributes
since artffacts are a primary unit of study In archeology,
The conservator should strive to process specimens so that
they retain as much diagnostic data as possible and yet
remain chemically stable. For example, every attempt should
be made to preserve as much of the orfglnai surfaces, form,
and dimensions of the obJect as possible. In addition, all
treatments should be reversfble. This last requ Irement
recognizes that a conservation treatment may not last
indefinitely nor remain superior to all future techniques.
If the treatment is reversible, one always has the option to
retreat the object and continued preservation fs assured.
When obJects are treated, the basic attitude and approach
should be cautionary and sfmilar to that espoused by
Pienderie 1th and Werner �971:16-f7!. Baslcaiiy, they state
that the past history of an artifact may Impart features of
significance pertafnlng to age and provenience which can
validate its authentic Ity. Therefore, a preliminary
examination of the object needs to be made to determine a
course of action that will preserve the Integrity of the
specimen and maintain any significant attributes or features
relating to Its manufacture or microstructure. In some
cases, a corrosion layer may contafn valuable archeological
data. If so, the layer should be preserved and not
Indiscrimilnately removed. Only in those Instances where the
corrosion ls unstable, conceals underlyfng details, or is
aesthetically displeasing should it be removed. Above all,
one should heed the cautionary advice given by Plenderleith
and Warner <1971:17!, "This work calls not only for
knowledge, foresight, ingenuity, and dexterity, but for
Infinite patfence. It should neVer De hurried.n
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Let's look at an example, In Figure I ls one of the 'large
encrustatlons recovered from the sites of the "San fstebanw,
one of the three ships of the 1 554 Spanish plate fleet
wr ecked off Padre Island, Texas. This single piece, with
two anchors, a bombardetta gun and many smaller objects, ls
over four meters long and weighs over two tons. A
laboratory must have suff Ic ient space and equ Ipment to take
a piece I ike this, mechanical'Iy clean it, properly conserve
recovered spec imens, and possibly cast a number of natural
molds of disintegrated obJects. It may even be necessary to
prepare the encased artifacts for display. The laboratory
has to have forkllfts. chain hoists. large vats, spec lallzed
DC power suppl les, hundreds of k Ilograms of chem Icals,
thousands of I I ters of deionized water among other resources
to perform the Job . In areas such as S Itka, Alaska, ~here
there is an abundance of rain water, this can be substituted
for deionized or distilled water for most treatments . The
laboratory has to take an array of material such as is
depicted In Figure 2 and turn out an array of stablllzed
artifacts such as depicted In Figure 3.

Conservat Ion should be part of any archeo logical project,
but ln mar Ine archeology lt Is more of a requirement than
any other f Ield of archeology, and it Is a more compl lcated
problem. It can be quite expensive, In some cases costing
more than the field work and taking much longer time to
complete. For example, In my experience I have found that
lt takes an average of two to five years to conserve what is
recovered from a single season of shipwreck excavation.
More than one proJect has been In it lated with adequate
funding for f le ld work, but after the excavation and
recovery stage, no funds are left for the equally important
conservation stage. For some reason It Is very dlfflcult to
raise money to complete long term conservation projects.
Presently In the Conservation Research Laboratory at Texas
AdM University there are ten tons of artifacts from the
Molasses Reef shipwreck and three to five years of work.
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Figure i. Large encrustation recovered from a marine
shipwreck.
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This fs a typical problem confronting conservation
laboratories that handle marine archeo logical materials.

Pro ect P lannin Rscommendatlons

Prior to excavating a marine site, the following steps are
recommended:

l. Antic fpate what you might encounter in the archsologlcal
project, be It a survey, testing or a full-scale
excavation.

2. Be aware of the types of breakdown, corros Ion, and
degradation that the recovered material m Ight undergo.

3. Have a person with conservation experience fn the field
to help with the excavation to insure that the recovered
objects are properly treated.

4. Make arrangements for conservation before initiating any
operation ~here artifacts may be recovered. This may
mean contracting with an existing laboratory or
establishing spec lal facliitiss for the project. If the
latter Is the case, be sure that the laboratory is
properly equipped and fs headed by a conservator with
experience in the field of underwater archeologlcal
conservation . Al I the artifacts recovered from an
excavation should be under the direct control of an
experienced conservator until they are stab/lized.

5. Always keep in mind that lt fs an archeological project
and that an archeological project does not stop in the
field; it continues in the lab. As much basic
archeologicai data fs recovered in the laboratory as in
the fle'Id. The Information and records from both the
field and the conservation labor story have to mesh
together ln order to Interpret the archsolog fcal record
properly.

Ffeid Recommendations

Many projects set up a laboratory for field conservation.
This might be recommended for sites far removed from the
main laboratory. However, In most cases the field
laboratory can not compare to ths main lab and Its
capabilities. For this reason I recommend that field
conservation facilities be used as lfttls as posslbie, aside
from general cataloguing, acqulsitfonlng, and documentation.
Proper field conservation procedures can be anticipated by
referring to various articles such as Pearson <1977! and
Lawson �978!. As a conservator who has worked with
considerable material from underwater sites, my
recommendations concerning procedures in the field ars
simple.

l. Record the precise position and orientat Ion of every
object � � the ship timbers, sncrustatlons, Individual
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precisely control led Air Scribes, with more del fcate chisels
are Ideal for removing the encrustation from smal 1, frag i ie
art I f acts, and for gett lng into t ight pl aces  I- fgure 41.
Chisels can be easily fabricated in the laboratory for
speci f Ic jobs. Comb ined use of the two tools is often
desirable and is quite effective in freeing movable parts on
artifacts. Sandbi asti ng can sometimes be used for cleaning
the bores of cannons or guns, but shoul d never be used on
the surface of any piece.

Conservation of Iron from Marine Sites

Iron Is the most difficult of the metals for the conservator
to treat, espec felly If recovered from a marine environment.
It does, however, exemplify the basic requfrements of metal
conservation in mar fne archeology. Once iron has been
removed from a marine env fronment the corrosion process
contfnues, and even accelerates, unless certain precautions
are taken. It Is essential that artifacts be properly
stored fn a Inhibited solution to prevent further corrosion.
If iron is exposed to the air or placed In an uninhibfted
solution, the ferrous compounds can oxldlze to a ferric
state which occupy a greater vo!ume and cause the surface of
an artifact to scale off. Just this process can disfigure a
piece and eventually destroy It. The greatest damage,
however, Is caused by various Iron chlorides found In Iron
recovered from marine environments. Hydrated iron
chlorides, on exposure e to moisture and oxygen, hydrolyze to
form ferric oxide or ferric hydroxide and hydrochior Ic ac Id .
The hydrochloric acid in turn oxidlzes the uncorroded metal
to ferrous chloride and hydrogen, or ferric chloride and
water. This corrosion cycle contfnues until there is no
metal remaining. The specifics of iron corrosion are too
complicated to go into here; the Interested reader ls
referred to Argo 1 1 981 !, Gl I berg and See I ay f1 981 ! and Morth
�9821.

Prior to treatment, iron artifacts should be carefully
examfned and their condition evaluated to determine the most
appropriate conservation procedure. Artifacts are generally
placed in one of three categories. These are based on
weight/size ratio, close visual inspection, testing the
surface with a magnet, probing the surface with a dental
pick, and occasionally using x-rays. The categories are'.

I, Iron objects with a substantial metal core and a
consolidated surface capable of withstanding most
treatments wfthout slgniflcant changes in the form or
dlmenslons of the artifact. Electrolytic reduction,
sodium sulfite reduction and hydrogen annealing are the
most effective alternatives for conserving iron
recovered from the sea.

2. Spec imens that are badly corroded, but still retain
their overall shape. Little metal may remain and there
may be little overall supporting strength, These
spec Imens are delicate, so many treatments m lght alter
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FigUre 4. Array of iron arti facts processed in a
conservation I aboratory.
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the original form. In this case, the sodium sulfite
treatment has the best chance of success.

3. Metal artifacts that are so badly oxidized and frag i le
that they cannot be recovered or treated without
d Isintegrating. Consolidating i' place, casting the
object Itself or mak ing a replica from the natural mold
that often forms around the piece is often the only
means of preservation or recovery.

Only after the objects are placed into ons of these three
categories should the treatment begin.

E'Iectrol tic Reductin Cleanin

The ease of setting up, maintaining, and the long-run
economy of an electro'Iyt lc unit, along with the versatility
of electro I yt ic c I eaning, makes if one of the conservator ' s
most valuable tools. Sse Hamilton �975;30-49! for a
detailed discussion of this technique. It can be selected
exclusively for the mechanical cleaning action of the
evolved hydrogen, for the reduction process or, as usually
is the case, a combination of the two. The process can be
used for most metal objects, as long as they have a sound
metallic core. Eff Iclent electrolytic reduction, however,
Involves more than wiring up artifacts for electrolysis.
One must be familiar with elect. rode potentials and pH, and
how these variables relate to metal reduction, corrosion,
passlvatlon, and immunity. These factors are particularly
crucial when dealing with chior Ide-contaminated metals from
a marine environment. This Is not to say that satisfactory
results cannot be obtained by the novice, but rather, that a
good knowledge enables the conservator to understand and
better control what Is going on ln the electrolytic cell and
to correct adverse conditions.

The essence of the technique involves connecting an artifact
to the negative terminal of a DC power supply, placing it in
a vat containing an s'Isctrically conductive solution called
an electrolyte, such as 2 to 5 percent sodium hydroxide or 5
per cent sodium and surrounding the object with expanded
steel mesh that ls connected to the positive terminal of a
power supply. In the reduction process, if the amperage
rate is controlled, some of the positively charged metallic
iron ions in the corrosion compounds are reduced back to
metallic state. In addition, the negat lvely charged
corrosive chloride iona and other anions ars eliminated from
the specimen as they migrate toward the posit lvely charged
anode by electrolytic attraction, Other procedural facto~a
that must be considered are the equipment, such as type of
power supply, terminal wires and clips, anode materiat, and
vat and the experimental variables such as the manner In
which the electrolytic cell is set up, the electrolyte
selected, chloride monitoring, electrode potentials, and
current densities. In gsnsrsI, maximum reduction of ihe
ferrous corrosion compounds Is ach Ieved lf the current
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densfty2fn electrol ysl s is in the range of .001 to .005
amps/cm

Sod Ium Sulfite Treatment

The alkaffne sulfite treatment was developed by North and
Pearson �975! to stabilize marine cast Iron, but is also
used on wrought iron. Bryce 11979:21! found that the
treatment is effective on iron objects that are moderately
to heavily corroded, but they must have a metallic core.
Otherwise the Iron obJect breaks up. The procedure is as
follows:

2. Once the alkaline su
completed the object
in several baths of
0.1 solution of bari
water!. The barium
sulfite by forming I
sulfate. garium hyd
contact with the ski
Is intensely r insed
following the alkali
hydroxide baths can

I f I te stab I I I zat fon treatment i s
s are washed for one or more hours
de ion I zed water and then p I aced fn a
um hydroxide �2g per I iter of
hydroxide reacts with any remain fng
nsolub le bar ium sul f fte and bar ium
rox ide Is sf ight I y poi sonous, so
n should be avoided. If the object
in severaf baths of deionized water
ne sul f fte stab if ization, the bar ium
be e I imlnated.

The alkaline treatment has been very effective for
conserving iron recovered from a mar fne envfronment. The
main drawbacks of the treatment are that it has to be
carried out In an air tight container and the solution
should be kept heated.
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1. Once the obJects have been mechanically cleaned, they
are immersed ln a solution of 0.5 M �0g per liter of
water! of sodium hydroxide and 0.5 M �26g per liter of
water! of sodium sulfite. Tap water can be used for the
first one or two baths but deionized or distilled water
should be used In the final baths. The container should
be filled as full as possible and sealed to prevent any
access to air. The solution ls mixed and the object
placed ln lt as quickly as possible to avoid any
oxldatfon of the solution. The container fs placed In
an oven and kept heated to a temperature of 60 degrees
C. The object is changed through as many separate baths
as required to eliminate the chlorides from the metal;
this may take a week or several months and numerous
baths. The solution does not attack any residual metal
so there is no danger of too many baths, When a marine
Iron object i s immersed ln th I s hot, reduc ing sol ut Ion
the Iron corrosion compounds are converted to magnetite
and the chlorides are transferred to the solution where
they are discarded with each bath change. The objects
come out of the treatment with a very bi ack surface
coloration. Since the solution fs strongly alkal fne,
contact with the skin should be avoided.



~Hd o 9 R d ti* ~ of Ma i ~ e I *

In hydr ogen r eduction the ob Jects are p I aced fn a spec i a I
furnace with 100 percent dry hydrogen gas, or a mixture of
hydrogen and nitrogen, and heated to a temperature of 300 to
1000 degrees C  Barkman 1977: 155-166! . Our ing the treatment
al I the moi sture is dr ivan out of the artl fact and the
chloride corrosion compounds are vol atf I ized. Hydrogen
reduces the iron corrosion compounds back to a lower
oxidation state or metal and combines with the oxygen in the
corrosion products, forming water which fs driven off by the
heat. This treatment, while successful, has sever al
drawbacks. First it requires rather expensive and
soph i st I cated equi pment that i s outs i de the f inane ia I
capab I I it les of most laboratories -- especial I y for larger
objects. Second, there is the prob  em of the changes fn the
metal lurg ical character i stiles in the metal when heated to
high temperatures. Recent information by Tyl ecote and Bl ack
�980:95! reports:

The loss of information by the treatment of
totally rusted marine cast Iron at 800 degrees C
will not be great and there seems to be little
objection to the use of the hydrogen reduction
process at 800 degrees C for this purpose. The
reduction of rust on wrought iron is a different
matter. The main problem is knowing whether the
residual metal contains, either intentionally or
unintentionally, enough carbon to give useful
Information to the archaeometallurg 1st. If carbon
is absent then treatment at 380 degrees C is
acceptable although some change will occur. The
slag inclusions will suffer very !Ittle
microscopic change and no macroscopic change. To
ensure the removal of chlorides at 380 degrees C
the treatment time must exceed 60 hours'

Treatment Fol'lowin Stabillzatfon

After treatment of sea-recovered Iron objects it ls
imperative that their surfaces be covered with a protective
coating to Insulate the metal from the effects of moisture,
chemical'Iy active vapors, and gasses. It Is very Important
to choose the right sealant or coating to provide a
protective moisture barrier and prevent corrosion. In
general, the sealant selected should be: I! impervious to
water vapor and gases, 2! natural � looking so that it does
not detract from the appearance of the artifact, 3 !
reversible, and 4! transparent or translucent so any
corrosion of the metal surface can be quickly detected .
 mmer sfon in molten mlcrocrystali Inc wax such as Guff 75
Milcrowax, Witco 180M or Cosmoloid 80H are widely used.
Polyurethane coatings are also used  Ham flton 1976:55! as
well as a clear drying zfnc phosphate based anti-corrosion
primer fOllowed by several coatS Of high durability, clear,
matt polymethyl methacrylate acrylic lacquer  Morth and
Pearson 1975:177!.
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Conservation of Cu reous Metals
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Benzotrlazole

The use of benzotr Iazoie  BTA! has become a standard part of
any conservatIon treatment of a cupreous metal, following
any stabi!lzat Ion process and preceeding any final sealant.
The artifact requiring treatment is immersed in 1$
benzotriazole for 24 hours. The BTA is usually dissolved In
water, but ethanol can also be used. See Green �975>,
Hamilton �976!, Her k �981!, Sease �978! and Wa!ker �979!
for additional Information. The benzotrlazole forms an
insoluble, complex compound with cupric ions. Precipitation
of this Insoluble complex over the cuprous chloride forms a
bar r Ier against any moisture that could act lvate the cuprous
chlorides responsible for bronze disease. The treatment
does not remove the cuprous eh!or lde from the artifact, it
merely forms a barrier between the cuprous chloride and the
moisture in the atmosphere. For artifacts heavily
contaminated w 1th chloride, the treatment may have to be
combined with one of the processes described above.
Treatment by this method alone is not always successful .

FInal Treatment and Sealant
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Conservation of Lead and Lead Allo s
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Once recovered from the sea, the corrosion products of
objects of lead or lead alloys, such as pewter, are stable.
They may be unsightly or even disfiguring, but they do not
take part in chemical reactions that attack the remain Ing
metal. The objects need to be cleaned only for aesthetic
reasons and to reveal surface details under the corrosion
layers. Old pewter, being an alloy of lead and tin needs to
be treated as tin, which is the more anodic and chemically
sensitive metal, Therefore, no acids, or sodium hydroxide
should be used on It. Consult the references under lead
conservation In the bibliography for additional Information.



El ectrol yt ic reduct ion c I ean lng

After treating lead and pewter objects with alkalfne
electrolytes, they should be rinsed fn several baths of
dilute sulfuric acid  four drops of 15$ sulfuric acid per
liter of water! until the pH ceases rising. Any residual
acidity from the sulfuric acid rinses Is then removed by
immersion in successive baths of cold deionized water until
the pH remains constant w 1th that of the water  Plenderleith
and Werner 197!r269-270!.

Chemfcai treatment of lead

Because of the ease of treatment and the availability of the
chemicals, the most widely used treatment for lead from any
archeological environment Is the acid treatment described by
Caley �955!. The lead fs immersed in �$ hydrochlorfc acid
which removes lead carbonates, 'lead monoxide, lead sulfide,
calcium carbonate, and ferric oxide. If lead dioxide Is
present, It is removed by soaking the object ln 10$ ammonium
acetate. The ammonium acetate also acts as a buffer to
protect the lead from the action of any hydrochloric acid
that may remain. This treatment Is good for ilghtly
corroded specimens and it gives lead sur faces a pleasing
appearance. However, the process must be carefully
monitored to avoid etching the metal, The surface detail
that is pr eserved by this treatment varies with the degree
of corrosion when recovered. In practice, Calley's method
has been superseded by electrolytic reduction, which has the
ability to convert mineral products back to a metaiifc
state.

Sealant

Following the conservation treatment and r lnsing, lead and
pewter objects should be dried with hot air or dehydrated In
a water miscible solvent such as acetone. Then they should
be sealed by immersion in hot mlcrocrystaline wax or sprayed
with an acrylic spray as described for copper.

Storage of lead objects

Lead Is particularly susceptible to organic acids, such as
acetic, humic and tannic acid. Lead artifacts, therefore,
should not be stored ln oak cabinets or drawers. Since
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vapor from wood can initiate corrosion, lead should be
stored in sealed containers or polyethylene bags.

Conservation of Sliver
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Electrolytic reduction

The electrolytic cleaning of silver takes advantage of the
reduction action of electrolysis by removing chloride and
sulfide lons from silver chloride and silver sulfide, and by
reducing the silver in the corrosion compounds to a metallic
state. Two methods of electrolytic cleaning of silver have
been described in the literature: normal reduction and
consolidative reduction. Both techniques require that a
metal core bs present. Most laboratories use the normal
reduction process.

Normal reduction. Normal electrolytic reduction uses a DC
power supply that puts out a fully rectified dfrect current.
The same electroiytes as described for copper, 5$ sodium
carbonate, 2% sodium hydroxide, and 5$ formic acid, are
used. The current density must be very low. An amperage
rate of ~ Di amp per square centimeter of artifact surface
gives good results. Alternative'Iy, the regulated DC power
supply can be adjusted to 9 ivs a cell voltage of
approximately three volts lpearson 1974:299!. When using a
formic acid electrolyte, oniy inert anodes such as stainless
steel No, 516 or plat Inilzed titanium should be employed.
Mild steel is recommended over stainless steel when sodium
hydroxide Is used. Both electrolytes have their application
depending upon ths nature of the sliver corrosion products.

Consolidatlve reduction. In consolldatlve reduction, power
suppi fes are used that put out a partially rect ic fied or an
asymmetrical alternative current. In general, 90$ of the
current Is forward current which is characteristic of DC
current and 10$ Is reverse current. During electrolysis
there is a rapid succession of reduction and dissolution
cycles. During the 90$ forward half of the cycle, reduction
of metal in the corrosion compound and deposition of metal
dissolved in the previous reverse current half cycle takes
place. During the 10$ reverse half cycle there is a partial
dissolution of the previously reduced or deposited metal;
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Alkaline dithionite

The alkaline dithionite treatment is similar to that of
alkaline sulfite described for iron. It is a relatively
cheap, simple and rapid method of consistently reducing
silver corrosion product to metallic silver 1MacLeod and
North 'l979!. The steps in the processing of silver by this
method are:

ject in 10-12'g hydrochloric to remove the
ayer consisting of sand, shell, calcium
per and iron corrosion compounds, This
12 hours to a week or until all cleaning
and no more gas bubbles evolve, During
s necessary to make sure that the solut Ion

If necessary, concentrated hydrochloric
to the solution to keep a working

2. Rinse thoroughly In tap water to remove all residual
encrustation and mechanically remove any stubborn spots.

3. Immerse in a solution of alkaline dith Ion lte. Mix up a
solution of sodium hydroxide �0g sodium hydroxide per
liter of water!. Once the sodium hydroxide dissolves
add 50g of sodium hydrosulfite and then Immerse the
silver qu Ickly to eliminate oxidatIon of the solution ln
the container. The container should be completely full
of solution and have an air tight seal.

4. For one week agitate and turn the conte Incr dally to
keep the solution mixed and to expose all surfaces of
the specimens to the solutIon.

5. After the week ls up, remove and rinse the specimens in
water until the pH of the rinse water remaIns unchanged

6. The corrosion products on the surface of the artifact
will be reduced to a gray, metallic sliver which can be
polished with a wet baking soda paste or a fiberglass
brush.

Rinse and sealant

Following electrolysis or any chemical cleaning, the
specimens should be thoroughly rinsed in deionized ~ater.
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lf an alkal ine electrolyte or chemical ls used, the rinsing
should be more intensive. The silver is dried with hot air
or dehydrated in acetone and coated with clear acrylic
lacquer such as Kryfon Clear Acrylic 1301,

Gold and gold alloys

Gold ls a very noble and Inert metal that does not corrode;
therefore, gold and hfgh gold alloys do not require any
treatment. The copper and/or silver corrosion compound of
Iow alloy gold are treated by the same techniques described
for those two metals.

Conservation of Ceramics

Field treatment and removal of soluble salts

The basic field requirement ls that all pottery should be
kept wet after recovey. Non-glazed earthenware, stoneware
and porcelain can be placed directiy into fresh water.
Glazed earthenware should be placed in sea water that is
slowly diluted with fresh water over a period of time� .
Otherwise the difference in the osmot Ic pressure of sea
water and fresh water might ln some cases d amage poorly
adhering glazes. The various t ln enamel wares are
especially susceptible to this. The procedure for removing
the soluble salts is simple. Just keep r fns Ing the pottery
ln a series of ~ater baths until the salts are removed. A
running bath is the quickest and most efficient, but it is
very ~asteful. In most cases tap or fresh water can be used
exclusively, but it complete removal of the salts is
desired, then carry out the final rinse bath in deionized or
distilled water. Monitor the progress with a conductivity
meter to Insure knowing when the sa'Its are removed to an
acceptable level.
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Removal of insoluble salts

In most cases, the safest and most satisfactory method of
removing insoluble salts from the surface of pottery is by
hand. Most calcareous deposits can be removed fairly easily
by scrapIng with a scalpel, dental tool or other s imi'Iar
tools. Small pneumatic chisels and dental burs are also
useful. For many sites, the man hours to mechanically clean
all the pottery of insoluble salts Is prohibit fve. Chemical
treatments must be applied. The following procedure Is
abstracted from Ol lve and Pearson <1979!.

Pottery from marine sites are often cleaned of calcareous
encrustation by immersing it in 10$ hydrochloric acid until
all gas evolution ceases. This is usually less than an
hour. If necessary the process Is repeated. Always keep in
mind that the acid may weaken the body and alter the glazers
Therefore, ceramic materials should be left In the acid for
the minimum amount of t ime. Under no condition is pottery
with carbonate temper to be placed in an acid bath;
otherwise, the tempering material wiii be removed from the
paste, thoroughly weaken Ing it .

When care must be exercised, a 5$ solutfon of
ethylendlamfnetetra acetic acid <EDTA!, tetra sodium salt
can be used for removing calcareous deposits from pottery
w 1th minimal effect on the iron content of the paste or
glaze. In thIs process, the iron stains which are bonded
with the calcium salts are removed along wIth the calcium.
The EDTA treatment Is much slower and more expensive, but Is
less damaging.

Stafn removal

Iron oxide stains are removed w
oxa I fc ac I d app I led with cotton
pottery, The surface should be
absorption of the acid into the
stains, which are very common o
can be removed by immersing the
hydrogen peroxide until the sta
required after treating wfth hy
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Consol idat ion and reconstruction
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Conservation of organic marine
archeological materials

Victoria !enssen
Parks Canada

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Introduction

Natural Preservation of Finds
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In the following review, I intend to familiarize the reader
with the current state of organic marine artifact
conservation, The two topics which receive the greatest
space are field conservation strategies and the state of
waterlogged wood conservation. Both are familiar problems
to archaeologists and the changing methodologies will be
appreciated easily, While other topics like leather and
cork receive less space, their cultural importance and
conservation problems are in no way less those that of woodt
Several recent publications and some yet In preparation
directly address the marine archaeologist on the subject of
conservation, complementing an already sizeable
bibliography.<t!



The conditions which tend to preserve organic finds
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Some papers exist on the topic of preservation or organ1c
archaeological finds In addition to the more plentiful
literature on the Inorganic finds.<4>
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Excavation and Field Conservation
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When artifacts are retrieved in remote excavations, they are
usually shipped to proper conservation labor torIes, often In
urban areas. Complex field treatments gener aiiy are not
feasible unless a field lab is established and resident
conservation staff can carry out and monitor procedures.
irrfost often, shipping is the cheapest and most ethical
alternative. Naturally, transport requires ingenuity and
effective packing methods. Some method of damp-packing can
be adopted where absorbent materials  cloth, sphagnum moss
for example! and waterproof wrappfngs are used in
combination with rigid and/or expanding plastic foam in
crates,

Conssrvatfon Treatments of Waterlogged Organic Finds

There are at least three major goals of these treatments,
name'ly:

to bring the artifact to a ndry" state with a minimum
of distortion;

to use materilals of known and acceptable conservation
properties, if impregnants and the like are required.
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The topic of biocides Is difficult sfnce we are reluctant to
use mater fals which may endanger our own health and since
we'd like to obviate need for storage biocfdes by commencing
treatments promptly.�! Some labs have luck using fish or
snails to clean their tank storage. In addition to regular
tank changes and using lids to discourage light-dependent
algal growth, Parks has commenced cleaning wood finds in the
field with non- ionic detergents. Although this method
promotes vfsual observation of detail, it is done mainly to
avoid contact rashes and sulphide odour in the field lab.
In cases where growth Is a problem, try circulating cold
water, some local waters seem to keep growth down. Dilute
so I ut fons of O. I $ phenol  carbo I Ic acid� !, Dow i c lde I
 orthophenyl phenol!, straight ethanol or even unscented
lysol have been used. Safe handling and labelling Is
required.
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obv'lously, availability of equipment and supplies will
determine whether a conservator will choose one
treatment over another, say vacuum frseze-drying or a
solvent method.

~Wate I o ed Wood Co ~ ae ~ at 1o

We are very fortunate In the case of waterlogged wood
conservation to have a high degree of cooperation between
dozens of conservators and wood technolog lsts actively
carrying out both research and treatments. It ls an
International community linked since 1977 by the
We el *tt *I ta* ICOfl W t* I * *d W**d Mo a frf G~oo
 Committee for Conservation!.<9! This group has publ ished
two conference proceedings to date, the most recent of which
is a kaleidoscopic textbook of the state of the art and the
science.�0!

Reflected in the list of participants and the topics covered
are marine archaeology, wood science, the chemistry of
polyethylene glycol, case histories of ongoing conservation
projects in UK, USA, Oenmark, Germany, Norway. Switzerland,
Canada, and the teaching of wood conservation as an academic
and applied science subject. Frankly, with the publication
of this volume there is no longer any excuse for an
archaeologist or a cultural administrator not being abls to
find a waterlogged wood conservator and some sound advice.
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Waterlogged archaeological woods have several inherent vices
which can make them extremely difficult to dry without
distortion. Their cell structures, as well as their shapes
as artifacts, are preserved in a hydrated stats by the
water, Removal of water, whether by air or vacuum drying,
can and does cause low osmotic pressures within cells,
leading to cellular collapse and finally, visible shrinkage,
cracking and warping. In addition, the cellulose chains in
the cell structure are chemically satisfied by the water
forming hydrogen-bonds at the hydroxyl groups. Apparently
removal of water allows adjacent cellulose chains to bond as
the cell walls approach each other In collapse. In most
air-dried archaeologfcai woods, It is usually impossible to
rehydrate the cracked piece because ot this irreversible
bonding of the cellulose. Biodeterioration, generally soft
rot removal of the middle portion of the secondary cell wali
�> layer>, can lead to difterent soft and hard conditions
in the same place resulting ln differential drying behavior.



Some woods are notor Ious I y d I f f I cu I t to tr eat. For examp I e,
white oak does not permit passage of fluids, even after
becomming wateriogged and exhilbiting extreme surface decay,
due to blockages by tyloses. Hence, the choice of
Impermeable white oak for casks and ships has caused a
common conservation headache.

As in treating any of the other organic materials, the
conservator of waterlogged wood has three activities which
he performs as best he can.

assessing the wood's condition

estimating the appropriate treatment

assessing the treatment's progress and "final" results.

Waterlogged wood: condition assessment

A conservator can learn much by feeling the wood,
Identifying the species and careful!y probing with a
favorite pin. However, to carry out a treatment, he prefers
also to know the wood's moistur e content  M.C.!, possibly at
several locations reflecting different detected states of
preservation, so that he can predict and monitor drying.
This requires sample, maximum of 17cnr" > howevel > I cm iong x
0.5 cm diameter core sections can be used. l4licroscoplcai
examination will allow one to locate areas of cellulose
degradatlon or depletion, mineral inclusions or outright
mineral izatilon.

Recently, Per Hoffman of the Bremen Cog project, Deutches
Shlffahrtsmuseum, has encouraged conservators to undertake
standard chemical evaluations of their woods<'l1!, as indeed
has been done subsequently in Denmark, in South Carolina
  the Brown ' s Ferry Wreck!, at Parks Canada and Canad I an
Conservation Institute. The approach is quite expensive and
ft ls likely that determination of a waterlogged wood's
wmaxilmum moisture content" may provide a less expensive
method of approximating cellulose-content
determinations.�2!

Waterlogged wood: estimating appropriate treatment

Having assessed the wood's condition, a conservator wiii
form an ildea of which treatment is most feasible and most
likely to succeed. Unfortunately, oversize items can
complicate what should now be a rational decision. For
example, a small oak fitting may be put through a solvent
treatment ln a fume hood, while an oak midship section may
have to suffer a PEG surface-treatment with air drying.
Both may have been assessed as being in the same condition,
but for safety, logistical or economic reasons, the
treatment choice differed' Obviously, a composite wooden
art lfact with Inseparable iron or brass hardware yet in situ



I lmits the choice of treatment due to Incompatibi I it les of
metal-wood assemblfes with PEG.

Most current waterlogged wood treatments fall Into two large
categories: aqueous polyethylene glycol pretreatments
followed by either air or freeze drying; or solvent-resin
treatments.�5!

Polyethylene glycol
archaeolog Ists and
workers in Sweden,
simultaneously hit
1980's ft is st Iii
for the wood, as se
ICOM-P ~ ece~eCI ~ e.

 PEG! has been famll far to wet wood
conservators s Ince the late 1950 ' s when
the UK and the USA seemingly
upon the same approach.<14! ln the early
proving to be an invaluable drying agent
en throughout the recent
What is changing is our application of

understanding of how and why It works.the product and our

The "classic" approach is still used occasionally: the wood
Is steeped in an Increasingly concentrated heated solution
until an optimal penetration or PEG content Is achfeved.
The Kyrenia wreck, degraded Alappo pine, was tr eated this
way where the PEG acted as a consolidant when ft congealed
upon cooling and excess water evaporated away. The
treatment was chosen In consultation wfth Richard Steffy,
the man responsible for the subsequent reconstruction. The
Bremen Cog, constr ucted with highly preserved white oak, Is
being iank-treated In this way with PEG 1000,

There are drawbacks to the approach, One to 20 year
treatments, often heated, can degrade the PEG, although
effects of this degradation on the treatment have not yet
been evaluated, Certain well-preserved hardwoods like oak
but also degraded softwoods can suffer "implosion" or
osmotic shrinkage resulting In "hollow checked" appearance,
This occurs when the wood loses its internal water faster to
the surrounding concentrated solution than that solution can
replace the lost internal water. Artifacts can literally
shrink in their baths. Otherwise, while the d Imens fons of
certain wood artifacts can be preserved by this approach,
the wood will be filled with a congealed weak polymer which
gives little strength to severely degraded Items and can
attr act water and dust, depending on storage conditions.
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Another approach to air drying with PEG has Involved
repeated surface applications with brush or spraying and use
of high humidity storage to effect slow drying. In theory,
the PEG chemically replaces the water near the surface,
bonding to the wood cellulose. During air-drying, less
drying stresses are thought to be placed on the surface wood
cells minimizing shrinkage and cracking. In cases of very
large t I mber s and str uctures, this drying method may be the
only option . Certainly ih Is was the Wasa ' s treatment . A
variant Involves applfcation of hot concentrated solutions
whilCh may be mOre readily accepted by the wet WOod than the
more dilute solutions.



Certainly the most active current area of PEG use involves
freeze-drying whether using vacuum apparatus, non-vacuum
condensing systems, or even ihe winter climate. Pioneered
by Ambrose in the late 1960's in Australia, freeze-drying
wood with PEG pretreatments has enjoyed applications also in
waterlogged leather, textile and cordage stabilization as
well  see below!.

Low, medium or high molecular weight PEG's  or their
mixtures! are introduced usually by soaking the wood in
20-50$ v/v solutions from six weeks and longer or, rarely,
by surface application. The artifacts are frozen down then
placed ln a drying chamber or area where the water is
removed by sublimation. The result is dried wood containing
a relatively small amount of PEG  presumably chemically
satisfying the formerly-hydrated cellulose!; a wood that has
little shrinkage and a remarkably natural appearance if not
heft. Most remarkable of all is a recently discovered
bonus: thai PEG pretreated freeze-dried wood appears not to
react nearly as violently to drastic changes in relative
humidity  between 0-1004 RH! as fresh wood.�5! In the case
of freeze-dried degraded wood, subsequent resin
consolidation may be required to improve its physical
strength.

Solvent treatments still require resins and, in most cases,
can be viewed as proper consolidative methods. In general,
the artifact's water is replaced with another solvent
 alcohols, acetone, xylene, toluene, ether, or t-butyl
alcohol! and finally steeped in an impregnating bath of the
chosen consol idant-resin system, often at elevated
temperatures.

Most popular methods are:

Alcohol-ether-dammar  Christensen!
Acetone-rosin; Ethanol-rosin  McKerrell!
t-Butyl Alcohol � PEG 4000, freeze dried
 Christensen, Jespersen!
Hard Wax  Chrisiensen!

These methods are, ln several cases, time-honoured
approaches to smallish, unique display Items I Ike
navigational instruments. Except in the case of the massive
well-accommodated TBA-PEG freeze-dry facilities In Denmark
and Japan, these treatments are for safety's sake carried
out on a limited basis for smallish artifacts. Muskets and
numerous large deadeyes have been treated in acetone,
isopropyl, or ethanol-rosin, in heated and cool solutions.
The rosin treatment is being widely used for composite
wood-metal artifacts, variations occurring In the metal
treatments. AII practloners are calling for research in
this especially difficult area.�6!

The orientation of the artifact's wood to its original trunk
or branch will indicate how the piece may distort or crack
in drying. Ships' ribs often are made from the juncture of
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a branch and a trunk, hence a place of potential strain and
spl ltting. A flat artifact, radial ly cut, like a lapstrake,
wl I I shrink less noticeably than a plate cut tangentfal ly or
quarter-sawn. Possibl y the worst ~oods to tr eat are timbers
which preserve the entire concentric ring growth, since they
are really dressed trunks. In drying, the unrslfeved
tangential shrfnkage will lead to massive deep radial cracks
running down the centers of the squared faces. Kerflng,
which has been used to relieve this sort of str ess In
railroad ties and other massfve lumber�7!, has been
suggested, and Is to be evaluated on the Ronson ship timbers
excavated ln lower Manhattan last spring�.�8>

Waterlogged wood: assessing treatment progress and resuits
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We appear to be nearing the day when, by monitoring certain
aspects of the artifact itself, we may know how far along
the proposed treatment course we actually are. At present,
we monitor the impregnation solutions and, during drying,
the wood ' s d Imsns lonal changes and weight loss� . The
limiting factor ln wood Impregnation is diffusion and
evidence of success In this area Is often gauged by the
amount of imprsgnant a wood has absorbed and to what
depth.�91 Only recently, microscopy has begun to show us
where ths imprsgnants go. Basic research using thfs
sections and staining techniques has snab'led Young to
determine where at least two grades of PEG go In wood: the
higher molecular weight polymer, Carbowax 3350, was shown to
fili void spaces like cell lumsnae while the lower weight,
namely Carbowax 400, was shown to occupy only cell wa!Is, as
in the manner of true bulking.�0! One awaits the day that
"standard logs" can accompany artifacts through a treatment
and be cut, cross-sect Ioned and stained to determine the
progress of PEG diffusion. As yet, we don't know what depth
of penetration is required for a successful PEG freeze-dry
treatment or whether some other aspect of Its diffusion or
chemistry with cellulose plays a more important role.



A recent article best describes the problem with
vegetable-tanned leather conservation and provildes extremely
useful treatment methods .�1! Briefly, wet sk fn products,
by having 'lost some ff not all tanning agents, exper fence a
hydration of their proteinaceous collagen chains, analogous
to that hydration of wood's polysaccharide cellulose chains.
Loss of tanning agents lowers r esfstance to heat and
water-solubility, opening waterlogged leathers to
hydrolysis, embrfttlement, and shrinkage from heat.
Accordingly, elevated temperatures  say above 40 degrees C!
and long Immerslons should be avoided. Alternat Ively,
approaching leathers like wood seems to be giving acceptable
results. That is, a PEG or glycerin pretreatment Is
supplied to the polymer chains, pr esumably bonding at
available hydroxyl sites, a'Ilowing distortion-free dryfng,
whether by vacuum freeze-drying or, in a unique approach,
acetone drying. By this latter method, the water-glycerine
bath is subsequently replaced with acetone which, being
immlsc Ible w/th glycerine, evaporates leaving smal'I amounts
of glycerine within the artifact.

Research in this field is iong overdue and recently
promising proJects have been launched; the Canadian
Conservation Institute has compiled a methodology fo
microscopy and stain/ng of archaeological skins and
evaluating leather softening agents; Parks Canada is
evaluating the use of iron-stain removal agents on
vegetab le-tanned leathers, As we I I, the first n umbe
Informal Leather Conservation Interest Newsletter ha
been circulated�2! and there now exists a leather
conservation Institute ln the United Kingdom<23!.
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tradftlonal hide preparations. Instead we are attempting to
dry our leathers to be acceptable for curatorial study,
display and iater scientific study. Doubtless In the
f uture, sk in studies wl I I come Into the lr own as research
methodoiog fes Impove: species Ident lf lcatlon; tanning
process; nutrition; geographical source etc.



being less damag1ng  ammonium citrate, EDTA-2Ma, DTPA,
sodium hydrosulphlte!. Since the cel luloslc fibrous
mnter i el s are h lghl y r eeet lve to water, so I vent dehydrat ion
can be useful, and to avoid further movement once nn Item I s
dried, addlt lanai consol idants are best appl led in non-polar
solvents.

Again, this class of orgnnlcs is benefiting from
freeze-drying from pretreatment solutions of PEG with added
weak consol Idnting resins like cellulosic der ivitlves,
polyvinyl pyrrholidone, etc . The Swiss have been using this
approach for f ibrous finds from their lakes since the mid
1960's, contemporary with the same advance ln waterlogged
wood. �5! An added bonus of this techn I que Is our ab I I ity
to articulate these artifacts to the desired shape during
the gel I lng state ln the freezing down.

The Archaeo l ogy Div I s ion of the CC! has been adapt ing and
developing excel lent cleaning, consol idat ion and mounting
methods for water logged text i les, part lcuf arly severely
degraded drools frorI the 16th century Basque bog site, Red
Bay, Labrador.�6>

Waterlogged Cork, Bnrk

In nature, these materials prevent evaporation of moisture
from the tree's trunk, due to the polysaccharide suberin.
Accordingly, once waterlogged, corks can be extremely
difficult to dry without collapse. Bottle corks have
responded to soaking In PEG  Carbowax 1000! and slow drying.
The CCI Is, at present, conducting some basic research into
the rheology of birch barks at varying humidity levels, a
study which may have applications tor waterlogged corky
materials.�7>

Water located Bon~e Too~th I van

The physical properties of these materials have been studied
extensively by phys lologlsts, paleopathologlsts,
zooarchneologlsts and even taphonomlsts.�8! The latter are
Interested in the physical process of fossilization which,
Incidentally, requires an inltlally waterlogged burial
environment.

Whole groups of natural history specimens, dinner bones and
the like often can be airdr led. Human bones are said to be
more prone to deterioration ln burial and may mar It close
attention.
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Walrus ivory with Its marbled osteodentine Is equal ly prone
to spl ittlng. In short, drying of tooth without distortion
may be unfeasible.

On the other hand, wet bone which is suspected of fragile
surfaces has responded well to impregnat fons fn aqueous
resins or dispersions or In solvent-borne resins  PVA, PYB
etc .!, often under vacuum .  29 !
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Freeze-dryfng Is proving to be an effective drying method
for many classes of waterlogged organic artifacts and more
stud fes are needed. However, It Is not the answer to all
problems. You, as an archaeologist or cultural
adm fn Istrator shouidn't simply get a freeze-drier and try to
do it yourself unless you have a conservator as a team mate.
It fs your responsibility, whether you are an amateur or a
professional, to secure a conservator to care for these
finds. In addition, you must support your conservator's
financial requirements for equfpment and supplies. Oon't
force him to fight your ethical and political battles.
Finally, a conservator, even one with a laboratory, can only
do part of the job. Proper display and storage must be
planned for from the very beginning of your project.�1!
Otherwise the whole beastly expensive effort wlii have been
In vain.
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The law and the amateur in
resource management

Alan B. Albrilht
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina

Introduction

Working with amateurs In the management of a state' s
underwater archeological resources is a concept, which if
used Intelligently within the framework of pr actical
considerations, sthfcal requirements, and long-range goals,
can pay d Ivldends far In excess of the money, time, and
energy expended . When I accepted the position as Underwater
Archeologist on the staff of the Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology of the University of South Carolina in July of
1973, I was given the responsibility of dIscovering,
assessing and managing the state's underwater archeologfcal
resources using as a guideline a law that had been on ths
books for six years but almost totally Ignored by the sport
diving community. The law was written by a lawyer, on
behalf ot himself, a shrimp boat captain, and a sport diver.
Their purpose was to gain legal protection aver a Civil War
blockade runner they had recently discovered and wished to
excavate. What they began, In writ ing this law, has evolved
over the year s into a set of practical guidelines for both
the State and Its citizens to follow in managing South
Carolina� ' s underwater archeo log fca I resources .

In order for a resource management law to accomplish the aim
for which lt was written, it Is first necessary to establish
a philosophy which fs compatible with a state's long-range
goals. This philosophy becomes the underiyilng gu fde in the
management of the resources through the law. I use the word
philosophy very broadly to encompass such concepts as
premises, attitudes and other principles that give thrust,
meaning and dfrectlon to the law. In the 10 years that I
have been involved In resource management, I have become
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conv f need that the ph f losophy beh fnd the admi nistrat ion of
the law Is the bedr ock on which the law ftse1 f should be
developed.

It is specifically for that reason that I cannot offer a
definitive plan of operat Ion for the development of a law
for the management of Alaska's underwater archeologlcal
resources. Rather, I wfii ffrst suggest a philosophy of
working with amateurs that can be adapted to your particular
requirements and be reflected in your Iaw. A philosophy
that stresses education over law enforcement, cooperation
over confrontation and has as a goal the acceptance of
responsibility by the sport d fvers for a maJor share of the
management of their own underwater archeolog ical resources.
Th Is Is accomplished by working within the faw under the
dlrectfon of the state. The premises which follow, when
taken together, form a philosophical statement of Intent and
direction In resource management from which a law can be
developed.

Premises

People are basically good and tend to obey the Iaw

Successful societies are built on laws. The news medfa
constantly bring to our attentfon the results of personal,
national, and international lawlessness but seldom give
equal coverage to the daily, ordinary, and routfnely
expected acts of civil obedience that surround us. %lost of
us wiii live out our lives with only a few serious
encounters with lawlessness. The preponderance of personal
activities is non-destructive and within the law.

Cooperation Is more effective than confrontation and threats
of law enforcement

Cooperation is more effective, economical, and gets the Job
done better. For the resource manager It is also less
taxing mentally, physically and emot Ionalfy In deafing with
the sports diver to move toward a mutually acceptable goal
than to demand compliance through threats ot law
enforcement . Unfortunate I y, I aw enforcement is sometimes
necessary. There are always some on whom the message is
lost or who choose to fgnore and flaunt the law. No system
Is 100' effective. Perfection is a phenomenon not found in
humans or human endeavors.

Ethics can not successfully be imposed on others

This was probably best demonstrated fn the 1920s by the
rapid proliferation of the illegal speakeasy and the
underground alcohol business of bootleggfng, the common
men's response to the ethical and moral dictates of others.
The ethics of one group cannot, through legisiat Ion alone,
be successfully imposed on another group, The ethical
concepts that are an Integral part of the educatfon and
background of a professional archeologist generally run
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Educatfon fs the key to under standing, and understanding is
the foundation of conservatfon
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It is sometimes necessary to accept a short-range loss in
order to make a long range gain

Advancements In the physical and social sciences do not
always progress along a straight path. In resource
management It ls often necessary to make difffcult
compromises. For example, fnformation derfved from the
sport diver Is usually more valuable to our long range goals
In our quest for knowledge than their surface collecting ls
harmful to the resource.

People generally want to become Involved

every underwater project that the
out fn public view both sport divers
have volunteered their services and,

lon, have provided valuable assistance.

Without exception, on
inst Itute has carried
and support personnel
under proper supervls
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contrary to the desires and goals of the amateur collector
who perceives his avocation of artifact collecting
threatened by unreasonabfe bur eaucrats. Ethics ls one of
the maIn issues that separ ates the archeologist, who Is
generally the resource manager, and the non-archeologfcal
amateur. It is, however, the latter, the non-archeolog leaf
amateur, who hlstoricaiiy has been responsible for the major
underwater archeologicai discoveries both numerically and In
significance, lt was amateurs who discovered such
O f e tft fg fffce t I ~ the ~Y ~MR Rose.

archeologist's position that he should be the sole arbiter
of fssues pertaining to that body of knowledge of wh Ich he
has special insfght through education, tralnlng, and
experience Is valid, and In the long run must prevail. The
amateur, on the other hand, through whose dogged
perservsrsnce, special expertise, and hard work, this
resource is discovered, should participate In its
management, These two opposilng vilewpolnts do not have to
remafn unreconcilable. They can be brought together but the
responsibility for this rests with the archeologist. He
must take actfon through an educational process to
demonstrate to the amateur that the best Interests of all is
served by a cooperative effort under professional guidance,
and this can be done.



Support and opposition are identical emotional responses,
travelling parallel paths and only a step apart

In dealing w 1th the sport diving community I have found that
the most vociferous opponents of ihe law regulating their
activities become, through time and education, the strongest
supporters of our conservation efforts.

People want and need approval

Psychologists cali it stroking--the act of givIng approval
and support. A state official who s hows appreciation to a
sport diver act Ing within the law binds him to the law with
a moral force far greater than the occasion might normally
warrant.

The views ot the sport d Iver should be acknowledged and
respected even though they generally run contrary to the
ethics and values of the archeologist

This premise is closely linked to the ethics statements made
earlier, Disparate groups can not resolve their difference
without an acknowledgement by both parties of the right of
differing viewpoints. With this right acknowledged they can
begin communicating and resolving their differences as
equals.

Practical Considerations

The South Carolina program provides the vehicle for the
blending of amateur participation under professional
guidance in the management of its underwater archeological
resource . The law provides for the I Icensing of sport
divers to recover artifacts but requ Ires them to make a
written report of their actlvltles to the Institute on a
monthly basis. The licensing of sport divers to recover
artifacts by the State ls a very controversial issue within
the ranks of the professional underwater archeological
community, most viewing it as the antithesis of ethical
archeological resource management. From an academic
viewpoint they may be r Ight, but very I Itt le of the war Id we
live In is structured a Iong academic I Ines'

The practical elements of the situation I encountered In
1973 were not those that lend themselves to an academic
solution. I discovered that several hundred sport divers
wer e r ecover lng art i facts and foss i I s on a regul ar basis
from the 12,000 p I us I lnear mi les of creeks and rivers of
the State. The qual ity and quantity of arti facts and
fossils recovered suggested that on and under the bottoms of
the rivers lay a vast repository of information ln the form
of sunken vessels, artifacts and fossils from the state' s
hlstorlc, prehistoric, and paleontologlcal past. Fossils
are included In our management plan because in our river
syatem all underwater archeoiogicai sites have yielded
fossils and all fossil beds have an archeolog lcai component.
Utlii zing the numbers, energy, expertise, and local
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the sport divers was to me ths most practical
I s approach to take for a one-man operation wi th
Ibl I fties and very I fmited resources. Even If I
bl I lty through law enforcement to compel
Ith the law, I would have chosen the voluntary
outs as the one most I ikely to be successful

The authority for the management of South Carolina's
underwater archeo!oglcal resources rests by State Iaw with
Dr. Robert L. Stephsnson, d Irsctor of the Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology of the Un iversfty of South
Carolina, The day to day management respons fb if It les,
however, rest with me as director of the Institute's
Division of Underwater Archeology. I mentIon resources
rather than Just shipwrecks because, although shipwrecks are
a very visible, media attractive, and attention getting part
of the underwater archeological resources, they are only one
part of the ~hole and not the whole Itself . Prehistoric man
and hfs water-related activities deserve attention and
investigation as waif as the water-related act Iv it Iss of
historic man, The management plan that covers one logically
should also cover the other.

South Carolina, like many states in the nation, with
navlgabls rfvers, harbors, ocean coastllnes, or large lakes,
faces the problem of how to properly manage ths resources
that lie on the bottom in a manner to achieve maximum
acceptable protection to the resources with minimum cost to
the stats. It ls easy to say that state governments have a
responsibility to find the money for adequate management.
but the realities of budget I Imitations often dictate
otherwfss. There are a number of ways to handle this
problem. One Is to deny Its exlstsncs and 1st the free
enterprise system take control, excavate a sits for private
gain, self and scatter the unrecorded artifacts to parts
unknown, and otherwise despoil an important segment of our
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The program developed in South Carol lna for the management
of its under water archsol og ical resources mfght serve as a
guide for consfdsration by Alaska authorities but should not
be adopted verbatim. The program that has evolved fn South
Carol ina over the past 10 years reflects ths spec la I needs
of a smal I southeastern state with its particular physfcal,
human, and cultural environment. That has little fn common
with the special needs of the nat Ion's largest state with
Its own particular physical, human, and cultural
envir onment. The law, which ls actually the resource
management plan, is written for the special condltlons of a
spec If Ic environment and, except in unusuai cases, Is not
transferable from one area to another. The philosophy
behind the administration of the law, that element that
gives it vitalfty, is transferable. It Is not tied to a
physical environment, rather it addresses the social aspect
of resource management, that part dealing with people.



history. The other end of the spectrum Is to pass
restrictl ve I aws, author I ze and fund a I arge I aw enforcement
estab i 1shment, and then spend a great deal of time and money
In law enforcement and defending the system In court. In
South Carol lna, we have chosen a middle course which we
bel leve affords reasonable protection to the resource,
involves those af fected by the law ln lts app I icat ion, and
is cost effective.

South Carolina is one of only 20 or so states that has a law
pertaining to the management of its underwater archeolog ical
resources . It Is one of only four or f Ive states with a
state progr am of underwater archeologicai investigation and
resource management, and is the only state to my knowfedge,
to have a program of resource mangement that has the general
support of the sport d Ivlng community. The vehicle through
which this ls carried out Is the "South Carolina Underwater
Antiquities Act of 1982.w The I aw, In Its several versions,
has been In ef feet since 1968. It was then cal led "Control
of Certain Salvage Operations." The change in title
emphasis from "salvage" in 1968, to "antiquities" In 1982,
reflects the growth and development of underwater archeology
in South Carol fna since its inception 15 years ago.

The 'I aw does several things; i t estab I i shes, assigns,
authorizes, and provides, as follows:

1. It establishes title to the river bottoms and ocean
bottom out to the three mlle I Imit and title to wali
objects of archeolog ical and paleontolog ical association
which have remained unc'Iaimed for more than 50 years."

2, lt assigns responsibility for the management of this
artifact and foss 11 resource to the Institute, although
the curatlon of the fossils is the responsibility of the
South Carolfna ffuseum Commission.

3. It authorizes the Institute to conduct underwater
archeolog ical proJects end to license others to do the
same if It Is clearly "In the best interests of the
state," safd licensee to be guaranteed no less than 50$
of the artifacts recovered, " In vai ue or in kind in

4. It provides for law enforcement, license revocatfon, and
Jud ic ia I recour se for the d Iver and tor the state .

The law authorizes the Issuance of three types of licenses:
Hobby Licenses, Search Licenses, and Salvage I icenses.
These licenses are not diving licenses, they are Instead
licenses authorizing a person to go onto State property, the
r Iver and ocean bottom, and to search for and recover State
property, the fossils and artifacts. Each I fcense is for a
specific actlvlty and has Its own responsibilities and
requirements.



The Hobby License Is Issued to a sport d iver for "temporary,
intermittent, noncommercfaf search and salvage operations of
a recreational nature requiring min fmaf equipment, trafn Ing,
and experience." The Ifcense is statewide in authority
except fn the few restricted areas ~here Search and Saivage
Licenses may be in force or where the Institute may have
placed off I lmfts for lts own research purposes. The hobby
diver Is required to report his licensed activities on a
monthly basis detailing what was found, where, when, and by
whom, on forms prov Ided by the Institute. These reports are
confidential, are not open to inspection by other hobby
divers and are the maJor source of site focatlons for the
Stateside Inventory of Archeoiogical sites.

The State has 60 days from receipt of the report to exe
Its option on a d Ivislon of artifacts. If no division
made within 60 days, t It I e goes to the licensed diver� .
fee is $5 F 00 per person or husband and wife, and $25.00
i nstructors for use fn c I asses In which the recovery of
artifacts or fossils Is an Integraf part of the Instruc
Fees for out-of-state applicants are double the Instate
fees. The license Is good for one year from date of Is
The hobby Ifcensed diver may not use any powered meehan
lifting or excavating devices or remote sensing devices
as metal detectors under this I Icense. This is a hands
iicense. Offenses arising out of thfs license category
heard fn a local magistrate's court with a maximum fine
$200 or a Jail sentence not to exceed 30 days.
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A Salvage I icense wmay be granted to an applicant for the
purpose of conducting a well planned, continuing, underwater
salvage operation with experienced personnel and adequate
f Inane ial support ." The Salvage License fs Issued for a
specific site and Is granted for a period of time not to
exceed one year. A fee of $250 Is charged, $500 for
out-of-state residents. Detailed reports of aii activities
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A Search License may be granted to an appf fcant for the
purpose of conducting underwater search operations using
efectronfc remote sensing systems, ranging systems, or other
sophist Icated methods of search. It is granted for a period
of three months, for an area of one square mlle In open
bodies of water, or one iinear mffe in a river. The three
month time per Iod and one square or linear mile area is
ceiled a search unit� . fffne search un Its Is the max imum that
may be i ssued under th Is I lcen se to any one applicant . The
fee for each search unit Is $25.00 for state residents and
double that for out-of-state residents. Only the amount of
artifacts needed for evafuat ion of the site may be removed
under this license. A written report is required at a
frequency specified in the license. A division of artifacts
ls always made, and the operation fs monitored by Institute
personnel. The same 60 day option for final ownership of
artifacts as In the Hobby License Is author Ized . Offenses
arising out of this I Icense category are heard In circuit
court and upon conviction are punishable by a fine not to
exceed $10,000 or Imprisonment not to exceed two years.
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The law was written In specific terms where prec ise
statements had to be made but In less specific terms where
discretionary powers might be desfred. For example, the law
guarantees to the licensee equity of not less than 50$ of
the artifacts, win value or ln kind.n If It is decided by
the institute that an artifact, or collection of artifacts
recovered under a I lcense should remain Intact and In State
hands, the I lcensee is compensated "in value" for his share.
It Is the responsibility of the institute to find the funds
to compensate the diver. The compensation figure is
determined by a panel of appraisers . An appraiser
representing the d fver and an appraiser representing the
Stats choose a third appraiser . The three sst the value
which is binding on both parties. Thfs has not happened fn
the 16 years the law has been In effect, but the provision
is there if the need arises.

In another example of discretionary po~er, the law, as
mentioned above, guarantees to the licensee equity of not
less than 50$ but, does not prohibit the Instftute from
gr anting more than 50$ equfty, which it often does. For
example, the percentage equity printed on the Hobby License
form fs 754 for the diver and 254 for the State, and In fact
the Institute has never made a division wfth a hobby diver
of his finds . Because of this non-possessive attitude the
institute has never been denied the long-term loan of an
artifact for study or display. In contrast with not
requiring a division with a hobby diver the institute always
requires a d'Iv Is lan with a Search or Salvage Licensee and
the salvor's equity ln the license seldom exceeds 50'g.
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In order for this I aw to be made into a workable tool for
resource management it was necessary to make some hard
decisions. It was decided that usfng the law as a club to
bludgeon compf iance would be immedfatsl y counterproductive
and f frmly estab l ish an adversary relationship between the
diver and the Inst ftvte. Aside from the fact that the
Institute could not fund an adequate 1 aw snforcemsnt effort
it was bel ievsd that If we could open vp a I lne of
communication with ths divers, present the case for
conservation with conviction bvt not from a position of
unassai'labia power, stress1ng long-r ange benefits of an
educational and scientific nature for the citizens of the
State, the divers wou!d respond ln a posltlvs manner, And
such was the case, but it d fd not happen overn f ght .

I sought a close association with the diver s and spent many
hours in countless dilvs club meetings and w'Ith individuals
discvssfng each other's special concerns. Their opfnions
were sought and listened to, ours were received and
considered, We wer e open with each other and held nothing
back particularly when we had a controversial point to make,
or positions to defend. In other words we opened lines of
commvnlcatlon, conducted ourselves with courtesy and
respect, recognized each other's value and potential
contr Ibutlon, and eventually developed a trust that made
mutual cooperation Inevitable.
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There are a number of qualities about South Carolina that
have created a physical environment fn which our program has
been able to take root and grow. Probably most Impor tant,
at least to date, fs the complete absence of known, or
sought after, treasure wrecks In State waters. For this we
are thankful . South Carol fna is a small state but has a
relatively I arge number of rivers for its size� . These fresh
water rivers, where most of the diving takes place and most
of the discoveries are made, are beneficial to our
conservation efforts because they inhibit two maJor
destr uctlvs forces to shipwrecks and artIfacts, teredos and
electrolysis. Organic and inorgan Ic material from r iver
sites tend to be In better condition than comparable
mater fal recover ed from ssa water . Mast of the rivers are
wide, some are quite deep, and except for the Cooper Rfver,
have a high tannin or particulate matter content which
limits visibility severely. The Cooper River alone In the
stats often has 15 feet vlsibflfty. Out to the three mile
limit In the ocean vlsfbfl lty is almost always very poor.



Results

I do not want to imply that our management techniques have
resulted in 100$ compliance by the sport diving community,
for that is not the case, A number of divers from both In
and out of state ignore the law altogether, and take the
chance that they wlfl not encounter a law officer while
d iv ing . They have not always been successful and arrests
have been made. We are also aware that some divers do not
list all of their recoveries or sites on the monthly report
forms they send to the Inst ltute, Some report to us only
objects they have no interest in, or are not saleable,
keeping the saleable objects for themselves. This has
happened, and will undoubtedly continue to happen, but I
believe at an increasingly lower r ate as time progresses.
Certain divers have tried to circumvent the Institute's
licensing authority by working within the State political
system or through other agenc ies s uch as museums, but in
this they have not been successful. We have revoked
licenses for cause, and have had our revocatlons challenged
In court. To date, however, all our Iega'I actions have been
upheld or the challenges have been thrown out of court
before reaching trial stage.

In contrast to the negative response mentioned above the
positive side of the program is encouraging. In 1976 a
hobby diver discover ed a shfpwreck in the Black Rfver fn
South Carolina at a site known as Brown's Ferr y. He
reported the discovery to the institute and after a
determination had been made that the vesse I dated from
around 1740 and was of primary significance to the study of
early 18th century r Iver craft, he voluntarily relinquished
his equity ln it and donated his share to the State. Thfs
would not have happened iln an environment of confrontation.
The vessel was raised by amateurs under professional
d Irection and examined In detail. J. Richard Stetfy of the
Institute of Nautical Archeology, probably the leading
authority on ancfent ship construction said of the vessel:
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The general poor v1slbi I lty tends to quickl y el lminate the
dilettante divers, and those who perservere do so with a
singleness of purpose. This personal ity type initial ly
tends to oppose regulation but upon learning how the I aw is
appl ied and why, usual I y becomes supportive. The smal I size
of the state also works In our favor because it is possible
for me to dr I ve from the Inst iltute in Co I umb i a to the most
d I stant part of the state to v I s il t a s I te or meet w 1 th a
diver in less than three hours, and to the center of diving
activity around Charleston In only two hours.



often associated with vessels of war . As such, it
defines everyday technology in a competitive
atmosphere. Additionally, this was a local type
Important to any rnaritlme scholar - representing a
per fod and area In which far too little maritime
information has been forth coming.
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Operating with a diving staff of only two, we are dependent
on the voluntary support of hobby divers. On occasions too
numerous to mention we have ca I I ed upon d i vers for f ree he I p
on one or two day projects and have seldom been turned down.
On wo occasions a number of d fvers have g iven us, free of
charge, their two weaks annual vacation for the privilege of
working on a project under Institute supervision. We have
more volunteers than we have time or opportun Ity to use .
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Up to this point the only amateur I have
the sport diver, who through the years,
and vital role in all of our activities.
category of amateur who plays an equally
visible role. This is a person, or firm
through the loan, or gift of supplies an
recovery of the Brown's Ferry vessel wou
possible without this kind of help. For
supply store owner loaned us a pump and
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bricks recovered from the wreck, from a Sea
center we borrowed heavy duty batteries, fr
Paper Company a 50 ton crane, and from a tr
40-foot flatbed tr uck. Al I of thl s ass I sta
cost to the projet, Engineers nnd welders
sawmi I I on their own time designed and bul I
frame used to support the vessel, and the p
union supplied the crew for the crane. Thi
definition, a community project, supported

Conclusion

The basic goal of the archeologist is the acquisition of
knowledge, not the collectfon of artifacts, a'Ithough the two
are Inextr Icably entwined for a magor part of the learnfng
process . South Carolina' s resource management progr am
utilizing the amateur 'In active and supportive roles, as
detailed above, has already yielded major new fnformation
for the general body of archeolog Ical knowledge and has the
potent fal to make new contr lbut lans well into the f uture .
In order for a law to be effective It must be enforced, or
must engender voluntary compliance. Although enforcement ls
occasionally necessary, It Is al~ays time consuming,
expensive, must be continually carried out, and firmly
establishes an adversary relationship as the norm.
Voluntary compl lance on the other hand, a product of
education, understanding, and compromise, ls less expensive,
self-motivating and establishes cooperation as the norm. In
South Carolina we have chosen the latter.
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The Alaska Historic Preservation Act

and submerged cultural resources

Thomas Merrick Robertson

Douglas K. Mertz
Office of the Attorney General, Alaska
juneau, Alaska

Introduct Ion

The Alaska Historic Preservation Act, Alaska Statutes
41.35.010 -- 41.35.240, is an attempt by the Alaska
Legislature to establish a comprehensive body of law to
protect endangered resources of cultural significance.�!
The scope of this effort ls apparent from the declaration of
pol Icy contained fn AS 41.35.010:

It Is the policy of the state to preserve and
protect the historfc> prehistoric and
archeological resources of Alaska from loss,
desecration and destruction so that the
scientific, historic and cultural heritage
embodied ln these resources may pass undiminished
to future generations. To this end, the
legislature finds and declares that the historic,
prehistoric and archeolog ical resources of the
state are properly the subject of concerted and
coordinated efforts exercised on behalf of the
general welfare of the public In order that these
resources may be located, preserved, stud ied,
exhibited and evaluated.

Whether or not this enactment has lived up to legislative
expectations ls subject to debate.�! There Is no doubt,
however, that lt has had little Impact beneath the sea.
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The Language of the Act

Ap p I i cab I I I ty to submerged r ssources

The Alaska Historic Preservation Act addresses the fate of
certain nhlstorlc, prehistoric and archeologlcal
resources."�! The definition of these resources, contained
In AS 47.35.230�!, does not distinguish between those found
on dry ground and those found under water:

istoric and archeologlcal
deposits. structures, ruins,

raves, artifacts, fossils, or
tiquity which provide
ing to the historical or
re of people in the state as
ral history of the state.

The objects identified in this definition are typically
located above ssa level. but noth Ing In AS 41.35.230�!
explicitly excludes those which are submerged. Any doubt
that submerged obJects are covered by AS 41.35.230�! Is
slim Inated by AS 41.35.020 a!. In that sectIon, the State
of Alaska "r eserves to Itself" title to all cultural
resources "situated on land owned or controlled by the
state, including tideland and submerged land..." Although
some relationship to land seems to be contemplated in thIs
context, whether that land Is wet or dry does not seem to be
a factor.

Resources covered by the act

The def i nit ion of "histor lc,
resources" contained In AS 4
cover objects which have not
have been excavated and lost
excavated and placed in publ
However, substantive provlsl
limiting factors. As a resu
subJect to the Act depends>
provision of the Act ls bein

Substantive provisions of the act

The Act as a whole addresses acquisition, excavation and use
of cultural resources by the State of Alaska and establishes
a mechanism for public recognit ion of certain cultural
resources in private ownership. It assigns primary
responsibility for these matters to the Department of
Natural Resources. The Act also creates the Historic Sites
Advisory Committee.�! Action by the committee is a
prerequisite to use of many protections of the Act. It also
serves as the state review board under P.L. 89-665, the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966.�!

The keystone of the Act Is AS 41.35.020. This section
asserts state ownership of cultural resources "situated" on
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land owned or controlled by the state and, on its behalf,
declares an "exclusive right of field archeo!ogy." AS
41.35.020 also dfsclaims any dfmlnishment of "the cultural
rights and responslbflltles of persons of aboriginal
descent"�! and, on recommendation of the Historic Sites
Advisory Committee, authorizes use of state owned objects by
"local cultural groups."

AS 4 1.35.030 empowers the Governor, on recommendatlon of the
Historic SItes Advisory Committee, to declare "any particulr
historic, prehistoric or archeologfcal structure, deposit,
site or other object of scfentlflc or historic Interestw
which Is situated on state or private land to be a state
monument or historic site. This designation on prfvate land
requires written consent of the owner. The Act assigns
administrat Ion and support of state monuments and historic
sites to the Department of Natural Resources.�!

The Department of Natural Resources, on recommendat fan of
the Historic sftes Advisory Commfttee, fs authorized by AS
41 . 35 . 060 to acqu Ire cul tura I resources by g I ft, purchase,
devise or bequest. If, again on recommendatlon of the
committee, a cultural resource Is in danger of "being sold
or used so that Its historic, prehistoric or archeolog Ical
value will be destroyed or seriously impaired, or Is
otherwise In danger of destruction or serious impairmentpn
the department may "establish" Its appropriate use. If the
owner does not adhere to restrictions Imposed by the
department, the property may be acquired by eminent
domafn. 8!

AS 41.35.070 mandates that the Department of Natural
Resources "locate, identify and preserve ln suitable records
informatfon regarding historic, prehistoric and
archeologlcal sites, locations and remains" and submit that
Informat fon to the heads of the pr fnc  pa I state agenc les .
This section also authorizes the department to excavate
public construct Ion sites and to require a survey ff
whistorlc, prehistoric or archeological sites, locat lans@
remains, or obJects" are discovered du< ing public
construction,

AS 41,35.080 authorizes the Commissioner of Natural
Resources to Issue permits for the "Investigation,
excavation, gathering or removal from the natural site" of
state owned cultural resources. 9! Ho~ever, this section
also provides that If the resource, or the site of the
resouce, Is "sacred, holy or of religious significance to a
cultural group" then the consent of that group must be
obtained before a permit wfll be Issued.�0!

Excavatfon of cultural resources on land in private
ownership fs addressed in AS 4 1.35.090 and AS 41.35.100.
The former requires three months notice to the department
before "any construction~ alteration or Improvement" of a
designated state monument or historic site. The latter
requires the department to obtain written approval of the
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owner before excavating "historic, prehistoric or
archealag ical remalnsw and requires it to compensate the
owner for any resulting reductfon fn the value of the land

F fnal I y, the Act Imposes cr im Inal sanct lans for mi suse of
cultural resources. The unl awful acts are I fsted ln AS
41.35.200:

 a! lt ls unlawful for a person to appropriate,
excavate, remove, injure, or destroy, without a
permit from the cammlssIaner, any historic,
prehistoric or archeo log feei resources of the
state.

 b! lt 'Is unlawful for a person ta
buy or transport wlthfn the state,
self, buy or transport within the
prehistor Ic or archeofog ical resou
acquired In violation of this sect
433.

possess, sell,
or offer to

state, h I star ic,
ress taken or
lon or 16 U S C.

 c! No person may unlawfully destroy, mult flats,
deface, Injure, remove or excavate a gravesite or
a tomb, monument, gravestone or other structure or
object at a gravesite, even though the gravesIte
appears to be abandoned, lost or neglected.

 d! An hfstoric, prehistoric or ar
resource which Is taken in v Iolati
section shall be seized by any per
'In 5220 of this chapter wherever f
time. Objects seized may be dispo
commissioner determines by deposit
public depository.

cheological
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Yfol atfon of any of these provisions is
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As noted earlier, certain substantfve provisions of the Act
supplement the definition of "historic, prehistoric and
archeolog ical resources" at AS 41.35.230�!. Nonetheless,
s fgn if Icant amb'Igu I ty rema fns concerning the basic question
of coverage� .



the most part ignores the possib i  ity of competing ci aims of
ownership.<11! For example, the I anguage is arguably broad
enough to Tnclude objects whIch have been loaned to the
stats for dlspl ay In the Al asks State Museum. As a resul t,
app I Tcab I I ity of the Act 1 s not clear when ownership of land
does not unamb Tguous I y g i vs r i se to a correspond'Ing r ight
over objects associated with It.�2!

Perhaps the best I Ilustration of amb Igu I ty covered by the
Act's failure to address these quest Ions is prov Ided by
vessels that have foundered in navigab'!e waters. In Alaska,
marIt Trna tragedies as recent as the 1952 sinking of the
Princess Kath een are considered of historic Interest. It
i s at least arguabl e that "art i facts" and "other objects of
antiquity" within the contemp I ation of AS 41.35.230�! can
be obtained from wrecks of similar vintage. �3! Since the
state holds title to the bed of navIgab I e waters up to three
m/tes offshore,�4! it appears that any vessel that founders
in these waters Is "situated" on state land. However, any
stats claIm to ownership in these circumstances ls subject
to challenge by persons exercising salvage rights under
federal maritime Iaw,�5! a problem the Act does not
address.

AS 41.35,020 contains additional language beat Ing on the
issue of coverage which Is also ambiguous. The
accommodation of "cultural rights and responsibilities of
perso~s of abor Iglnal descent," although laudable, does not
identify the manner 1n which those rights and
responsibilities are to be determined. Presumably,
trad Itional uses of culturai resources by Alaska natives are
subject to proof. However, As 41.35.020 also contains a
statement that nothIng In the Act w infr Inges upon their
r Ight of possession and use of those resources..." Ths
statute does not expressly I Imit this right to ths exercise
of "cultural rights and responsTbilltissw nor, as we have
seen, does it clearly associate "cultural r lghts and
responsibilities" with trad It Tonal uses of cultural
resources by Alaska natives.

LImitations on crim Inal prosecution

AmbIguity in a civil setting can often be eliminated through
litigation. In the cr Iminal 'Iaw, however, fundamental
pr inc Ip  es of due process requ'Ire that statutes proscribing
conduct use terms which are reasonably defin Its so that
persons of ordinary inte�1gence can conform their act'lons
to what the law requires. �6!

This issue was raised In a settIng analogous to the Alaska
HI star ic Preservation Act I n Un 1 ted States v. 0 i az, 499 F. 2d
I13  9th Cir, 1974!. In that case the appal I ant was
convicted under the cr lminal provi s1on of the federal
Antiquities Act, 16 U.S.C. $433, with appropriating "objects
of antiquity situated on lands owned end control Ted by the
Government of the Un Ited States without the permission of
the Secretary of Inter Ior." The United States Court of
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Appeals for the hilnth Circuit reversed appellant's
conviction on the ground the statute, by using undefined
terms of uncommon usage, was so vague as to violate ihe due
process clause of the federal Constitution.�7! It
observed:

We have no doubt as to the wisdom of the
legislative judgement  made close to seventy years
ago and reinforced by experiences of the present
In the despoliation of public lands! that public
interest in and respect for the culture and
heritage of native Americans requfres protection
of the Ir sacred p I aces, past and present, ega Inst
commercial plundering .

Protection, however, can Involve resort to terms
that, absent legfslatlve definition, can have
different meanings ta different people. One must
be abls to know, with reasonable certainty, when
he has happened an an area forbidden ta his pick
and shovel and what obJects he must leave as he
has found them,

Nowhere here do we find any definition af such
terms as wruilnw or "monument"  whether historic or
prehistoric! or "object of antiquity." The
statute does not limit Itself to Indian
reservatfons or to Ind lan relics. Hobby lsts wha
explore the desert and its ghost towns for
arrowheads and antique bottles could arguably find
themselves within the Act's proser Iptions.
Counsel on neither side was able ta cite an
instance prior to thfs in which conviction under
ihe statute was sought by the United States.

The "objects of antfqulty" at issue in Diaz were face masks
made only three or four years previously and deposited by an
Apache medicine man In a cave on an Indian reservation. It
ls possfbls that the conviction would have been upheld lf
the objects at Issue were more clearly of ancfent vintage.

Although the court ln Diaz characterized the Antiquities Act
as "fatally vague,w prosecutions under vague statutes are
sometimes upheld where there Is no leg It lmate doubt of
applicability in a part Icular case. The Alaska Supreme
Court considered this problem In Stock v. State, 526 P.2d
<Alaska 1974!, In which the appellant was convicted of
polluting state waters In violation of the Alaska
Environmental Conservation Act.118! The court affirmed the
conviction, observing that w cgaurts have often recognized
that ths posslblllty of difficult or borderl Ine cases will
not invalidate a statute where there Is a hard core of cases
ta which the ordinary person would doubtlessly know the
statute unquestionably applfes.w

The statute at issue In Stock prov Idsd somewhat greater
specificity than the criminal provision of the Alaska
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Historic Preservation Act.�9! Statutes are presumed to be
constitutional. While we cannot predict with certainty that
It will be upheld, the constitutional vaildlty of the Alaska
H Istorlc Preservation Act may turn on the circumstances ln
Individual cases in which it is invoked.<20!

The question of adiminlstration

The maritime setting provides additiona'I motivation for
active admin Istrat Ive efforts. As discussed beiow, the
relationship between state antiquities legislation and
federal admiralty Iaw is unsettled. To the extent states
rely upon passive assertions of ownership, they run counter
to an act Ivist bias in admiralty which rewards actions
actually resulting In the relief of vessels In distress.�1!
A state which active I y pursues protection and recovery of
submerged artifacts Is ln a far better position to withstand
iegal challenges in this area than is a state which remains
passive.�2!

There has, however, never been a separate, identifiable
appropriation for administration of the Act. The Department
of Natural Resources has made limited funds available to the
Historic Sites Advisory Committee which have enabled It to
meet an average of twice yearly, the statutory minimum.�5!
The Governor has not designated a single state historic site
or monument since enactment of the Act in 1971. The
Department of Natural Resources has never distributed funds
under the Alaska Landmark Program, It has never atteimpted
to obtain tItle to cultural resources under th~ Act's power
of eminent domain.�4!

Othe P biem~s i A lie %ion

Conflicts with federal admiralty Iaw

Application of the Act, or siimllar legislation of other
states,�5! to underwater artifacts is beclouded by one
unsettled question in the law: Is ownership of wrecked
vessels and their cargo governed solely by federal admiralty
Iaw, or may states dictate other methods of determining
ownershilpl On its face, the Historic Preservation Act lays
claim to all cultural resources, Including shipwrecks, on
submerged state land.�6! A recent 'line of federai cases,
however, Indicates that Alaska's clailm may be subordinate to
that of persons salvaging vessels or cargo under provisions
of federal admiralty law.
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Admiralty or maritime law fs a body of rules developed over
centuries of use in seagofng nations which governs most
Important I egal aspects of mar lt fme af f a 1rs. Among other
matters, disputes over contracts In maritime commerce and
personal injuries connected with vessels are determined
under admiralty law rather than under the laws of the states
within whose jurisdfct Ion the dfsputes arfss. The law of
admiralty contains a body of rules governing the dfsposltlon
of distressed and ~racked vessels and their cargo. These
rules -- the law of salvage -- generally determine ownership
and rfght to share in the value of these vessels. In the
case of submerged wrecks, the law of salvage may d Irectly
confl Ict with state statutes makfng ownership claims on
behalf of the public .

Under the law of salvage, a person who comes upon a vessel
in distress and voluntarily assists fn saving the vessel or
its cargo becomes entitled to compensation for those
efforts, usually as a percentage of the cargo or vessel
saved. Most authorltles hold that a person who finds and
salvages abandoned maritime property can acquire t/tie to
it . At the same t Ime, the or Ig Inal owner of a foundered
vessel will ordlnarlly seek to exerc Ise enough control over
the vessel to avoid the status of abandonment and subsequent
loss of title. Thus, statutes ifke the Alaska Historic
Preservation Act -- which broadly assert "title" to at least
some submerged vessels -- may conflict with the rights of at
least two types of claimants to the resource: the original
owners of the vessel or cargo, and persons claimfng title or
rights as salvors.

As to the original owners of the vessel or cargo, the Act
lacks a clear statement of when a wrecked vessel comes under
Its Jurisdiction or when the state asserts title or control.
The remains of an 18th Century vessel of exploration would
presumably be an "object of antiquity" under the Act. Would
the Princess Kathlesn which sank In 1952 also qualffy2
Wou Id a f I sh Ing vesse I wh Ich ran aground a month ago2 Ths
Act itself provides little guidance. It is clear, however,
that the state cannot assert ownership of a cultural
resource already owned by someone else.

For example, the owner of a fishfng vessel whfch sank a
month ago probably has a valid continuing claim to title If,
since that m lsfortune, he has diligently attempted to
recover the vessel or its gear. If the owner does not
diligently pursue recovery, he may be considered by a court
to have abandoned the vessel, In which case It fs open to
salvage claims by others. The point is this: no matter how
a state seeks to exercise jurlsdfctfon over cultural
resources ln stats waters. It cannot obtain title unless the
tltie of the or Iglnal owner has lapsed, and this wiil be
determ Ined, at least as to wrecked vessels and cargo, under
federal maritime law.

Yet federal maritime Iaw may have an even more limiting
effect on the Act. In 1982. a United States District Court
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In Florida dec I ared that the Fi or ida Archives and History
Act, which cl aims title for the state to shipwrecks and
other abandoned property on submerged I ands, Is subord inate
to the rights of potential salvors under federal Iaw. In
other words, despite Florida's claim of title to abandoned
wrecks, a private salvor could legally take possession and
remove artifacts. The case,
Cobb Coin v. Unidentified Wreck 549 F,Supp. 540  S.D. Fla.
1982!,�8! Is now on appeal, so the legal question Is
unsettled. While the trial court decision Is not
controlling In Alaska, it poses a serious threat to any
state statute which attempts to protect submerged wrecksltes
by either a claim of ownership or by requiring permits for
excavators or salvors.

The Cobb Coin decision Is open to criticism on several legal
g o ~ ndes.I dI It eppesrs to rest on the concl eton th t ~
potential salvor has a right to explore and attempt salvage
wherever he chooses. It can be argued, however, that an
owner may control and prevent salvage by strangers, and that
th Is prerogative extends to the sovereign claiming ownership
through statutory fiat. The District Court dfd not hold
that state ownership itself Is improper, but rather that lt
is subordinate to the rights of salvage. Another critic Ism
stems from the fact that the wreck In Cobb Co In had been
buried beneath up to twenty-two feet of sand for centuries.
Ships permanently removed from the water and no longer
engaged in mar Itime commerce are arguably not subject to
admiralty Jurisd Iction, and so the law of salvage may be
Irrelevant. For example, The Francis L. Skinner, 248 F. 818
 W.D. Wash. 1914!, held that a wrecked ship which had been
beached for years 100 feet above high tide was not a
"vessel" for purposes of subjecting it to the merit Ime law
of salvage. It can certainly be argued that a vessel buried
below the sea floor for centuries is Just as effectively
removed from commerce and from adm Iral ty Jur lsd Ict ion as a
vessel beached for years above high t Ide .�0 !

Despite the uncertainty caused by Cobb Coin, ls ls important
to note that certaIn features of the Alaska Historic
Preservation Act are not affected by that decision. First,
Cobb Coin is limited to submerged cultural resources which
come within the purview of adm Iralty law, i.e., which have
been connected with traditional maritime activity.
Inundated communities and gravesites, for example, are not
subject to adm Iralty law, nor are fossil remains or items of
geologic significance. Control over these items when found
on stats-owned submerged lands is therefore a matter for
state law� .  31 ! Second, the ability of the state under AS
41.35.060 to acquire cultural resources recovered from the
sea  or elsewhere! by eminent domain Is not affected by
Cobb Coin. Third, while there currently is no requirement
that a person recovering cultural resources reg later them or
provide notice to the state before removing them from
Alaska, It may be possible for the Department of Natural
Resources to establish this requirement by regulation.
Since this requirement would not prevent salvage under
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federal law, nor deprive a salvor of the benefits of his
operation, at least not without compensation from the state,
it arguably would not infringe on federal salvage rights.
Fourth, ths state may regul ats activities In and around
shipwrecks on state-owned I and so iong as those activities
do not constitute pursuit of federal salvage r ights. �2!
Thus removal or destruct ion of cul tura1 resources on
submerged state lands by sports divers and researchers
without a permit couid violate the Act, unless the act fon
were part of an exercise ot federal salvage rights.
Moreover, since a val id claim of salvage r lghts requires
dl I lgsnce and success in recovering items of value, It Is
possible that activities fal I ing outside this area could
also be control led under stats I aw.

F inal ly, other measures may be aval I able which would not bs
regarded as in conf i ict with traditional mar itfme
principles.�3! Among these is the actual pursuit of
salvage r ights at sea and in federal court. This is,
perhaps, the most predictabl s remedy avai I able to states at
t he present t lme,

In short, federal admiralty law poses a signi f leant
impsd fment to protecting undersea cultural resources through
state leg fsl ation. Untf I the questions raised by Cobb Coin
and re'I ated cases are rsso I ved In the courts or by
Congress,�4! ths extent of impediment wi I I remain unknown.

Extratsrr I tor I a I ap p I i cat lan

State terr I tor I a I J ur I sd i ct ion sx
the coast. �5! As a resul t, much
off Alaska Is outside the state' s
wou/d mean that those areas are a
state's I sg Is I at I vs power. There
however, which may enable the sta
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The doctrine of extraterritoria'I application of law is
well-established in international law.�8> Aithough
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The strongest protect fon offered by the Act, assertion of
state ownership of cultural resources, applies only on
state-owned land.<36! SInce the passage of P.L. 83-31, the
Federal Submerged Lands Act fn 1953, the I lmit of state
ownership of the seabed has been firmly set at the
territorfal 'Ifmit of three miles. Thus there Is no
realistic possiblllty of a state claim to title to artifacts
based on land ownershIp beyond the three mlle limit.�7!
However, ft Is possible -- though by no means certain
that a claim of state Jurisdiction could be made beyond
three mlles for application of the Act's provisions
concerning cultural resources on private lands. For this It
would be necessary to invoke the doctrine of
extraterritorial application of law.



This theory may be appl Icable to protectIon of submerged
cultural resources on the continental shelf. The preamble
of the Alaska Historic Preservation Act identifies a valid
state Interest, preservation and protection of the
"hlstor Ic, prehistoric and archeological resources of
Alaska." If a direct connection could be drawn between
cultural aspects of Alaska's heritage, justification could
exist for extraterritorial app'lication of the Act. For
example, gravesites of aboriginal groups ancestral to
Alaskan natIves, or wrecks of vessels which had significant
Impact on d Iscovery or development of Alaska, could be
suff lciently connected to the concept of "Alaskan heritage"
to support a claim of Jurisdiction under the Act.�0!

A caution Is ln order: application of the doctrine of
extraterritorial appl Ication Is rare, and has never been
attempted under the Alaska Historic Preservation Act. This
discussion has been presented only to point out a possible
application. At this po lnt we cannot predict with any
certainty Its chances of success.

Conclusion

The Alaska Historic Preservation Act Is a weil � intende
piece of legislation, but thus far it has had negllgib
effect on preservation of the state's submerged cultur
heritage. The usefulness of the Act is limited by pro
with the language of the Act and by the lack of wconce
and coordinated efforts" to enforce it. Despite
near-universal agreement on the need for such protecti
effective appi Ication of the Act to submerged resource
not occur until there Is resolution of the legal confl
over the federal law of salvage. Those concerned with
preserving cultural resources could accomplish much by
seek Ing so I ut ions to 1 hese obstac I es at both the state
federal levels.
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normal ly a nation may enforce Its laws only within Its own
territory, certain recognized exceptions exist. A nation
may enforce certain laws against its own citizens travel I ing
In international zones, and It may apply its laws to an
activity In an International zone when that activity has a
substantial impact on a valid domestic interest. For
example it was held to be a valid exercise of Alaska's
r lghts when it prosecuted fishermen from outside Alaska who
took crab in international waters In violation of season
llm Its Imposed by Alaska.�9! That ruling was premised on
the fact that the crab in question annually migrated into
state waters, and that regulation of the resource beyond
three m iles was a necessary step in protecting what Is, at
least part of the year, a state resource,



NOTES

�! The Alaska Historic Preservation Act was
enacted as Chapter 130, 1971 Session Laws of Alaska.

<2! In a recent report to the legislature
Alaska State Museum observed that "Alaska's cultur
hlstorfc resources, much like its natural resource
been and remain fn great demand nationally and
Internationally. As a consequence, the state has
stripped of a substantial part of Its material cul
heritage. The process continues largely unabated
today." Alaska Stats Museum, Alaska Herita e
Endowment Re ort, Alaska Department of Education,
<f983!.

ths
al and
s, have

been
tural
even

p, 6,

�! The Historic SItes Advisory Committee is
composed of ths director of the Alaska State Museum, the
state liaison officer under the Natfonai Hlstor Ic
Preservation Act of 1966, three persons from the f le i ds of
history, architecture and archeology, and two persons who
represent indigenous ethnic groups. Sss AS 41.35.170. The
committee is authorized by AS 41.35.190 to employ necessary
staff .

<5! Ths ongoing duties of the Historic Sites
Advisory Committee are set out in AS 41.35.180. This
section provides that the committee shall:

�! develop criteria for the evaluation of state
monuments and historic sites and all real and personal
property which may be considered to be of historic,
prehistoric or archeological significance as would
Justify thefr acquisition and ownership by the state;

�! cooperate wfth the Department of hlatural Resources
ln formulating and administering a statewide historic
sites survey under the National Historic Presevatlon
Act of f966, Public Law 89-665  80 Stat. 915!;

�> review those surveys and historfc preservatfon
plans that may be required, and approve properties for
nomination to the National Register as provided for in
the Mat iona I Historic Preservation Act of 1 966, Pub I fc
Law 89-665  80 Stat, 915!;

�! provide necessary assistance to the governor and
the legislature for achieving balanced and coordinated
stats po I ic fes and programs for the preservation of the
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�! This paper refers to "historic, prehistoric and
archeolog fcal resources" collectively as "cult ural
resources." Common usage of the phrase "cultural resources"
is discussed In Glasler, Cultural Resource preservation:
A Consideration Before Mineral Dsvslo ment, Mineral Law
Institute, Vol. 28, p. 635 �983>.



state's historic, prehistoric and archeological
resources

�! consult with local historical distr ict commissions
regarding the estab I i shment of hi stor ical d i str i cts
under AS 29.48.108 -- 29 48.110 and the approval of
project al terations under AS 45.98.040; recommend, i f
appropriate, the formulation of additional criteria for
the designation of historical districts under AS
29.48.110 b!; approve plans for and evaluate the
suitabil ity of specific structures for purposes of loan
el igibll ity and continuance under the historical
d lstr let revol v Ing I oan fund  AS 45.98!; and consult
with the Department of Commerce and Economic
Development rel ative to the adoption of regul atlons for
hlstor Ical distr Ict loans under AS 45.98.

  6 ! The Act does not Indicate what these rights and
responsibilities are or how they are to be deter mined .

�! This function ls performed by the Division of
Parks and Is referred to 'in I I AAC 1 0. 1'I 0 as the A I aska
Landmark Program. Financial support of privately owned
sites is addressed 'In I'I AAC 16.'IOO -- 11 AAC 16.160.

 9! These permits are the subject of departmental
regulations found at 11 Alaska Administrative Code 16.030
'll AAC 16.090.

�0! The Act does not define eligible wcultur el
gl oups

�1! AS 41.35.020 does, of course, attempt to
accommodate "cultural rights and responsibilities" of Alaska
natives.

�2! Severe I other sect lons of the Act 'Imp I y that
some connection between the object and the I and is
necessary. See AS 41.35.030, AS 41.35.070, AS 41.35 ' D80, AS
41.35.090, AS 41.35.100, AS 41,35.200.

�3! Indeed, United States v. D Iaz, 499 F.2d 113
 9th Cir. 1974!, cites test'Imony by a un'Iversity professor
that, ln anthropoiogicai terms, wobject of antiquityw
includes contemporary works if related to religious or
social traditions of long standing.

laska holds title to the beds of
state under the Alaska Statehood
the Federal Submerged Lands Act
a distance of three mlles from

�4! The State of A
el I nav l gab I e waters In the
Act, P.L. 85-508�! m!, and
of 1953. P.l . 83-31, out to
the coast, 43 V.S.C. 51312.
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 8! Em'Inent doma'In, the right of the government to
acquire private property at fair market value, Is subject to
AS 09.55.240 -- 09,55.460.



�5! This and related issues are discussed in sec.
IV A.

�6! In Alaska, the void-for-vagueness doctrine has
three components, A statute can be struck down If  I> it is
so overbroad as to restrict the exercise of free speech, �!
it does not give adequate notice of what is prohibited, or
�! it gives undue discretion to prosecuting authorities in
determilning what constitutes a crime. Stock v. State, 526
P.2d 3  Alaska 1974>.

�7! See fn. 13.

�8! AS 46.03. The appellant was charged
specifically with violation of AS 46.03.710, which prohibits
"pollution".

�9! Among other things, the Alaska Environmental
Conservation Act contains a detailed definition of
"pollution" which incorporates terms in common usage or with
well established meanings at common law,

�1! For example, In W~I ins v. 1100 Tons, >4ore or
Less, of Italian Marble, 186 F.Supp. 452, 455  E.D. Va.
1960!, the court reJected the claim of a Virginia
Commissioner of Wrecks to an abandoned sailing vessei and
its cargo. In favoring a salvor under traditional maritime
principles, the court noted that the Commissioner of Wrecks
had not inventoried the vessel, obtained actual possession
of the vessel, hired guards or laborers, or otherwise
treated it as unavaflable for public salvage in the 66 years
since the vessel foundered.

�2! A state can, for example, go so far as to
salvage a vessel under traditional maritime practice.

�3! No meetings were held In 1972.

124! Telephone interviews with Ty L. Diiiiplane,
State Historic Preservation Officer, Department of Natural
Resources and 'William S. Hanab'Ie, former State Historic
Preaervat IOn Off ICer, Department Of Natural ReSOurces, Apr Il
27, 1983.
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�5! Twelve states expressly include shipwr ecks
within the protection of antiquities legislation, Fla, Stat.
5267.011 - 267.14 �979>; Ga. Code 540.813<a! �978>; Ind.
Code 514-3-3-3-1  m!  Com. Supp. 1980!; La. Rev. Stat. Ann.
tit. 41 551601 and 1605 �974>; Mass. Gen. 'Laws Ann. ch.
655179-1 80 <1977 !; Mi ss. Code Ann. 539-7-9 �972!; Ihi. C. Gen.
Stat. 551 21-22-121 � 28 �981 !; R. I . Gsn, Laws
5542-45.1-3--42-45.1-4 �977!; S.C. Code
5554-7-210--54-7-280  Cum, Supp. 1980 >; Tex, Civ . Code Ann .
tit. 9 55191.001--191.174 <Supp. '!979!; Vt. Stat. Ann. t lt.
22 55701, 781-782 �978!! Va. Code 510-145.9  Cum Supp.
1980!. Other states, wh lie not referring to shipwrecks,
Include submerged or underwater sites in their protect'lon of
archaeological resources. See Colo. Rev. Stat. 524-80-401
  1 973 !; Hawaii Rev . Stat . 556E-2 and 6E-7   1 976 !; Me . Rev .
Stat . Ann . t It� . 27 55371 and 373 � 969 !; Minn� . Stat .
551 38. 31 and 1 38. 37 < 1 980 !; Or . Rev . Stat . 55273. 705  a!,
273. 722, 273. 728, 274. 005<7 >, 274, 025   1 979 !; Wash . Rev .
Code 527.53.040 �979!; Wls. Stat. 5527.012<1!--27.012 9!
�975!.

<26! States hold tItle out to three mi!es from the
coast . See fn . 1 4 .

�7> A critique of admiralty law is beyond the scope
of this paper. For a more detailed discussion of admiralty
law ln this context, see Lawrence, Stats Anti uities Law and
Admlralt Salva e: Protectin Our Cultural Resources 32
Mlam I L. Rev. 291 �977!.

�8! See ~a so 525 F.Supp. 186  S.D. Fla. 1981!

<29> Other arguments also exist and wiii likely be
argued on appeal. See fn. 27.

�0! It 'Is similarly arguable that excavation of
maritime artifacts ls not a traditional subject of admiralty
jurisd let!on. From a mar'lns archeologist's viewpoint,
application of maritime law to anc ient shipwrecks has its
log ical lapses. Consider, for instance, whether any
functional difference exists between an ancient wrecks'Its
where the vessel itself has disintegrated and only scattered
cargo I'les on the seabed  maritime salvage laws probably
apply!; and an anc lent v I I I age site, now Inundated, where
scattered rema ins I 'I e on the seabed < merit lms sa I vage I aws
probably do not apply!.

�1! There is some authority to the contrary.
C~a Marl tlag L nd 9 tice The flo Ida B, 55 G
llhhhl lth G. Gll o ~ nd G. ~ lack, The La ~ f Ad lralt
2nd edeP The FOundatlOn PreSS, InC., p. 538 �975>.

�2! Methods of pursuing federal salvage rights are
discussed in Maritime Law and Practice id. and The Law
of A~di alt, Id.
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�4! For exempt e, H.R. 132, fntroduced ln the 97th
Congress by Congressman Charles E. Bennett of Florida, would
make a I I abandoned sh 'I p wrecks In n av 'I gab I e waters the
property of the federal government. Under this b I I I the
Department of the Inter 'lor cou I d I et contracts for their
usa I v agee or other d I spos'It Ion.

�5! There are various technical rules for
determ f ning the exact I ocat I on of t' he three mi I e I lmi t when
the coastlfne consists of bays and coastal 'Islands, as in
much of Alaska. The state is currently engaged ln
I ttlgat ion with the federal government over location of the
bounder y in severe I such areas.

�6> See AS 41.35.020.

�7> The federal government claims title to the
seabed to the edge of the continental shelf and In some
areas out to 200 miles from the coast.

�8! See e. . Restatement  Second! of Forei n
Relations 5$18, 3 , and 33 �965!.

�9! F/V Amer lean Ea le v. State 620 P.2d 657
 Alaska 1980!, a eal d lsmfssed 454 U.S. 1130, 102 S.Ct.
985, 71 L.Ed.2d 284 � 82!; see also Bundrant v. State, 546
P. 2d 530   Alaska 1 976 ! > a ea I d fsmissed sub nom,
Ur'I v. State 529 U.S. 806, 97 S.Ct. 40, 50 L.Ed.Zd 66
�976!.

�0! It is not clear whether npr Ivate" property, as
used in the Act, Includes federal or International submerged
lands. If not there would be I Ittle point in attempt Ing an
extraterr'ltor lal appl Ication of the Act, since little of the
cont'Inental shelf would fall outside these categories' If
extraterrftor 1st appl ication were to be attempted, we
believe lt should be preceded by amendment of the Act to
make clear a legislative fntent to apply It to resources
beyond the three mt I e I lmlt.
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